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Series Preface

This new series called Studies on Elephantine (soe) is based at the Ägyptisches

Museum und Papyrussammlung (Egyptian Museum and Papyrus Collection)

of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (National Museums Berlin). It is connected

to the Egyptian and Oriental Papyrus Collection of the Egyptian Museum. The

aim of the series is to give a platform for studies, text editions, and discussions

on the cultural history of more than 4000 years located on Elephantine Island

in Egypt. Elephantine was a militarily and strategically important island in the

river Nile on the southern border of Egypt. No other settlement in Egypt is

so well attested through texts over such a long period of time. Its inhabitants

formed a multi-ethnic, multicultural, and multi-religious community that left

us vast amounts of written sources detailing their everyday lives from the Old

Kingdom to beyond the Arab Conquest.

Today, several thousand papyri and other manuscripts from Elephantine

are scattered in more than sixty institutions across Europe and beyond. Their

texts arewritten indifferent languages and scripts, includingHieroglyphs,Hier-

atic, Demotic, Aramaic, Greek, Coptic andArabic. The project “Localizing 4000

Years of Cultural History. Texts and Scripts from Elephantine Island in Egypt” is

kindly funded by the European Research Council (ERC) with a goal to bring all

these texts together, both digitally as an online database and physically as text

editions.

The first volume of this new series is dedicated to New Aramaic Papyri from

Elephantine in Berlin. More than 800 Aramaic papyri fragments dating to the

5th century BCE in the Berlin Museum have been studied by James D. Moore

over the last few years. The results of his studies are presented in this volume,

the importance of which cannot be overestimated, as new readings and new

insights are nowpossible into a very important period of the island of Elephan-

tine.

I want to acknowledge, first and foremost, how grateful I am to the mem-

bers of the Advisory Board who supported the peer-review process of this new

series. I am also very appreciative of the financial support that came from the

NationalMuseumsBerlin, theThyssenFoundation, and theEuropeanResearch

Council.

I wish to thank Friederike Seyfried, Director of the Egyptian Museum in

Berlin, and Tzulia Angos, the Elephantine papyrus conservator, without whom

this volume would not have been possible. I am also grateful to Sigrid Woll-

meiner from the Publication Department of the National Museums in Berlin

and Katelyn Chin from Brill Publishing.

MayElephantine be alive again andmay this newpublication series flourish!

Verena M. Lepper, Berlin
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Sigla and Varia for Editions and Translations

Letters and contracts (Text and Commentary §1) include notations under

“Material patterns,” which are coded to the heuristic maps in the Introduction,

Figure 4 and Figure 5.

When a fragment joins to a previously published fragment, only variants with

tad are listed below it; each variant is separated by | .

Ø Missing element in a date.

+ Two fragments physically (directly) join.

(+) Indirect join; two fragments belong to the same document

without physically joining.

- In apparatus: lacking in tad.

⊥ Text is written perpendicular to the fibers.

‖ Text is written parallel to the fibers. Or a textual parallel in

citations.

{ | } Choice of ambiguous readings.

/ Choice of ambiguous translations.

◦ Illegible letter or broken letter for which more than three

readings are possible.

⸢ ⸣ Damaged texts. The likelihood of readings in half brack-

ets varies, and when not discussed in the commentary, the

reader should consult the photographs to make her own

judgment.

[ ] Reconstructed text or translation.

Capital Italics Romanized transliteration.

col. Column.

Miniscul Italics Romanized transliteration of proper name or uncertain

translations.

Xsuperscript Superlinear insertion.

Xsubscript Sublinear insertion.

# Reconstructed unknown number.

dn Deity Name.

en Ethnonym.

pn Proper name of persons, except kings.

rn Proper name of kings.
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Introduction

No apology need be made for re-editing these texts, for every fresh

examination sheds fresh light on them, and in spite of the very

extensive literature towhich they have given rise,much still remains

to be done.

arthur cowley, Aramaic Papyri, 1923 [p. v]

∵

This statement by Arthur Cowley is just as true today as it was in 1923 when

he penned it. Since Cowley wrote his exceptional volume, Aramaic Papyri,

which predominantly focused on manuscripts from Elephantine, scholarship

has seen the publication of hundreds of Persian period Aramaic sources, in-

cluding many more from Elephantine. The present contribution is a continua-

tion of this long history of Elephantine Aramaic editions.

The objective of this volume is to publish the legible documentary papyri

from the over 800 Aramaic papyri fragments discovered in an uncatalogued

container known as the Aramaic Box and found in 2014 in the Staatliche

Museum zu Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung. These frag-

ments are available in two locations.Working photographs of all the fragments

as well as preliminary readings are available through the erc-funded digital

edition andproject, Localizing 4,000Years of CulturalHistory:Texts andScripts

from Elephantine Island, Egypt (Grant id 637692). The present volume is a

more thorough analysis of a selection of documentary papyri from theAramaic

Box.

The Aramaic Box consists of papyri fragments left over from Eduard

Sachau’s 1911 edition of Aramaic documents. The fragments in the Aramaic

Box appear to be those which neither Sachau nor the conservator Hugo

Ibscher could place and apparently were deemed too small to edit given the

timeframe of Sachau’s project. Seeing that these papyri were probably the

most difficult pieces to work with and that the present volume is also bound

by funding, time, and project constraints, it is asked that the reader remember

these restrictions, should oversights ormisjudgments be foundherein. By using

the highest quality photographic technology and the latest advances in Ara-

maic studies in 1911, Sachau made available to the scholarly community the

Aramaic papyri excavated by the Germans at Elephantine within four years of

their discovery. It is my conviction along with that of Verena Lepper and Bernd

Schipper, who collaborated to help conceive this project, that the Aramaic Box

also be made available to the scholarly community as quickly as possible and

by using the latest technology available.

The fragments edited in this volume include all fragmentswritten transversa

charta (i.e. written perpendicular to the recto’s papyrus fibers) and for which at

least one word is legible or reconstructed with a fairly high degree of certainty.

It also includes all fragments with one or more legible words from record rolls.

In the box remain many literary fragments, most of which have been deter-

mined to belong to the Ahiqarmanuscript (Pap. Ber. P. 13446 + frags. + Cairo em

JdE 43502 = tad C1.1; C3.7; and D-Ahiq. frags. a–b), which is the longest surviv-
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ing Imperial Aramaic (ia) papyrus document and contains the narrative of the

legendary Ahiqar, scribe of Sennacherib and Esarhaddon, along with proverbs

ascribed to him. This text is written on a manuscript that exhibits many com-

positional acts and reusages. The majority of the new and unplaced fragments

that belong to this manuscript include no legible words, but due to the unique

material and textual characteristics of thatmanuscript, more time is needed to

evaluate those fragments. As such, they do not appear in this volume.

The fragments herein either (1) join to those papyri published by Sachau

(and reedited most recently in tad), (2) join to those fragments found in the

West BerlinMuseumandpublishedbyBezalel Porten and then reedited byhim

and Ada Yardeni in tad, (3) join to fragments first published in Porten or tad,

or (4) remain unplaced or belong to a previously unknown document. For a

comprehensive chart of the fragments see Appendix, Papyri Register. Variants

for those fragments, which join to previously published papyri, are only given

against tad, though the commentary may engage the earlier editions.

Part i: The History of Aramaic Papyri from Elephantine Held in

Berlin

As 19th and early 20th century western aristocrats and academics ventured

through the Middle East, Far East, and Africa collecting ancient objects, the

site of Elephantine island in southern Egypt proved to be a textual goldmine

for collectors. The earliest documented Aramaic acquisition from or relating to

Elephantine occurred between 1815–1819,when an Italian namedGiovanni Bat-

tista Belzoni collected two Aramaic letters either found at or destined for Ele-

phantine. These remained unpublished until 1960.1 Throughout the mid 19th

century, other objects collected in Egypt, especially from the antiquitiesmarket

in Saqqara,mayhave originally come fromElephantine, such as those collected

by Karl Richard Lepsius for the Berlin Museum between 1842–1845, but with-

out clear documentation we cannot confirm these documents’ provenance.2

Serious interest in Elephantine as a site of Aramaic sources began in 1875 when

the Reverend Greville John Chester collected and sold Aramaic ostraca to the

British Museum; these were later published in 1900. After Chester’s acquisi-

tions, murmurs of Aramaic documents from Elephantine or Aswan floated

through the inner circles of theWesterners who controlled the Egyptian Antiq-

uities Authority. One man in particular, Charles Edwin Wilbour collected a

large trove of Elephantine papyri and artifacts, including some of themost well

persevered Aramaic Papyri ever to be found. Spawned by his love for Egyptol-

ogy and his investigatory prowess as an American journalist, Wilbour formed

a relationship with the French Director-General of Egyptian Antiquities, Gas-

ton Maspero. In the early 1880’s the two traveled south collecting artifacts and

unearthing the location of papyri sold to them along the way. The bulk of

Wilbour’s personal collections came from the region of Aswan/Elephantine,

1 See Bresciani, “Papiri,” and Hermop.

2 This is noted in theMuseum’s 1958 inventory book as the Brauner Papyrus (= Pap. Ber. P. 3206

= tad B8.5), and it was on display at the time. According to Cowley no. 69, the fragments

probably come from Elephantine based on their writing. tad, however, suggests that they

came from Saqqara (B, p. 149). Since the Saqqara pieces could have originated from a variety

of places, the issue must remain unresolved.
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and were mostly acquired in early 1883. Mum was the word of this collection

for eight decades thereafter, until his Aramaic documents were published in

1953.3 In 1901, eighteen years after Wilbour’s adventure, the Oxford professor

of Assyriology Archibald Sayce was in Aswan where he bought an Aramaic

papyrus roll and three ostraca from locals. He then encouraged Maspero to

excavate the area. Maspero returned to the island himself a year later in 1902

and found at least oneAramaic papyrus near theKhnum temple complex (aibl-

cis A1 pap. 1 [rés 246] = tad D3.26).4 During exploratory excavations in spring

of 1904 Greek and Demotic papyri were found on the island, but no Aramaic

(Sayce, p. 9). In the same year, however, word reached the British archaeol-

ogist Robert Mond that “Hebrew” papyri had been found by locals at Aswan,

while Mond himself was digging in Thebes. This was apparently made known

by the acquisition of related papyri at the same time by Lady William Cecil,

daughter of the famous Lord Amherst,5 who was traveling through the region.

Mond raced to acquire the remaining papyri, but once in his possession, the

then Inspector-General of Antiquities of Upper Egypt, Howard Carter, coerced

Mond to sell the papyri to the Cairo museum.6 Carter then gave publishing

rights to Sayce. Not competent enough to edit the Aramaic texts, Sayce brought

the Bodleian librarian and Semitics scholar Arthur Cowley onto the project,

though Sayce kept the credit of authorship in the editio princeps, only noting

on the title page “with the assistance of” A.E. Cowley.

Based on these events, the Germans raised funds for excavations under the

pretense that they would excavate the island alone. They did not know that the

French at the guidance of Charles Clermont-Ganneauwere also planning to dig

there. The German coalition was led by Otto Rubensohn, a respected archaeol-

ogist and member of both the German Preußischen Papyrusunternehmen and

the Papyruskartell, a group of academics set on acquiring as many papyri as

possible for Berlin.7 Although Maspero split the site between Rubensohn and

Clermont-Ganneau, the Germans received the luckier half of the island. For

three seasons the Germans unearthed a remarkable collection. Nearly all Ara-

maic papyri and some ostracawere found on the German side of the site, while

the French found or acquired hundreds of Aramaic ostraca.

Diaries of the excavations were made. The German diaries of Rubensohn

and Friedrich Zucker, the latter of whom led the third and final campaign

3 In 1947Wilbour’s daughter, TheodoraWilbour donated her father’s Egyptian collection to the

BrooklynMuseum.TheAramaic papyri were published in 1953 by Emil G. Kraeling. Prior to

this, only the Aramaic scribal palette in Wilbour’s collection (now Brooklyn 16.99) was pub-

lished. See Aimé-Giron, “Adversaria,” 47–57.

4 It was published in rés (no. 246), in which Vogüé states, according to Maspero, “Fragment

de papyrus trouvé près du temple d’Éléphantine (Haute-Égypte), le 1er janivier 1902.” Shortly

thereafter it was reedited in Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil, 246–248. The content is an admin-

istrative inventory of large wooden planks, which is unparalleled in other surviving Aramaic

sources.

5 Van der Toorn, Becoming, 3–5. See also Carter, “Report,” 129.

6 Sayce, p. 7.

7 See Primavesi, “Geschichte,” 177 who writes, “Die handschriftlichen Tagebücher des preußis-

chen Papyrusunternehmens, von denen sich Durchschlagsexemplare im Archiv des Ägyp-

tischen Museums/Papyrussammlung auf der Berliner Museumsinsel befinden, sind demge-

mäß Grabungstagebücher für die Berliner Museen und Ankaufstagebücher für das Deutsche

Papyruskartell (B) in einem.” For further study of the papyrus cartel see Essler and Reiter.

“Berliner Sammlung,” 213–220 and Schipper, Ägyptologie, 311–312. Essler, “GermanClassicists,”

179–188. I think Holger Essler for his illuminating remarks to me on this matter.
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for the Germans in 1907–1908, are housed in Berlin’s Egyptian Museum and

Papyrus Collection, while the diaries of Clermont-Ganneau, who continued

excavations until 1911 are housed in the Institute de France’s Académie des

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, Cabinet de Corpus inscriptionum semiticarum.

The French reports are far superior in detail to the German reports, which

is unfortunate, since the items to be discussed here are papyri found by the

Germans.8 Transcripts of the relevant sections of theGermandiarieswere pub-

lished by Wolfgang Müller in 1980 and 1982.9 These publications went mostly

overlooked until recently. The diaries of Rubensohn and Zucker contain more

useful information than the final excavation report that the two alongwithWil-

helmHonroth published in 1910.10 For nearly a century, scholarship has tried to

reconstruct the social history of the site based solely on textual content, all the

while lacking the vast majority of the French held ostraca, which were finally

published in their entirety in 2006 along with relevant sections of the excava-

tors’ notes (Lozachmeur).

The Aramaic Box and the Rediscovery of Papyri in the Berlin

Museum

Only recently have researchers begun to ask, to what degree does the scholar-

ship on the island’s Aramaic speaking community agree or disagree with the

evidence from the excavations’ diaries? This question has become an impor-

tant element in my work on the so-called Aramaic Box, which contains over

800 unpublished Aramaic papyri fragments that were found in 2014 when the

West and East Berlin’s papyri collections were physically merged in the newly

built Archäologisches Zentrum.11

TheAramaicBox is a large handmadewoodenbook-style box covered inmat

and marbled paper, typical of that used by twentieth century book binders.

The box measures 37.5cm × 53.5cm × 5.8cm, contains a hook latch, and is

labeled “Papyrus-Kartell-Akten” on its lid with the word “Aramäische” and a

sticker reading “K54” on its backside, that is on its “spine.” When rediscovered,

the Aramaic Box was found layered with eleven large white paper folders that

had been sized to fit inside the box. The folders contained papyrus fragments as

well as the remnants of one illegible seal-bullawith string fibers attached to it.12

With what appears to have been a blue ballpoint pen, four of the folders were

labeled “Hieratische,” and contained approximately 91 fragmentswithEgyptian

writing on them.With the same pen and in the same hand, another folder was

labeled “Aramäische (Achiqar) 1” and contained the phrase “Ahiqar Fragmente”

on its inside.13 This Ahiqar folder contained 110 fragments. Six more folders

weremerely labeled “Aramäische” and numbered 2–7. A total of 807 fragments

8 The bulk of the French reports were compiled and published in Delange et al., fouilles

françaises.

9 Müller and Rubensohn, “1. und 2. Kampagne,” 75–88 and Müller and Zucker, “3. Kam-

pagne,” 41–44.

10 Honroth, Rubensohn, and Zucker, “Bericht.”

11 There are conflicting reports about the original location of the Aramaic Box. The longtime

conservator of the East Berlin collection Myriam Krutszch expressed to me that she does

not recall the box having been in the East Berlin collection. The present curator of the col-

lection, Verena Lepper, saw the box among East Berlin collection materials prior to 2014

(personal communication). See below.

12 The impression on the bulla is entirely effaced.

13 The spelling “Achiqar” is curious. Sachau used the spelling “Achīḳar.”
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part i: the history of aramaic papyri from elephantine held in berlin 5

were found in the sevenAramaic folders (including the Ahiqar folder); thus the

box contained a total of about14 898 small fragments. The papyrus conservator,

Tzulia (Siopi) Angos, rearranged the Aramaic fragments into 47 smaller folders

(Lage 9–51, 53–56) of Japanese paper and assigned temporary museum num-

bers to them (B/am x 389–609). As I began to join fragments or to identify doc-

uments to which they belong, the fragments were removed and placed in new

unlabeled folders, with the intention of being glazed in the future. Thosewhich

join to previously published texts in the Berlin collection have be reglazed, and

given new inventory numbers (Appendix, Papyri Register). The fragments vary

in size from less than a centimeter square to a 9cm × 10cm piece. The size of

a given fragment does not necessarily correlate to the amount of writing that

survives on the fragments. Small fragmentsmay containmany lines and letters,

while larger pieces may have few marks.

The box also contained a label inside that refers to bgu volumes i–x. bgu is

a series of publications of Greek sources produced between 1895–1937 (vols. i–

ix) with the tenth volume accounting for some Greek papyri in the East Berlin

collection and published in 1970. The eleventh volume (1968), which was pub-

lished before the tenth volume, includesWest Berlin Greek papyri. The label in

the Aramaic Box may come from East Berlin because of its reference to bgu x.

The label reads (see Plate 1 for photographs):

Schrank Nr. 122

Bücherschrank

Griechisch / Latein

(bgu i–x)

Schlüssel Nr. 39

figure 1 Transcription of the Aramaic Box’s Inside Label

This clue leads me to think that the box was misplaced with the Greek mate-

rials in the East Berlin collection. In fact, those who maintain the institutional

memory of themuseum (e.g. Prof. Poethke andDr. Arnst) tellme that the “book

boxes” were housed in the East Berlin collection after the war and the card-

board boxes (see below) in theWest Berlin collection.

The box’s reference to the Berlin papyrus cartel’s Akten, that is its “records,”

raises serious problems in reconstructing its history. Oliver Primavesi as well as

Holger Essler and Fabian Reiter have written extensively on the history of the

cartel, which was active between 1902–1914 and in which both Rubensohn and

Zucker played central roles.15 The cartel was a secretive group that had a public

face known as the Papyrusunternehmen, and they mostly collected Egyptian

and Greek papyri.16 The question then is: was the box reused after the cartel

was dissolved or is it the box that Ibscher put the Aramaic papyri fragments

in at some point before Sachau’s publication in 1911? This cannot be answered

given the limited documentation that is now known.17

14 This number is flexible due to the fragile nature of many of the papyri, some of which

would break upon handling. We joined other fragments at early stages and prior to our

temporary cataloguing.

15 Essler, “German Classicists,” 181, 187.

16 Primavesi, “Geschichte,” 173–167.

17 The term Akten refers to administrative documents. While it is the term used at the time

in papyrology to describe a common genre of papyri, the “record” documents, Essler sus-
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6 introduction

I am under the impression that these fragments were not included in the

original publication byEduard Sachau in 1911 due to time constraints. All papyri

and moveable artifacts acquired from Elephantine between 1906–1908 were

sent to Berlin, under the pretense that in 1912, nearly half the collection would

be deaccessioned and sent to Cairo.18 It seems possible that time ran out, and

the remaining fragments were put in the Aramaic Box and not revisited until

after the wars.19Whoever organized the fragments into the larger folders prob-

ably noticed the difficulty in placing and reading them. The Aramaic Box was

then again shelved until 2014.

Provenance

Although themodernhistory of theAramaic Box is scantly preserved, its prove-

nance to the Rubensohn and Zucker excavations can be secured on the follow-

ing grounds. First, the fact that the fragments are mostly Aramaic and found

in an early 20th century box suggests that they come from Elephantine, since

with only the exception of a few acquisitions, Berlin’s documented Aramaic

papyri collection comes from the Elephantine excavations. Second, some of

the fragments contain early 20th century restorations that match those made

by Ibscher, the papyrus conservator who puzzled the original finds together for

the 1911 publication. Lastly andmost importantly, some of the fragments join to

those provenancedmanuscripts published in 1911 from the excavations, as well

as to some of the manuscripts published between 1970–1999.

The Archaeological Problems

Aswe nowknowover a century later, without careful documentation of textual

finds, detailed social histories become extraordinarily complicated to write.

This did not stop earlier scholars from establishing an elaborate historical por-

trait of the island of Elephantine during its occupation by Judeans and other

Persian loyalists. Slowly, study-by-study, a picture of the Judeans on the island

began to emerge. Itwas not until Bezalel Porten’s landmark study, Archives from

Elephantine in 1968 that a lively picture of specific Judean groups on the island

came into view. The question now remains, to what degree does the site resem-

ble the picture painted by Porten and subsequent scholars after over fifty years

of newly published texts and observations?

Between 1969–2019, the Germans (daik) joined by the Swiss (siabak) exca-

vated the island once again, and the siabak continues to excavate. In 1999

followed by further remarks in 2002 and 2003, Cornelius von Pilgrim proposed

a location for theYahô temple.20One of themost striking features of this highly

plausible location is that it does notmatch the location of the Aramaic papyrus

pects that it may here refer instead to the business documents of the Papyruskartell. His

initial response, when I presented himwith the evidence, was that the boxmay have been

reused after the cartel dissolved (personal communication, 12aug2020). This would leave

a gap of time in which the fragments were stored in some other receptacle.

18 See Sachau, p. vi for the list of papyri and ostraca returned to Egypt.

19 TheAramaic Box’s spine contains a piece of paper glued onto it, and this iswhere theword

Aramäische is found. It is unknownwhen this paper was added. Someone appears to have

known of the box after the war, as indicated by the bgu label, but it was not revealed to

Bezalel Porten, who would have sought to publish the pieces had he known of their exis-

tence in the 1980’s or 1990’s (personal communication, 2017).

20 Von Pilgrim, “Tempel des Jahu;” von Pilgrim, “28./29./30. Grabungsbericht;” and von Pil-

grim, “25./26./27. Grabungsbericht,” Further discussion is in von Pilgrim, “ ‘Festung.’ ”
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part i: the history of aramaic papyri from elephantine held in berlin 7

finds as noted in the 1910 report nor the find-spots identified in the diaries of

Rubensohn andZucker. Proposals that the collection of Papyrimakeup, at least

in part, a temple archive are not easy to reconcile with the archaeological evi-

dence as it now stands.21

The diaries describe how the excavators divided the German site into north-

ern,middle, and southern sectors, though thedistinctionbetween thenorthern

and middle or southern and middle sectors is sometimes opaque. The bulk of

theAramaic textswere found in twoneighboring buildings in the northern sec-

tor among domestic dwellings, which were coined “the Aramaic Quarter.” As

we now know, Aramaic Quarter is a misnomer, and the site was simply divided

between the domestic residences and temple complexes.22

During the second German campaign, between the 1st–16th of January 1907,

Rubensohn’s teamunearthed from the rubble themajority of theAramaic texts

thatwould latermakeup Sachau’smonumental publication.23The texts came

from two rooms that the published 1910 excavation report labels housesm and

n.24 Rubensohn speculated that these houses also produced the Cecil/Mond

papyri since the area around them appeared to have been disturbed,25 but this

is merely speculation. The relationship between the Cecil/Mond papyri and

the Berlin finds are unclear.26 Houses m and n sit on the northwest corner of

the domestic residences; in them Rubensohn found amenagerie of papyri and

artifacts—not only Aramaic papyri. In the third campaign, Zucker expanded

his search northward just beyond these houses. He continued to find amixture

of Aramaic and (late?) Hieratic papyri in the dirt.27 To this mixture of artifacts

I will return shortly.

While the many Aramaic finds were coming out of the ground in houses

m and n, in the middle sector along and under the post-Persian period wall

was found a multi-roomed structure that would later be identified as house k;

the daik/siabak excavations refer to this as house G.28 In one of the rooms

was found a cache of Aramaic papyri comparable to that found in houses m

and n, but it had suffered water damage and was not salvageable. Next to this

roomwas found a collection of large Phoenician style storage potswith Phoeni-

cian and/or Aramaic labels (now rooms G1 and G6). Below this Zucker found

Hieratic fragments in the third campaign.29 Unfortunately, details of the papyri

21 This has not stopped some from maintaining that at least part of the Berlin collection

constitutes a “temple archive.” See most recently, Mitchell, “Berlin Papyrus,” esp. 146.

22 The daik/siabak reports refer more broadly to theWohnviertel. See also Rohrmoser,Göt-

ter, 88–94.

23 Although he first quickly published Drei aramäische Papyrusurkunden aus Elephantine

in 1908, Sachau reedited these documents in the compete 1911 edition.

24 Honroth, Rubensohn, and Zucker, “Bericht,” 28–30.

25 Müller and Rubensohn, “1. und 2. Kampagne,” 82 and Honroth, Rubensohn, and Zucker,

“Bericht,” 28.

26 The Cecil/Mond papyri were said to have been found in a wooden box (Sayce, p. 9), but

if so, the box has been lost. The Rubensohn/Zucker team found all their documents in the

dirt and rubble. Documentation of theMaspero exploratory excavations found in the cor-

respondences housed in the aibl-cis already refer to the disturbed areas at the site, from

which papyri is thought to have been found.

27 Müller and Zucker, “3. Kampagne,” 37 (5 Dec. 1907).

28 Kaiser et al., “17./18. Grabungsbericht,” 217; von Pilgrim, “28./29./30. Grabungsbericht,” 195;

and von Pilgrim, “Tempel des Jahu;” 308 identified this as the house of Gaddûl, following

the schematic of Porten, Archives, chaps 6–8; and tad B, 175–182.

29 Müller and Zucker, Die Papyrusgrabung auf Elephantine 1906–1908. Das Grabungstage-

buch der 3. Kampagne,” 39 (8 Dec. 1907).
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part i: the history of aramaic papyri from elephantine held in berlin 9

found in house k were not well documented, so one can only speculate if the

many surviving administrative fragments came from this locus, which obvi-

ously contained a significant storeroom of products. Under the Aramaic layer

appears to have been finds associated with an older cult to the Nile god.30 It

should also be noted that unlike housesm and n, house k lies across the street

from the proposed location of the Yahô temple.

Zucker also reports having foundmany smallAramaicpapyri in the southern

sector of the site. It seems likely that this is on the western edge of the Khnum

temple complex and may have been related to the Aramaic finds of Maspero

in 1902. That said, no manuscript joins have yet been made across any of the

Aramaic collections.

It is noteworthy that even in their 1910 excavation report Honroth, Ruben-

sohn, and Zucker acknowledge that they could not stratify the site and that

Rubensohn searched for definitive boundaries of the Aramaic Quarter but

found none.31 Thismeans that while the locationswhere papyri were found are

sometimes noted in the diaries, the dates from which those finds come remain

unknown due to a lack of stratigraphy.

Complicating thematter are the finds in daik/siabak’s house P during their

17th and 18th excavations in 1987–1989. These finds constitute the last docu-

mented Aramaic papyri finds from Elephantine. In Haus P,32 were found seven

Demotic papyri rolls and other fragments in an unused oven (room P1) and

another Demotic roll came from room P8.33 The three Aramaic finds came

specifically from room P2, which appears to have been accompanied by a

Demotic roll that was found in the same room but a different archaeological

square (Farid no. 4).34 The Demotic papyri with legible dates all come from

room P1 and date to the reign of Nectanebo ii: Farid nos. 9 and 18 date to year 3

Nectanebo ii (c. 357 bce), Farid no. 13 to year 4 Nectanebo ii (c. 356 bce), Farid

no. 16 to year 12 Nectanebo ii, and Farid nos. 11 and 19 also date less precisely to

the reign Nectanebo ii. The archaeological report is written such that one gets

the impression that these Demotic papyri from room P1 come from the same

building phase as those from room P2. At the very least, the entire house dates

30 Müller and Zucker, “3. Kampagne,” 39.

31 Honroth, Rubensohn, and Zucker, “Bericht,” 17. The excavators remorse, “Bei dem üblen

Zustand, in dem wir die ganze Umgebung der Papyrusfundstätte angetroffen hatten,

erschien es uns von Anfang an aussichtslos, den topographischen Angaben der aramäis-

chenPapyri nachzugehenund insbesondere nachder Stätte undden etwaigenÜberresten

des Jahutempels zu forschen” (29).

32 Kaiser et al., “17./18. Grabungsbericht,” 218–220, Taf. 47. Proper editions of the papyri with

photographs and commentary are not yet published. A survey of the Demotic papyri,

which mentions the Aramaic, is found in Farid, “demotisches Familienarchiv,” 251–261

alongwith a few legible photographs of select Demotic papyri (taf. 54). JanMoje is prepar-

ing editions of these three photographs, otherwise, it appears work on the remaining

Demotic papyri has been stalled. The Aramaic papyri were published with transcriptions,

translations (English and Hebrew), and hand copies in tad: Nr. 2 Fundkomplex 17232 E/t,

je 98518 = sr 3941 Papyri, aramäisch. = tad D3.17; Nr. 3 Fundkomplex 17232 Eh, je 98519

= sr 3942; Papyri, aramäisch. = tad D3.16; Nr. 5 Fundkomplex 17232 E, je 98516 = sr 3939

Papyrus, aramäisch. = tad D3.17, D3.18, D3.21, D4.23, D5.22, D5.33, D5.34, D5.35, D5.41.

33 Farid, “demotisches Familienarchiv,” 252–253. Inexplicably Farid does not assign this doc-

ument (Fundkomplex 17220 P8, je 98514 = sr 3939) a number.

34 Farid, “demotisches Familienarchiv,” no. 4. The description is unclear in the excavation

report. Kaiser et al., “17./18. Grabungsbericht,” 218 describes that “[w]eitere Papyri kamen

im Raum P2 (Fundkomplex 17233 A und 17232 E),” but the diagram on the next page (219)

places 17233 A in P15, adjacent P2.
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10 introduction

figure 3 The German Excavators’ Map of Elephantine, House k, Plate v (Public Domain)

to the 28th–30th dynasties, that is after the major Persian occupation.35 The

names and content in theAramaic documents are in-linewith that known from

the 5th century, though uniquenesses appear.36 tad assigned these papyri all

to the 5th century, presumably based on their content and paleography. Unfor-

tunately, the surviving fragments of Aramaic papyri are not dated, so it remains

difficult to determine if they are from the 5th century or if they were composed

35 Kaiser et al., “17./18. Grabungsbericht,” 217.

36 For example, the fragment referring to people who make or serve something or someone

named ḤMY (tad D3.17).
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part i: the history of aramaic papyri from elephantine held in berlin 11

in the 4th century, perhaps by remnants of the earlier Persian occupants or by

those later attempting Persian resettling.

Scholarship has yet to grapple with the significance of this problem, which can

be laid out as follows:

(1) The various dossiers of Porten include documents that were not all found

together, so far as we can tell. Thus the notion of an ancient archive, under-

stood from its archaeological perspective, must be rejected at present.37 This

applies to the letters and contracts that he organized.

(2) The diaries discuss multiple find-spots for Aramaic sources, though they

are not always clear. The location where the bulk of the published texts were

found is stated clearly in the archaeological report as housesm and n.38 No fur-

ther specifics are given.39 “Bulk,” however, does not mean all, and it would be

valuable to know where each papyrus was found.

Further clues to the find-spots of specific papyri can be found in the notes

whichwerepackedwith thepapyri at the excavation site. In addition to theAra-

maic Box, Berlin houses five original metal boxes from the Elephantine exca-

vations, each full of unpublished papyri.40 The boxes are dated and generally

correspond to the diary entries.41 No boxes from the period of many Aramaic

finds remain; those documents were published or moved to the Aramaic Box

or other cardboard boxes (see below). The notes in themetal boxes are helpful,

but the papyri were loosely layered in the boxes and may have shifted in their

many journeys over the last 100+ years. Furthermore, some of the notes in the

metal boxes include later comments or papers and, therefore, show that the

boxes have been sifted through by subsequent hands. Unfortunately, no notes

from the original excavation boxes—nor the boxes themselves—that held the

Aramaic papyri survive.

(3)After the SecondWorldWar, the aforementioned cardboardboxeswereheld

inWest Berlin and between 1970–1988 a number of new Aramaic Elephantine

papyri were published from them.42 35 of these cardboard boxes remain in the

37 In summer 2016, Porten kindly acknowledged to me that his work is better understood as

dossiers rather than archives.

38 Honroth, Rubensohn, and Zucker, “Bericht,” 28–29.

39 “The Germans found their first papyri on the declivity of the kom of wall m 1, the larger

quantity, however, at wall m 2 and at the late wall m 3” (Kraeling, p. 68). Kraeling

knew of the Honroth, Rubensohn, and Zucker report that describes the Aramaic papyri

coming from housem. In both housesm and n, the papyri had been found among rubble.

40 While small fragments of Aramaic papyri may still be found in the metal boxes, no large

pieces nor large quantities have been nor are expected to be found. The boxesmostly con-

tain languages, except for Aramaic.

41 Admittedly, it is not always clear if these are the dates the objects therein were found or

the day theywere packed. The diaries generally refer to papyri as theywere found, but on 9

Jan 1906 Rubensohn noted, “Die aramäischen Funde der verflossenenWoche füllen einen

großenBlechkasten, der sehr vorsichtig ausgepacktwerdenmuß” (Müller andRubensohn,

“1. und 2. Kampagne,” 83).

42 The situation in West Berlin is different. Some of the older boxes in the museum’s pre-

war collection, were moved to cardboard boxes, and these ended up in West Berlin after

the war. Whether they were from “book boxes” or metal excavation boxes is unknown.

Between 1970–1988, many previously unknown Aramaic fragments from the Rubensohn

and Zucker excavations were published from theWest Berlin collection, mostly as a result
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12 introduction

Berlin collection and in them are notes, but these notes are even more prob-

lematic than those in the metal boxes. Some notes appear to not align with

information found in the diaries or even the cardboard box they were found in,

and as themuseum’s erc project opens some of the remaining boxes, it is clear

that many of them are best described as a mess, containing a hodgepodge of

fragments from various archaeological sites—perhaps even from other forms

of acquisition. The notes from themetal boxes were not always transferred cor-

rectly to the cardboard boxes, and it is unclear if the notes were even from the

excavations. Papyri from different sites weremixed together in some cases, and

efforts to locate the West Berlin cardboard boxes and notes, from which Ara-

maic texts were published between 1970–1988, has been futile. Even if they

were found, their reliability remains in doubt. In the 1968 publication of the

Greekmaterial from the cardboard boxes, HerwigMaehler explained the prob-

lem clearly:

Auch da, wo Herkunftsangaben vorhanden sind, hat es sich in mehreren

Fällen herausgestellt, daß darauf nicht unbedingt Verlaß ist (z.B. enthiel-

ten Kästen mit der Aufschrift “Elephantine, 22. i. 1906” auch Papyri aus

dem Fayûm, die nicht in Assuan gefunden sein können, u.a. koptische

Papyri in fayûmischen Dialekt). Daß zuweilen zusammengehörige Fund-

gruppen zerstreut oder Heterogenes zusammengeworfenworden ist, erk-

lärt sich aus dem wechselvollen Schicksal dieser alten Bestände.43

An example of the problematic nature of these notes can be seen in a careful

assessment of the first rediscovered Aramaic papyrus to be publish from the

West Berlin collection in 1970, the so-called Boat Papyrus (Pap. Ber. P. 23000

= tad A3.10). Zuhair Shunnar an Arabist found the papyrus in a box of oth-

erwise much later Arabic, Greek, and Coptic papyri, which he suspected were

from el Ashmunein or Elephantine.44 Apparently citing a note from the box,

Shunnar states that the papyri came from an excavation by Rubensohn on the

9th of November 1907.45 Shunnar may have been trying to reconcile a note

with Rubensohn’s name on it with the large Arabic finds known from el Ash-

munein and attributed to Rubensohn from 1904–1905; the Germans found very

little Arabic papyri at Elephantine.46 Porten and Yardeni reedited the papyrus

and without reference claim, “On November 9–10, 1907 there were discovered

by F. Zucker in his excavations at Elephantine fragments of an Aramaic let-

ter which were not recognized and studied until 60 years later.”47 Rubensohn’s

name on a November 1907 label is incompatible with both the el Ashmunein

of a cataloguing effort made during a renovation (Degen, “Elephantine i;” Degen, “Ele-

phantine ii;” Porten; Shunnar, “euer aramäischer.”). See Joisten-Pruschke, religiöseLeben,

17–60, who has researched the history of the fragments before 2008. See also Lemaire,

“Aramaic Literacy,” 295–296.

43 Maehler, Urkunden, vi. Similar remarks are found in Degen, “Elephantine i,” 71.

44 It seems unlikely that this particular papyrus came from el Ashmunein, since it would

then be the only Aramaic document from that site. A new letter found in the Aramaic Box

Pap. Ber. P. 23153 (herein no. 1.1.6) shares affinities with the Boat Papyrus, andmay be part

of a small dossier of a Persian navy troop.

45 Shunnar, “neuer aramäischer,” 112.

46 Shunnar cites Grohmann, Einführung, 22, which discusses the Arabic finds in the Berlin

collection.

47 Porten and Yardeni, “Boat Papyrus,” 76.
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part i: the history of aramaic papyri from elephantine held in berlin 13

and Elephantine excavations. Perhaps Porten and Yardeni realized this and

altered the name to Zucker. That said, Zucker’s diaries, which are careful to

mention Aramaic finds and discuss the details of many small papyri finds on

the 9th–10th of November 1907, do not refer to an Aramaic papyrus.48 It seems

unlikely that Zucker would overlook such a large piece of clearly written Ara-

maic papyrus. Also, of the mixed papyri found by Zucker on the 9th–10th of

November 1907, none are identified as Arabic. In short, the information for

this find-spot of the Aramaic Boat Papyrus is unreliable, and so too may be

the published information about other Aramaic texts coming fromWest Berlin

cardboard boxes.49

Apart from two Aramaic jar labels found at Abusir (Ost. Ber. P. 11359 = tad

D11.20 and Ost. Ber. P. 11360 + P. 17805 = tad D11.19), the known Aramaic col-

lection in the BerlinMuseum comes from Elephantine or was acquired by pur-

chase or donation. So while it is possible that an early papyrus for Abusir or an

uncatalogued acquisition was mixed into the cardboard boxes, it seems more

likely that unpublished and uncatalogued pieces in these boxes come fromEle-

phantine.

(4) The diaries also discuss other objects found with, among, or by Aramaic

papyri, and no study, to my knowledge, has discussed the historical implica-

tions these objects have for dating the find-spots of the Aramaic sources. Two

very recent studies have reignited discussions around the terracotta plaque fig-

urines of women and children found with the Aramaic papyri,50 but the 5th

century Phoenician pots from house k, the wooden figurines with phalluses,51

the headless sphinx from house k, the kneeling statue of Khnum, a ceremonial

hammer, the lotus makeup bowl, the lost stamp seal with a menorah on it,52

the material function of the limestone Aramaic inscription (Pap. Ber. P. 11385

= tad D12.1), the material function of the Egyptian-style wooden stamp seal

with an Aramaic inscription (Hol. Ber. äm 18468 = tad D13.5), and the high

concentration of wicker items have not yet been studied in relation to the

papyri found with them. Furthermore, not enough attention has been paid to

the fact that the Aramaic papyri were discovered in mixed assemblages with

Egyptian papyri. It is particularly notable that the Aramaic papyri were found

among Hieratic papyri, and so far, of the little that has been translated only a

(religious) medical text dates close to the Persian period (Pap. Ber. P. 10456).53

One would expect to find this document in a temple complex rather than

on the outskirts of the domestic quarter. The diaries do not help us date the

find-spots, except in one instance, which heretofore has been overlooked.

48 Müller and Zucker, “3. Kampagne,” 17–18. Since many Aramaic pieces were found in

the German’s northern sector, the line, “Dagegen wurden auf der Nordseite etwas mehr

Papyrusfragmente und wieder einige Siegelabdrücke gefunden” (18) could be interpreted

as Aramaic finds. But the context suggests that this statement refers to Demotic papyri,

and again, Zucker meticulously noted Aramaic finds.

49 The notes for the other languages found in the cardboard boxes (Greek, Demotic, and

Coptic) also appear to be problematic. Details of these notes may be taken up by the erc

project’s respective experts in those languages. Porten, pp. 14–54 notes the find-spots of

some texts from theWest Berlin cardboard boxes.

50 Cornell, “Forgotten Female,” 22 and Rohrmoser, Götter, 315–328. Both sources overlook

another terracotta female plaque figurine thatmay also have come from the site, for exam-

ple, Brooklyn 16.302.

51 They are studied for their potential religious significance in Rohrmoser, Götter, 307–314.

52 Sayce, p. 13.

53 For translation see Porten et al., Elephantine Papyri, no. A10.
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Dating the Aramaic Papyri Find-spots

On the 10th of January 1907, during the second German campaign and dur-

ing the over two week period in which the bulk of the Aramaic papyri were

found, Rubensohn writes: “Im aramäischen Viertel werden 2 gerollte, voll-

ständige aramäische Papyri, viele große Fragmente und viel Kleinzeug gefun-

den. Zwischen den aramäischen Fragmenten finden sich einige wenige demo-

tische Brocken aus Ptolemäerzeit (Rest der Datierung erhalten).”54 Corrobo-

rating this in the next campaign Zucker notes that he found Greek papyri in

the mix. He writes that “unter der nördlichen aramäischen Fundstelle kommt

etwas hieratischer Papyrus heraus, ganz kleine Fetzchen; auch ein winziges

griechisches Stückchen.”55 No pre-Ptolemaic Greek papyri are known fromEle-

phantine. Therefore, at any locus one must consider the latest datable objects

to secure a terminus ad quem of a mixed assemblage. What we find in Ruben-

sohn’s and Zucker’s statements are historical anchors, which contextualize the

bulk of Berlin’s Aramaic finds. The only reasonable conclusion is that the Ara-

maic housesm and n, are secondary contexts from the Ptolemaic period. They are

notPersianperioddwellings of Aramaic speakerswhoare reflected in theAramaic

papyri.56

This observation is sobering, but roughly coincides with the situation of the

papyri found in daik/siabak’s house P (discussed above). There it seems that

5th century Aramaic papyri were stored in a house that dates no earlier than

the mid-4th century bce.

On or shortly after the latest datable Aramaic document in 399 bce, the

textual record exhibits a sharp decline until the rise of the Ptolemies in the

last quarter of the 4th century. Hopefully as the many thousands of Demotic

sources from the site are translated, particularly the papyri from daik/siabak

house P, they will reveal what occurred during this time of transition, but at

present all possibilities remain speculative.

It is known that in the reign of Nectanebo ii, the Khnum temple complex

underwent significant renovations and expansion that cut into the location

where von Pilgrim proposes the temple of Yahô sat. Items in the Yahô temple

and in the buildings surrounding it were either removed or buried. It is rea-

sonable to speculate that the papyri collected from that area were taken and

stashed in a building on the outskirts of the site, which is where housesm and

n sit. The result is a mixed assemblage of texts relocated during Nectanebo ii

and added to in the early Ptolemaic period. The details as to who moved the

papyri and why they were preserved remains unknown.

No clear historical anchor can be found so far for dating the finds in house k

(daik/siabak house G). The diaries do not report of Ptolemaic or later finds in

this locus, but it is notable that it sits on the northern edge of the later Khnum

temple extension. House k may very well have been a Persian period store-

house that was buried during the Khnum temple renovations.57 The mixture

54 Müller and Rubensohn, “1. und 2. Kampagne,” 83 (10 Jan. 1906).

55 Müller and Zucker, “3. Kampagne,” 40 (9 Dec. 1907).

56 This is a simplistic conclusion that even Rubensohn and Zucker overlooked (see Müller

and Zucker, “3. Kampagne,” 50).

57 Porten, Archives, 99 studies house k as such.
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part i: the history of aramaic papyri from elephantine held in berlin 15

of Demotic and Aramaic finds58 suggests that it may have originally been an

administrative building, and its abundance of Phoenician storage jars leaves

one to infer that it was associated with a Persian and/or Judean/Aramean tem-

ple staff. Although von Pilgrim’s identification of it with the house of Gaddûl,

following Porten’s schematic, is well accepted, none have yet dealt with the

mixed linguistic assemblage of the house or the fact that it and neighboring

daik/siabak house O contained unique markings in the brickwork that the

excavators speculated were markers of a state building.59 Perhaps it is also

noteworthy that the French found many of their Aramaic ostraca, which deal

with the movement of commodities often kept in storehouses, on their side of

the line near this location.60 The details by which the Aramaic and Demotic

administrations overlapped or were (in)distinguishable is unknown, but from

bilingual administrative sources such as Cairo em JdE 43469 = tadA6.2 or Pap.

Ber. P. 23157 (herein no. 1.1.11), it is clear that they did, if onlyminimally. The dis-

covery of Demotic and Aramaic papyri (and ostraca and jar labels) within the

context of a storehouse is no surprise, and house kmay be the closest evidence

to a Persian period locus from which Aramaic papyri were found. Unfortu-

nately,we still donot knowwhich fragments in theBerlin collectionwere found

in this locus.

Complicatingmatters is the evidence that some Aramaic papyri were found

in the post-Persian layers of the Khnum temple complex’s mixed assemblage

of many thousands of fragments. The German diaries refer to this area as the

southern sector, but again, their records are notoriously imprecise. It is unclear

which Aramaic fragments in the German collection came from this area. After

the Germans’ final campaign, the French continued to dig at the site, expand-

ing their search to the German side.61 Their digs, especially between 1908 and

1909 yielded many thousands of small papyri fragments, mostly coming from

the Khnum temple. At least 34 small metal (cigar) boxes of unpublished papyri

from those excavations are housed in the aibl’s Cabinet du cis, and at least 2

larger metal excavation boxes can be found in the Louvre. Under the auspices

of the erc project andwith the permission from the housing institutions, a cur-

sory survey of these boxes has beenmade. The fragments aremostly papyri and

some paper and vellum from the Ptolemaic through Arabic periods, with only

some exceptional earlier Egyptian finds. Of the thousands of fragments, only

two small Aramaic fragments were found in these boxes, and they had been set

aside in an envelope labelled “Niveau duChnum 18/1 09 a 15 fev. n.o.” (aibl-cis

Cl.-G. 51 Unl.2.3. Frags. 1+2).62 They read:

58 Note Rubenson’s reflective comment at 10 days after the initial papyri finds in house k,

“wurden die ganz vermoderten Papyrusreste, Reste von großen Rollen, teils demotisch,

teils aramäisch, gefunden” (Müller and Rubensohn, “1. und 2. Kampagne,” 86).

59 Kaiser et al., “17./18. Grabungsbericht,” 215, 217, Taf. 46, b.

60 Müller and Zucker, “3. Kampagne,” 11, 46.

61 For a discussion of the French excavations see Delange et al., fouilles françaises.

62 The envelope contains 7 papyrus fragments, 4 of which have no writing. The two Ara-

maic fragments are legible, and a third unplaced fragment is not recognizably Aramaic.

These fragments were first announced in April of 2021 during a session of l’Académie des

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (Moore and Gorea, “Papyri sémitique”).
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Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3. Frags. 1+2

Verso Recto

Recto

1. {[…]⸢T⸣D| […]⸢T⸣R} ˀ[…] ]…[א}ר⸣ת⸢]…[|ד⸣ת⸢]…[{.1

2. […]⸢Ḥ⸣ Shep⸢n⸣[eît]63 ]…תי[⸣נ⸢פש⸣ח⸢]…[.2

Verso

1. […]⸢so⸣n of Psa⸢m⸣[…]64 ]…[⸣מ⸢ספר⸣ב⸢]…[.1

2. […] that[ …]◦[…] ]…[כדא◦]…[.2

3. […]◦◦⸢Ṭ⸣◦[…] 65]…[◦⸣ט⸢◦◦]…[.3

These fragments are not so much important for what they say—they hardly

preserve content—but for the fact that they were found within the Khnum

complex. Like the earlier finds of Maspero which also came from documented

excavations of the Khnum temple complex (aibl-cis A2–4 [rés 247–248] =

tad A5.5 and aibl-cis A1 pap. 1 [rés 246] = tad D3.26), these fragments

are further evidence that the Ptolemaic strata of the Khnum complex was a

mixed assemblage that included Aramaic papyri, and so far none of the doc-

umented Khnum complex Aramaic finds refers to Judeans/Arameans. It is no

surprise that the temple’s archives would preserve some documents from only

a century or two earlier, during Persian occupation, and that these documents

would focus on the Egyptian temple’s relationship to the Persian administra-

tion. After all, theDemotic papyri Pap. Ber. P. 13539 and Pap. Ber. P. 13540 clearly

63 I.e. Šp-Nj.t see Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 103 and Kornfeld, Onomastica, 95.

64 One could read a variety of Egyptiam names. See Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102

and Kornfeld, Onomastica, 91–92.

65 The mayט also be read as a ני , in which the two letters touch, but the wide letter spacing

between the other characters argues against this reading.
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part ii: placing fragments. material and textual considerations 17

demonstrate that the Persians controlled the administrative functions of the

Khnum temple.

Conclusions

The result of these observationsmeans that attempts to arrange the documents

into dossiers based solely on content and internal dates are warranted, but the

assumption that all the Aramaic documents belonged to Judeans cannot be

maintainedwithout further evidence. The collectionmay, in fact resemble part

of a collection of Yahô temple documents from either the temple itself or a

(store)house in its vicinity, but it may also represent Aramaic sources held in

the Khnum temple or (store)houses in its immediate vicinity. Documents such

as the Syene Ration List (tad C3.14), the aforementioned Boat Papyrus (Pap.

Ber. P. 23000 = tad A3.10), the Collection List of Egyptian Family Units (Pap.

Ber. P. 23923 a–f [herein no. 2.2.1]), the Darius Inscription (Pap. Ber. P. 13447 A–

D (+) “von P. 13447” = tadC2.1),66 and the Ahiqarmanuscript (Pap. Ber. P. 13446

+ frags; + Cairo em JdE 43502 = tad C1.1; C3.7; and D-Ahiq. frags. a–b) may

have originated from non-Judean collections.67 The findings here suggest that

perhaps an entirely new attempt to reconstruct the social history of the site

should be undertaken which considers more seriously the mixed assemblage

of texts and artifacts.68 This also means that interpretations of the documents,

along with the fragments in the Aramaic Box must not be limited to a Judean

hypothesis.69 In short, there are many new avenues to investigate, and many

old theories to check and amend.

Part ii: Placing Fragments. Material and Textual Considerations

A complex relationship exists between the material features of a papyrus and

its written content. Ancient writers formatted documents written on papyrus

according to the material’s features and limitations. Although papyrus rolls

were produced by a separate industry than that which employed writers, it

66 It has been claimed that the collection of memoranda on the verso was from the Yahô

temple (van der Toorn, Becoming, 24) and assumed to be Judean (Granerød, Dimensions,

242). Apart frommany names bearing theYahwistic theophoric elements, there is no clear

evidence that this derives from the Yahô temple. It may simply have been an inventory of

documents held in an institutional archive. See discussion of the genre of memoranda in

Moore, “Who Gave,” 81–88.

67 Historical literary analysis of the Ahiqar manuscript suggests that it resembles the types

of interests known by the Judeans in latter adaptations of the tale (Moore, “Ahikariana,”

256–259). That said, the manuscript itself likely derives from the Nile delta, where it was

first used as an account record roll.

68 Such work should also negotiate these sources within the larger context of newer North-

west Semitic discoveries of mid-first millennium texts from Egypt, especially Dušek and

Mynářová, “Phoenician andAramaic;”Moore andGorea, “Papyri sémitiques;” andLemaire

and Chauveau, “Aramaic and Demotic.” Furthermore, although an updated and accessi-

ble study of the Wadi Daliyeh Samaritan Papyri has been published, Dušek, manuscrits

araméens, research that negotiates the social historical differences between the texts of

that community of Persian period Judean/Arameans and those from the slightly earlier

site of Elephantine is sorely needed.

69 An admirable attempt to upset the Judean hypothesis has been recently proposed by van

der Toorn (Becoming). He argues, by basing heavy emphasis on his interpretation of the

Amherst 63 manuscript, that the “Jews” of Elephantine were native Aramaic speaking

SamarianswhoaccompaniedotherAramaic speakers toEgyptduring the 7th century bce.
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appears that writers learned about their papyrus medium during their educa-

tion because the format of Aramaic text types written on papyri are generally

consistent, regardless of thewriter. Furthermore,writers display a knowledgeof

themedium’s production techniques, as seen, for instance, whenwriters some-

times lengthen rolls by gluing papyri together.

Porten and Yardeni set a precedent with their work on the materiality of

the Aramaic papyri in a number of studies, and many of their reconstructions

and arrangements of fragments in tad reflect their intimate knowledge of the

relationship between material and content. Some scholars before them were

aware of these features, as for instance, the passing remarks in Sachau’s edi-

tio princeps show, but the issues were never overtly discussed.70 The present

volume will continue in this long and advancing tradition of organizing and

interpreting Aramaic papyri fromEgypt in view of both their textual andmate-

rial features.

Material Features

Because of the poor state of many of the fragments in the Aramaic Box, mate-

rial features are sometimes the best clue for interpreting a fragment. One of

the more challenging aspects of working with small fragments is determining

where on the papyrus roll the fragment came from. To do this requires knowl-

edge of the physical features of papyrus aswell as the relationship between text

types and those physical features.

A Manuscript’s Roll-Height and Roll-Length

Some have argued that ancient papyrus shops may have sold rolls at fixed

dimensions,71 but evidence for themanufacturing of papyrus in Persian period

Egypt or the relationship between the writer and manufacturer remains un-

known. From a writer’s point of view, text types had no standardized roll-

length, that is, the length of the original document as measured on the recto

horizontal to the fibers. This variablemeans that seldom can an editor estimate

the length of a fragmentary manuscript unless it was either a copy of a known

work, an opistograph, or a highly formulaic work; generally, though not always,

roll-length is contingent on the composition, which the writer uses it for.

Knowing the original height of a fragmentary roll is valuable for the recon-

struction of all text types, and although it is difficult to determine, it is easier

than determining roll-length. Roll-height refers to the distance on the recto

between the edges of the original document as measured perpendicular to

the fibers. Calculating roll-height, however, remains a vexing problem in many

cases. Roll-height is generally a fixed feature of a papyrus document, but the

height of any given roll or any given documentmay vary. The heights of theAra-

maic documents vary, with the majority of surviving examples around 30cm ±

3cm in measure. Furthermore, it does not appear that any particular text type

favors a particular roll height.

Folding and Roll-Height

Sometimes, the height of fragmentary manuscripts can be determined by con-

sidering the wear patterns of the papyrus, particularly patterns made by fold-

70 See, for example, Porten, “Address Formulae,” 402–406.

71 Johnson, Bookrolls, 87.
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part ii: placing fragments. material and textual considerations 19

creases.Whenpapyruswas folded in antiquity, aswas the caseof manyAramaic

documentary papyri, the strain on the fibers at the fold caused them to have

bent, or inmany cases to have broken. Broken fragments from a folded papyrus

produce generally consistent wear patterns that leave fragments of roughly the

same dimensions and shapes stacked on top of each other. Fortunately, fold

lines correspond to text types, and thus from relatively small fragments the roll-

height can sometimes be determined.

Establishing roll-height provides a material limitation by which the format

of a document’s content can be controlled. This further limits the possible

placement within a manuscript from which a fragment may derive. When this

observation is combined with knowledge of formulaic textual features of a

documentary fragment, the fragment can be placed with a high degree of cer-

tainty.

Text Types

Text types in this study are not genres. Text type is a classification of a doc-

ument based on both material features and content. The foremost feature of

a text type is the relationship between the writing direction and the papyrus’

fiber direction. Ancient Aramaic writers generally began writing on the recto

of a papyrus roll and oriented their lines squarely on the writing surface. This

resulted in two options, either the text runs parallel with the recto’s fibers or

perpendicular to them. In both cases, thewriter was generally careful to ensure

that overlapping sheet-joins where oriented such that each preceding sheet of

papyrus was glued over, rather than under, the next sheet.

Two text types are written parallel to the recto’s fiber, bookrolls and record

rolls.

Papyrologists and conservators often refer to documents written perpendic-

ular to a roll’s recto’s fibers as having been composed transversa charta. Ara-

maic documents written transversa charta contain one column which is the

roll-height, generally with narrow left and right margins. If the writing contin-

ued onto the verso, the document was flipped across its horizontal axis (i.e.

top-to-bottom). Two text types are commonlywritten transversa charta among

the Aramaic Papyri, letters and contracts,72 and this practice has long been

an Egyptian custom before Aramaic writers employed papyrus as a medium.73

That said, it is also notable that a transversa charta format resembles the top-

to-bottom orientation (recto-to-verso) of writing on tablets known from the

Aramaic-Akkadian scribal tradition.

Bookrolls, Record Rolls, and Administrative Documentation

The features of bookrolls and record rolls are very similar, and in fact, of the

two surviving bookrolls at Elephantine, record roll content was added to the

72 All surviving Persian period Aramaic contracts and letters are written transversa charta.

Cairo em JdE 43471 = tad A4.2 breaks this rule, but it may have been composed on a roll’s

handle-sheet, in which case it follows the rule in principle. tad makes no distinction

between “letters” and record rolls containing letter-like content, such as reports (Cairo

em JdE 43493 = tad A3.1; Bib. Nat. P. Aram. 2 = tad A4.5; Pap. Ber. P. 23922 a (+) b and

Pap. Ber. P. 23967 = tad A4.6 [herein no. 2.1.1]; and Cairo em JdE 43467 = tad A4.10), mis-

sives/inventories (Cairo em JdE 43494 = tadA3.2), ormemoranda (Pap. Ber. P. 13497 = tad

A4.9). Among the legal material, only Pap. Ber. P. 13476 = tad B4.6 appears to break this

rule without good reason. See further discussion of record rolls below.

73 Goelet, “Ancient Egyptian.”
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blank space on the verso of the Darius bookroll (Pap. Ber. P. 13447 A–D (+) “von

P. 13447”),74 and the Ahiqar bookroll began as a record roll which was erased

and reused (Pap. Ber. P. 13446 + frags; + Cairo em JdE 43502 = tadC1.1; C3.7; and

D-Ahiq. frags. a—b). Both text types may be opistographs, in which case the

document was flipped across its vertical axis (i.e. side-to-side), when writing

on the recto continued onto the verso. Both text types can also contain more

than one composition compiled on the roll.75 Lastly, both text types can also

be composed on palimpsests.

Bookrolls are unique in that they contain literary content and the margins,

line spacing, andwide columnwidth aremore or less uniform for each compo-

sitionon the roll. Pap. Ber. P. 13446r (Ahiqar) has generous line spacing, headers,

footers, and iswrittenonly on the recto.These features suggest that it is a deluxe

edition of a bookroll.76 It appears that sheet-joins were used to delimit col-

umn width in the bookrolls Pap. Ber. P. 13446r (Ahiqar) and Pap. Ber. P. 13447

(Darius) asmuch as possible. The Elephantine bookrolls arewritten in a profes-

sional hand, and fragments of each, especiallymany from Pap. Ber. P. 13446, are

found in the Aramaic Box. They are small and rarely preserve full words. Due

to the complications of that manuscript, they will be formally published at a

later date. Fragments from what appears to be Pap. Ber. P. 13447 are also found

in the Aramaic Box. These are in the worst condition of all the fragments and

may never be placed. No other fragments in the Aramaic Box can be identified

as literary fragments having come from bookrolls.

Record rolls, however, contain documentary content as well as variablemar-

gins, line spacing, and column width. Unlike bookrolls, record rolls are less

likely to use sheet-joins to help estimate column width, and in some cases the

sheet-joins are clearly made by a writer combining various sheets of papyrus

(e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 13488 = tad C3.15).77 The act of compiling papyrus sheets of

previously written administrative content, with little care taken to ensure pre-

cise sheet-joins, occurs so frequently outside of the Aramaic papyri that at least

one conservator considers it an identifiable and unique type of sheet-join, the

record-join (die Aktenklebung).78 The hands on surviving bookrolls and record

rolls are professional hands; record rolls tend to bemore cursive than bookrolls,

but this is not a rule.

Both bookrolls and record rolls tend to have been stored in a rolled condition

and depending on their circumstances in situ, a rollmay have been compressed

74 The manuscript’s erased text has not been deciphered. The overwritten text began as a

bookroll with the Darius Inscription copied on the recto and perhaps two columns on

the verso. The remaining verso contains a list of memoranda, written in a different hand

(Mitchell, “Berlin Papyrus,” 140). It remains unclear if the verso memoranda were written

before or after the Darius Inscription.

75 The only other Aramaic bookroll from Egypt is the unprovenanced bl Pap. 106 (= tad

C1.2), which contains a version of the Tale of Ḥor son of Punesh on the recto and an oth-

erwise unknown literary composition now referred to as the Demise of Righteousness on

the verso (see Porten, “Prophecy,” 427–466, pl. xxxv).

76 See similar examples fromOxyrynchus (Johnson, Bookrolls, 155–156) and among theDead

Sea Scroll (Tov, Scribal, 125–129) manuscripts.

77 This document contains a Demotic palimpsest, and it is possible that the documentary

palimpsest was compiled (in part) from various sheets.While col. i of the overwritten Ara-

maic text may have used the sheet-join as a left margin, it may be coincidental or owed to

a so-called Aktenklebung that col. iv aligns with the sheet-join.

78 Krutzsch, “Blattklebungen,” 93, 97.
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part ii: placing fragments. material and textual considerations 21

over time producing features similar to fold-creases. This can cause long verti-

cal breaks on the papyrus which results in slender fragments. Long rolls may

also have a handle sheet at the beginning and end of the roll, which serves

a function similar to a flyleaf in a codex—to protect the inner content from

excessive wear. Handle sheets were frequently a blank or partially blank sheet

of papyrus which was normally rotated 90° and glued to the end and/or begin-

ning of the roll. The rotation of the first papyrus sheet means that fibers of

handle sheets run vertically on the recto.79

Due to the variability of material and textual features on bookrolls and

record rolls, no single map of these text types can be constructed to facilitate

fragment placement.

Many of the other surviving administrative papyri written parallel to the

recto’s fibers may have originally begun as scraps and trimmings used for

administrative notes or lists. As noted above, some record rolls are made as

a compilation of such notes glued together, and it seems that the writers had

the practices of record roll writing in mind when composing notes on scraps

because they adhered to the formatting discussed above. Therefore, I include

administrativenotes under the rubric of record roll, even though it is not always

clear if they were “rolled” or “folded,” or intended to be compiled into a record

roll.

Lastly, a final type of documenting practice occurred in the legal sphere,

though the scribal practices of recording such circumstances follow that used

towrite record rolls. No emic genrewas used (or is yet known) forwhat are now

called “court records.” The vast majority of these are from Saqqara or unprove-

nanced (tad B8). Only two were found at Elephantine, and tad has collected

them as examples of the (etic) “judicial oath” genre (Cairo em JdE 43490 = tad

B7.1 and Cairo em JdE 43486 = tad B7.2). This classification is misleading, per-

haps due to the fact that both of these court records mandate that a legal party

take an oath in lieu of documented evidence. The actual documentation of the

oath taken appears to have been understood as a native emic genre, which was

recorded, presumably by the priest at the templewitnessing the oath. Thiswrit-

ten oath appears to have met the need of the court for documented evidence.

Unlike the court record, the actual procedure resulted in a document written

parallel to the recto’s fibers and containing its own emic genre label, ה)א(מומ

“an oath (document).” One example of this survives from Elephantine in Ara-

maic (Pap. Ber. P. 13485 = tadB7.3) and one inDemoticwith anAramaic docket

(Cairo em JdE 43501).80 Three new fragments in this publication (§2.4) are

categorized as “Oath/Court Records” because they may belong to those above

mentioned court records, which are now in Cairo.

Contracts

Contracts arewrittenonunused rolls of papyrus, and thewriter normally leaves

a large blank section at the beginning. Contracts rarely continue onto the verso,

so it seems the writer did not cut the document from the roll until he had fin-

79 An example of this can be seen on Bib. Nat. P. Aram. 2 = tad A4.5.

80 tad B7.4 edits only the Aramaic docket. The Demotic text has been edited for the first

time in the Berlin Museum’s erc project (Text id no. 310482). This Demotic text appears

to followEgyptian rather thanAramaic scribal conventions and format,while theAramaic

docket was added in the same manner as dockets are added to Aramaic contracts.
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ished writing.81 In the few cases in which content continues on the verso, the

documentwas flipped across its horizontal axis (i.e. bottom-to-top). Somewrit-

ers preferred beginning the text of a contract at a sheet-join, but this was not a

universal practice. By definition it can be assumed that contracts were written

by professional writers, and therefore, the paleographic features of these letter

forms become the standard for identifying professional hands. The genre facil-

itated a clear presentation, and therefore, many writers used line spacing and

margins to produce a visually attractive document, with the effect similar to

that of deluxe bookrolls.82 The bottom of a contract’s recto side, or in rare case

the top of the verso, contains a list of witnesses usuallywritten in thewitnesses’

own hands. Some of these hands stand out in contrast to the professional hand

of the body of the document. The bottom of the verso (which corresponds to

the top of the recto) contains a docket in which the word “document” ( רפס )

is written, which was often followed by a vacat where the bulla sat, then the

docket’s content. The docket was written near the end of the folding process

and as suchmust fit on a single row of folded papyrus. Those dockets that con-

tainmore than one line of text are hardly spaced (e.g., Cairo em JdE 37111 = tad

B2.9).

Figure 4 maps the physical features of a contract according to the common

way contracts were folded and sealed. Contracts are folded from bottom-to-

top, which results in creased fold lines. The number of rows is contingent on

the length of the contract. Between the rows’ fold-creases, each row of papyrus

grew slightly in height as more material was needed to wrap around the grow-

ing package, except for the last two rows. When enough papyrus for two rows

remained, the writer folded those two rows downward. This left the verso of

row ο (in the figure) visible. The docket information was then written, and the

narrowpackagewas then folded into thirds, which resulted in creased columns

of papyrus when the document was opened. The columns were folded left-to-

right and bound so that normally C iii was inside the package between C i and

C ii. The package was boundwith cord, which was sealed on C i on the verso of

doc row (R doc.; C iii) with clay and stamped (indicated by ). The cord could

be destructive to the papyrus causing secondary damage which bisects C i and

C ii. This produces fragmentswhich are roughly 1/6 thewidth of the document,

that is, 1/6 the roll’s height (see above).

When the package is sealed, normally Fold ii/iii and the right edge of the

document are stacked on top of each other, while Fold i/ii is stacked on the left.

This means that Fold i/ii leaves a larger portion of the middle of the papyrus

exposed to possible damage than does Fold ii/iii. Additionally, when the docu-

ment is unfolded, an oscillatingwrinkle pattern occurs along the folds. Fold i/ii

and Fold ii/iii protrude upward causing a bulge on the recto side on R α and

every other row there after (R γ, ε, η…). Alternatively, an indent on the recto

side occurs every other row starting with R β (continuing with R δ, ζ, θ…). The

81 Brooklyn 47.218.94 (= tadB3.12) contains a false start inwhich thewriterwrotemany lines

then began the same contract again with minor details changed. That there is no large

space above the mistake and that the contract still had ample space to fit the contract’s

content suggests that the writer did not precut his roll but wrote then cut the document

from the roll.

82 For discussion of deluxe editions see Johnson, Bookrolls, 155–156; Tov, Scribal, 125–129; and

Bookrolls, Record Rolls, and Administrative Documentation above.
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part ii: placing fragments. material and textual considerations 23

figure 4 Heuristic Map of the Physical Features of a Contract Package

stress on the fibers over time can cause them to contort (and frequently break)

particularly at the intersection of the rowand column fold-creases. The bulging

and indenting produce different fiber contortions patterns.83

There is no standardized correlation between a line of text (and interlin-

ear spacing) and fold-creases. Generally, however, the first line of text on the

recto appears two ormore papyrus rows below the docket row.The last papyrus

row(s) may be blank, but the last lines of text frequently include the witnesses.

Letters

Generally, the letters were written beginning on the recto and may continue

on the verso. If the writing continued onto the verso, the writer tried to leave

at least one papyrus row between the end of the letter and the area on which

the address would be written, after the letter was folded.84 Most of the letters

83 The humidity used in modern times to unroll many of the packages can iron out these

contortions in the fibers. There is no evidence that the fragments in the Aramaic Boxwere

purposely exposed to excessively humid conditions.

84 Unique among letters are the administrative decrees. These were official documents that

received postmarks either advising the postal system about their distribution or noting

the date on which a decree was received at an administrative center. In addition, vari-
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figure 5 Heuristic Map of the Physical Features of a Letter Package

are short, and one gets the impression that they were sometimes composed on

trimmings,85 and in many cases they are written on reused papyrus, particu-

larly those which are less formal.86 Others may have been carefully formatted,

much like some contracts, so that sheet-joins served as one or more edges of

the document.

Letters were obviously written by literate individuals, but the degree of their

professionalism is not easily determined.87

Providing a heuristic map of the physical attributes of letters (Figure 5) is

more complicated than that for the contracts and Porten has shown that while

some general observations can bemade, letters must be studied individually.88

The Hermopolis letters indicate that the packaging of letters was standard-

ized. Unlike contracts, a letter was not meant to remain sealed in antiquity,

but rather opened and read. The letters that survive exhibit, first and foremost,

damage patterns that reflect their state in situ. The question then is not how

were letters packaged in antiquity, but how were they stored after having been

read? Unfortunately, we know little about ancient storage practices.

ous administrators signed off on the decree upon receipt, and some would leave further

administrative instructions (see Moore, “Persian Administrative”). These features differ

from dockets, which are summary notes designed for filing and reference purposes (see

contracts above).

85 Porten, “Aramaic Letters,” 41–42. Since Cairo em JdE 43471 = tad A4.2 was written on the

handle-sheet of a roll, one gets the impression that it was a sheet left over fromother com-

positional acts. Note that the direction of fibers on the hand copy in tad are incorrect.

86 In the case of reused papyri, it is unclear whether the original composition was part of a

communication exchange between the same parties or about the same subject. The only

clear example of a communication exchange on the same papyrus is Cairo em JdE 43493

=tad A3.1. The first text is structured as a report, while the second is a more formal reply

beginning on the verso and continuing on the recto 90° to the original text. Another doc-

ument, Cairo em JdE 43494 =tadA3.2, resembles in content and paleography a genre type

more similar to the ostraca missives rather than the papyri letters. Although more formal

in its contentCairo em J. 43467=tadA4.10 appears to also be an administrative document

and not a formal letter.

87 Unlike contracts, which were presumably written in ideal conditions, the genre of letters

does not presuppose a predictable writing environment. The degree to which the writ-

ing environment affects the professional appearance of the hand, is therefore, difficult to

assess.

88 Porten, “Aramaic Letters.”
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The wear patterns onmost surviving letters indicate that after the letter was

read it was folded again for storage. Other letters were not stored and were

instead reused. In this case the papyrus may exhibit two fold patterns in the

rows of papyrus (not indicated in the chart above), that of the original letter

and that of the second letter. In such cases when a letter was stored, it could

have been refolded along either set of creases, resulting in fragments roughly

half the height of a row of papyrus.

Generally, letters were folded for storage as they were when sent in the post,

from bottom-to-top with the recto on the inside. Only when possible did the

reader fold two rows of papyrus downward (R ζ and R ε), but in almost all cases

the last row of papyrus (R ε) was folded downward resulting in an address line

on the verso of that row. The address sat directly behind the first or second line

of the letter’s recto. This narrow packagewas then folded in half, as it waswhen

it was sealed and sent. At this point, it is unclear what happened to the letter.

If papyrus is not bound or weighted, it will tend to unfold, so in some cases the

package may have been rebound with cord.

Some bound letters were then folded again,89 this time with less precision,

which means that not all columns will be of equal width. As a result, C i and

C iv will have roughly the same width and so too C ii and C iii.90

In at least two examples herein, the letter was folded directly in half bottom-

to-top before being folded into rows. In the case of Pap. Ber. P. 23151 a–c (herein

no. 1.1.4) the evidence is clear that this fold pattern was initiated by the writer

producing an initial fold between what corresponds to δ and γ in the Figure 5

above. The evidence from Pap. Ber. P. 23148 (+) P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8 (herein

no. 1.1.1) is inconclusive as to whether this fold pattern was made first by the

writer or simply by the reader who stored the papyrus.

Genres

Text types and genres overlap, but in this study genre refers to a document clas-

sification based on written content. When possible, genres in this study are

organized by native (emic) distinctions found on the documents themselves.

Each genre uses a unique jargon, and even within the same genre sometimes

distinct vocabulary can be found.

The Aramaic term רפס means “document” in the most general sense of the

word, as shown in the contractual evidence in which the outer docket uses the

formula “Document of (Genre).” Likewise, in one missive written on an ostra-

con, the term רפס is used interchangeably with the etic term for a text type,

“letter” הרגא (Ost. Ber. P. 10679 = tad D7.24:1–2). The contracts contain a vari-

ety of native genre classifications, and additionally one letter genre, one type

of archival genre, and one literary genre also survive.

Literary Genres

The only surviving literary genre identifier is found on the Ahiqar scroll, which

uses the word ילמ “the words of (pn)” as either the genre identification of an

89 So too Porten, “Address Formulae,” 406.

90 For example, see tad A3.8 in which the C ii and C iii are considerably narrower than C i

and C iv, but C i and C iv are also bisected by damage that was inflicted by a cord. Amore

symmetrically folded letter is Padua Mus. Civ. Aram. Pap. 1, which Porten has discussed,

“Aramaic Letters,” 422, fig. 2.
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autobiographical narrative or, more probably, the identification of a list of

proverbs. In this case, the term introduces an autobiographical narrative ac-

count ( רפס ) followed by proverbs.91

Like Ahiqar, the Darius inscription is an autobiographical narrative, and

probably had the same formulaic autobiographical indicator as does the Akka-

dian original from which it was translated, anāku mDariamuš “I am Darius.”92

But no native Aramaic genre indicator survives, nor is one expected based on

the Akkadian.

Archival Genres

Most archival genres do not contain emic labels. They were sometimes com-

piled on a record roll and separated by a vacat above and below each disparate

entry. The surviving archival genre found on these record rolls is a memo-

randum ( ןרכד/ז ). This appears to be a précis of a different source, which is

meaningful in some way for the writer.93 Memoranda could be compiled into

a collection on a record roll (Pap. Ber. P. 13447v; tad C3.8), or standalone (Pap.

Ber. P. 13497 = tad A4.9).94 In either case they are written parallel to the recto’s

fibers.

Other archival genres are based on solely modern classifications, and no

consistent formulaic features have been observed in the surviving documents,

which includes name lists and accounts.

Letter Genres

The Aramaic writers understood a difference between a letter ( הרגא ) and other

types of documents, but they did not divide their letters asmodern scholars do

between “private,” “official,” or other classifications. Instead, they used features

of layout and form to identify various types of letters, with one exception. The

only native letter genre found in the corpus is that of a decree ( םעט ), and this

may be due in part to the document’s overlapping legal significance.95 More so

than any other text type, letters can be organized into categories based on the

formulaic structure of their introductory lines.96 Each salutation formula indi-

cates the relative social relationship between the sender(s) and addressee(s),

and this social context governs the type of content exchange between the par-

ties. The following chart provides a paradigmatic list of different letter saluta-

91 Moore, Literary Depictions, 43 n. 17. The Ahiqar manuscript (Pap. Ber. P. 13446) probably

begins, רקיחאילמ [ רפס ] “[The account of] the words of Ahiqar.” Kottsieper, “Geschichte,”

324 restored the text thiswaywithout justification.Moore, LiteraryDepictions, 43–45holds

that not only is the restoration paralleled in the book of Tobit (and the Deir Allah Inscrip-

tion), but that it also parallels the genremarker of the Syriac superscriptions of the Ahiqar

tale,manymss of which read “narrative” ( ܐ狏ܝܥܪܬ ). Thus, in this context רפס means “(lit-

erary) account.”

92 Granerød, “Favour,” 455–480, esp. 460. TheAramaic appears to be a translation fromAkka-

dian, but at times affinities with the Old Persian version are found, see Greenfield and

Porten, pp. 1–5. For this autobiographical formula in the Story of Ahiqar see Moore, Lit-

erary Depictions, 69 n. 114, 155–157.

93 Mitchell, “Berlin Papyrus,” 144; and Moore, “Who Gave,” 81–86.

94 On parchment is found a memorandum entry on adab no. C4 at the end of a record roll,

yet separate from the longer account.

95 See Moore, “Persian Administrative,” 52–55.

96 Schwiderski, Handbuch. Kottsieper, “Briefe,” 141 notes that among the ˀAršama Leather

collection, the decrees and those which are not decrees contain the same formula. The

relationship between form and genre has long been understood as closely linked.
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tions and address lines, which can be heuristically useful when editing letter

fragments:97

Introductory Formula and Address Lines in Aramaic Letters on

Papyrus98

(Reading from right-to-left with each element separated by “/”)

/לא Superior (Eponym)ךדבעSubordinate (Title)99

Address: Demotic

Kindredלא/Institutionםלש Title, Addressee(s)/ןמKindred Title,

Sender(s)/ Blessing/(Co-sender)/ (Greeting[s] to others)100

Address:לא/(Kindred Title) Sender or Another (+ patronymic)/ןמ

Sender (+ patronymic)/Postal address

Superiorלע/Institutionםלש Title, Addressee/ךדבעSubordinate Title,

Sender/ Blessing/(Co-sender)/ Greeting(s) toothers101

Secondary message:לא/Kindred Title, Addressee/ןמ

Kindred Title, Sender/

Address: Address:לא/(Kindred Title) Sender or Another (+ patronymic)/

Senderןמ (+ patronymic)/Postal address

Kindredלא Title, Addressee(s)/ןמKindred Title, Sender(s)/ Blessing/

(Co-sender)/ (Greeting[s] to others)102

Address:לא/(Kindred Title) Sender or Another (+ patronymic)/ןמ

Sender (+ patronymic)/Postal address

97 Because this study is intended to be paradigmatic, letters with significantly broken salu-

tations are excluded, even though their salutationsmay be reasonably restored when part

of the address survives: Cairo em JdE 43493 = tad A3.1; Padua Mus. Civ. Aram. Pap. 2 =

tad A3.4; Brooklyn 47.218.151 = tad A3.9; Pap. Ber. P. 13456 (+) Cairo em JdE 43476 = tad

A4.4; aibl-cis Aram. 5–7 = tad A5.1; Cairo em JdE 43468 = tad A5.2; Cairo em JdE 59204

= tad A5.4; aibl-cis Aram. 2–4 (rés 247–248) = tad A5.5; Cairo em JdE 43466 = tad A6.1.

It is doubtful that Cairo em JdE 43494 = tadA3.2; Bib. Nat. P. Aram. 2 = tadA4.5; Pap. Ber.

P. 23922 a (+) b and Pap. Ber. P. 23967 (herein no. 2.1.1)= tad A4.6; and Cairo em JdE 43467

= tad A4.10 are letters. For a discussion of Bib. Nat. P. Aram. 2 (as a letter) see Kottsieper,

“Archive,” 176–177 and Becking, “ ‘The Evil Act’ ” 186–193. The text Pap. Ber. P. 13497 = tad

A4.9 is not a letter but a memorandum of a םעט -decree (Moore, “Who Gave,” 83–86).

98 The formula for ostraca missives is mostly, “Greetings, (Addressee). Now, …” (see Folmer,

“Hi Aḥuṭab,” 151–155). Lemaire, “Aramaic Literacy,” 300–301 argues that ostracon aibl-cis

cg no. 277, with its formal address, is a school text, and speculates that others with similar

addresses may also be school texts. This is not the case for at least one of the few for-

mally formatted ostraca (Mîkayah > ˀAḥûṭab aibl-cis cg no. 228), but his observation is

compelling and implies that in some cases ostraca exercises were used to train writers for

papyri writing.

99 Adon Letter from Saqqara = kai no. 266 = tad A1.1 (military).

100 Hermop. 4 = tad A2.1 (products); Hermop. 2 = tad A2.2 (products); Hermop. 1 = tad A2.3

(products, legal advice); PaduaMus. Civ. Aram. Pap. 1 = tadA3.3 (salary, products, welfare,

address missing).

101 Hermop. 3 = tad A2.4 (to superior: personnel, to peer: products).

102 Hermop. 5 = tad A2.5 (products, welfare); Hermop. 6 = tad A2.6 (products, personnel);

Hermop. 7 = tad A2.7 (welfare); Padua Mus. Civ. Aram. Pap. 2 = tad A3.4 (legal advice);

Cairo em JdE 43474 = tad A3.5 (personnel); Cairo em JdE 43475 = tad A3.6 (personnel);

Cairo em JdE 43477 = tad A3.8 (legal support); Pap. Ber. P. 23000 = tad A3.10 (property);

Pap. Ber. P. 13464 = tad A4.1 (calendrical?).
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28 introduction

Superiorלא Title, Addressee/ךדבעSubordinate Title, Sender/ Bless-

ing/ (Co-sender)/ Greeting(s) to others103

Address:)not preserved(

Subordinate…/(Bodyלע/Superiorןמ includes) Superiorרמאןכ…/

)Closing line(name of scribe and chancellor.104

Address:ןמSuperior (Title)/לעSubordinate

Subordinate/Blessingלע/Superiorןמ

Address:ןמSuperior TitleלעSubordinate

In addition, subjects within letters are divided by a topical marker, which is

spelled variously ןעכ,תעכ , or תנעכ .105 This topical marker is found frequently

in letters, but is only attested once in the legal corpus (Pap. Ber. P. 13465 = tad

B6.4:7).

Contract Genres

Like letters, contracts exhibit a complex relationshipbetween formula andcon-

tent. The variation in the formula will not be studied here, but suffice it to say

that in addition to thematerial features of contractsmentioned above, the con-

tracts beginwith a date, which normally fits on the first line and is immediately

followed by a statement of one legal party to the other. Unique to the con-

tracts is a rich variety of emic genre classifications, which can be found in the

contract’s docket.106 The dockets are systematically formatted as (reading from

right-to-left):

bulla{רפס sealing{GenreContracting Party/ies

The following is a list of known contractual genres.107

Legal Documents of Moveable and Immoveable Property ( רפס + item)

ארגארפס Bodl. Lib. ms. Heb. a. 19 = tad B2.1

108יברפס Cairo em JdE 37114 = tad B2.3; Cairo em JdE 37108 = tad

B2.7; Brooklyn 47.218.95 = tad B3.4; Brooklyn 47.218.91

= tad B3.5; Brooklyn 47.218.92 = tad B3.10; Brooklyn

47.218.88 = tad B3.11; Brooklyn 47.218.94 = tad B3.12

ףסכרפס Pap. Ber. P. 13491 = tad B3.1

רובערפס Brooklyn 47.218.93 = tad B3.13

pnדבענגלפרפס Cairo em JdE 37109 = tad B2.11

103 Cairo em JdE 43473 = tad A3.7 (products?); Floren. inv. n. 11913 = tad A3.11 (personnel?);

Cairo em JdE 43471 = tad A4.2 (crime report); Cairo em JdE 43472 = tad A4.3 (criminal

report); Pap. Ber. P. 13495 = tad A4.7 (‖ Cairo em JdE 43465 = tad A4.8) (petition); Mus.

Egi. Prov. 645 = tad A5.3 (broken).

104 Cairo em JdE 43469 = tad A6.2; Bodl. Lib. Aram. iv, vi–x = tad A6.8–13.

105 dnwsi, “kˁn4.” Folmer, “Hi Aḥuṭab,” 151–155.

106 Thehistory of Aramaic docketwriting goes back to early Aramaicwriters inMesopotamia,

who added short summaries in Aramaic to administrative documents written in cunei-

form. See Muffs, Studies, 187–192; and Fales, Aramaic Epigraphs, esp. 102–105.

107 Pap. Ber. P. 13444 C- P. 13444/2 = tadD2.26 does not appear to be a docket based onmate-

rial grounds.

108 Brooklyn 47.218.32 = tad B3.7 (House given to wife) is missing its docket, but may have

been of this genre. Cairo em JdE 37106 = tad B2.4 may also have borne this label, though

it could have been labeled debt document.
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part ii: placing fragments. material and textual considerations 29

Wifehood Contracts

109ותנארפס Cairo em JdE 37110 = tad [B2.6]; Brooklyn 47.218.89 = tad

[B3.3]; Brooklyn 47.218.150+47.218.97+47.218.155 frags. =

tad B3.8

Withdrawal Contracts / Quitclaims

110קחרמרפס Cairo em JdE 37107 = tad B2.2; Cairo em JdE 37112 = tad

B2.8; Cairo em JdE 37111 = tad [B2.9]; Cairo em JdE 37113 =

tad B2.10; Brooklyn 47.218.90 = tad B3.6

Debt

[property]בוחרפס tad B1.1 (el Hibeh);111 Pap. Ber. P. 23171 (herein no. 1.2.1)

Obligation

PNלPNבתכ Cairo em JdE 43485 (+) Pap. Ber. P. 23172 = tad B4.3 (+)

herein no. 1.2.2 and Pap. Ber. P. 13493 = tad B4.4 (copy);

Cairo em JdE 43487 = tad B4.5; Pap. Ber. P. 13476 = tad

B4.6; Cairo em JdE 43489 = tad B5.5

Document of the Oath

אמומרפס Cairo em JdE 43501 = tad B7.4112

Photographing the Fragments

The photographs in this edition have been extracted from high definition dig-

ital photographs. They are not to scale, but have been sized to optimally read

the texts. Over the course of a few days spread out over many months, I first

photographed fragments in the Aramaic Box in color using a Nikon df and a

variety of lens and light sources. At the time, resources were not available to

make photographs under ideal conditions, but nonetheless working color pho-

tographs, racking light photographs, and backlit photographs were taken.With

the help of an intern, Emil Joubert, each fragment from the color photographs

were extracted in Photoshop. This allowed for attempts at digitally joining and

reconstructing the fragments.

Nearly a year later, I was able to take infrared photographs of the frag-

ments using a Canon eos 5ds R with the rbg filter removed, a 24–105mm

F4 lens, a Life Pixel Deep ir filter (c. 830nm), and incandescent lighting. Fre-

quently the color levels and exposure of these photographs were altered in

Photoshop. No single setting or alteration was preferred, making it difficult to

choose which photograph to include in the publication. Time did not allow

for enhanced composite photographs or reconstructions to be produced for

109 Wifehood documentsmissing dockets include tadB6.1–4. Presumably, the betrothal con-

tracts are seen as property exchanges and labeled with one of the genres of moveable

or immoveable property, e.g. Brooklyn 47.218.88 = tad B3.11 and expected in Cairo em

JdE 43492 = tad B2.5.

110 Brooklyn 47.218.152 = tad B3.2 (Withdrawal [?] from hyr) contains operative language of

this genre, but the docket is missing.

111 From el Hibeh and dates to the early Persian period (3 June 515 bce). Joint business ven-

ture between a West Semite and an Egyptian. This is the earliest Aramaic contract/legal

document known from Egypt.

112 This is a bilingual document with a (enigmatic) Demotic oath on the recto; see discussion

above.
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30 introduction

each fragment. The readers are encouraged to access jpeg files of the working

color and ir images through the museum’s Elephantine website, particularly

for those images deemed difficult to read in this edition.

Using This Edition

When fragments join to a previously published fragment, only variants with

tad are listed below it. Variants with editions older than tadmay be discussed

in the commentary.
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Texts and Commentary

1 Texts Perpendicular to the Fibers

1.1 Letters

1.1.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23148 (+) P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

P. 23148 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

Recto

Bibliography

Cowley nos. 67, 8 and 67, 13; Sachau Pap. 73, 8 and 73, 13 / Taf. 60, 8 and 60, 13; tad D1.18 and D4.4.
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32 texts and commentary

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23148 (= tad D4.4 + frags.) 9.5cm; 9.8cm 0

P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8 (= tad D1.18) 8.0cm; 2.9cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: possible traces recto and verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: P. 23148, letter R body; C iii and C iv(a+b).

P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8, letter R top/body (ln. 1–2); C i.

P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8 Recto

1. Month by month an off⸢ic⸣[ial …]

2. To my brother M[…]

]…ד[⸣י⸢קפחריחרי.1

]…[מיחאלא.2

]…[◦ק}ב|פ{tad]ד[⸣י⸢קפ:1

P. 23148 Recto

1′. […]◦◦◦[…]◦
2′. […] ⸢3⸣[(+) …]◦P[◦]◦
3′. [… ]30(+). 3Wheat (stock) belonging to him/her/it.

4′. [… ]1 leather [ga]⸢r⸣ment, 1 ⸢do⸣[nk]⸢ey⸣, a plow of

(bronze # [?])

5′. {[…]◦Nˁ[… |[…]◦Pˁ[…} …]◦[◦]◦ If

6′. […] ˀ⸢M⸣[…]

7′. […]◦{T◦G |T◦Y }◦M◦[…]

8′. […]⸢T⸣◦Ṣ(,) 1 st[ri]⸢ped cloth⸣, {B[…]| Ṭ[…]}

9′. […] ⸢not⸣ [◦]◦◦[…]

10′. […]◦[…]

1’.]…[◦◦◦]…[◦
◦]◦[פ��⸣�𐡘�⸢◦]…[.’2
ה⸣ל⸢])��([⸣��⸢��הטח⸣�𐡜�⸢]…[.’3

שרח��⸣ר⸢]מ[⸣ח⸢��כשמש⸣ב⸢]ל…[.’4

נה◦]◦[◦]…}…[עפ◦]…[|…[ענ◦]…[{.’5

]…[⸣מ⸢א]…[.’6

]…[◦מ◦}י◦ת|ג◦ת{◦]…[.’7

}]…[ט|]…[ב{��⸣תב⸢]ט[חצ◦⸣ת⸢]…[.’8

]…[◦◦]◦[⸣אל⸢]…[.’9

10’.]…[◦]…[

1:]…[◦◦◦]…[tad]…[◦�𐡘�]…[|2:]…[◦⸣פ��⸣�𐡘�]◦[◦tad]…[◦◦]…[◦}ו|��{◦]…[|3:]…[⸣��⸢��הטח⸣�𐡜�⸢])��([⸣ה⸣לtad]…[}�𐡘�הט⸣ח⸢ו}נ|◦|פ]…[|

}ג|י{כתtad}י◦ת|ג◦ת{:7|◦אtad]…[⸣מ⸢א:6|]…[ענ◦tad}…[עפ◦]…[|…[ענ◦]…[{:5|]…תד[}ג|ח{tad⸣ר⸢]מ[⸣ח⸢|שב]ל[tadש⸣ב⸢]ל[:4

}י|ג|ה{][לtad⸣אל⸢:9}צ|ק{פ}ת|◦{tadצ◦⸣ת⸢]…[:8|

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (administrative) letter.

The top and bottom left fragments have been newly joined

to this document. On material grounds the illegible frag-

ment Ber. (Temp.) B/am x 592, fol. 49 (not edited herein)

may belong to this document.

This is one of only two letters identified as having been

folded in half. See discussion on Pap. Ber. P. 23151 a–c

(hereinno. 1.1.4) and Introduction: PlacingFragments,Text

Types.

Paleographically this document resembles Pap. Ber.

P. 13445 E- P. 13448/2 = tad D1.19, though the latter is

written with a taller pen-nib. Concerning the fragments

edited here, Sachau, followed by Cowley, notes that the

ח and צ are unique, with Sachau alone further noting the

uncommon form of .ט Sachau, again followed by Cow-

ley, noted that the ח of Pap. Ber. P. 23148 line 3 resembles

that of Pap. Ber. P. 13445 E- P. 13448/2 line 3, but this latter

fragment also ought to be compared to the hands of the

ostraca (e.g. aibl-cis cg no. 177 concave 3). The horn on

the firstאonPap. Ber. P. 13445E- P. 13448/8 line 2 differs sig-

nificantly from that on Pap. Ber. P. 23148 line 6. The hand

is not professional, and resembles a blend of Aramaic and

late Phoenician scripts found at Elephantine.1 For exam-

ple, the ambiguous form of what may be פ|נ|כ|ו and the

noticeable space between the right and left strokes of ש

resemble Phoenician. That said, this should not be seen as

a transitional hand, but rather one of the diverse exam-

ples of hands from the period of Persian occupation in

Egypt. One should be reluctant to provide a more precise

1 See Phoenician examples in Lidzbarski and Röllig.
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text 1.1.1 33

dating until a systematic study on Aramaic paleography

has been conducted (see discussion in Appendix, Paleog-

raphy). Concerning the stylus, Phoenician hands tend to

use blunted or (b)rush-like styli (e.g. Eleph. daik O 4758

= Röllig no. 7 or Ost. Ber. P. 11435 = Lidzbarski no. 13)

on surviving jar labels, though sharpened reed pens like

those used by the Aramaic writers (and used here) are also

known (e.g. Eleph. daik O 2335 = Röllig no. 8 or daik

O 2324 = Röllig no. 11).

This document appears to be a letter concerning spe-

cialize (farming) equipment and stocks. If Pap. Ber. P. 13445

E- P. 13448/8 belongs to the document, then this is possi-

bly amonthly audit of items found in the body of Pap. Ber.

P. 23148. Sachau suggested that the previously published

larger fragmentmay be a list, though the direction of writ-

ing on the recto (⊥) confirms that this is a letter.

P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8, line 1. This fragment may belong

to the right half of the document, perhaps above the sur-

viving large fragment. The reduplicated phrase חריחרי is

found nowhere else, but presumably such reduplication

conveys a distributive idea or in the context of tempo-

ral words a reoccurring idea, that is, “month by month”;

compare, for example, נזןזשרפמ “separates type-by-type”

(Cairo em JdE 43466 = tadA6.1:3). In Saq. H5–ap84 [5866]

= Segal no. 25 ln. 3 one finds הנש]ב[הנשחריבחרי , which

conveys a similar notion. Compare also thephrase חריכחרי

in Pap. Ber. P. 13489 = tad B5.1:3.

The י after קפ is likely since the letter sits high on the

line.

Line 2. The preposition לא “to” is only used in ia as a for-

mulaic address marker for letters (Folmer, §5.2). Line 1,

then, must be an administrative remark placed before the

letter’s address.

P. 23148, line 3. The number 30 is broken, but this is the

only combination of characters that match the stroke pat-

tern. Thirty may be a standardized number for the tax on

arable farmland allotted by the state. Such information is

found on the Peṭôsirî decree among the ˀAršama leather

collection (Bodl. Lib. Pel. Aram. xiii = tad A6.11). In that

text ˀAršama grants Peṭôsirî the allotment ( גב ) his father

once held, and the document notes that the plot is worth

30 ardab, presumably in tax owed.2

Regarding הטח , one expects the nasalization/dissimi-

lation of the dental and the spelling הטנח , but spellings

vary based on the writer (Folmer §2.4). For example,

some plural forms do not exhibit nasalization, whether in

the absolute or determined state (Cairo em JdE 43497 =

tad B4.1:2, נטח ; (ostracon) aibl-cis cg no. 150 concave 6,

איטח ;3 and perhaps (ostracon) cg no. 61 concave 2, ןטחוו

“sickle”). At least once, the singular determined form is

attested as masculine rather than feminine (Bodl. Lib. ms.

Heb. a. 5 = tad C3.28:104, אטנח ). The exact spelling found

here is known from Lemaire no. 28 (unprovenanced),

where it is suggested that the spelling is a dialectical vari-

ant. I interpret the form הטח on the current papyrus as a

feminine singular noun with a possessive suffix; note the

singular numeral which�� follows.

As for הל , The descending stroke of פ from the previous

line intersects the broken .ל One is tempted instead to read

הנז “this” (where �� is read as ,(ז with the tail of the נ lost in

the break, but traces of ink in the bosom of the above פ is

a remnant of the tall stroke of .ל

Line 4. The phrase כשמשבל was cleverly read and trans-

lated by tad as “leather garment.”

The word in the break must be an item as indicated

by the following number and the context. The first letter

could be the beginning of a ט|ח ,צ| and the last letter is

certainly a ר|ד|ב . The spacing allows for an intervening let-

ter. Of the common items from the period and expected

within a farmingor storehouse context רמח “wine” or “don-

key” best fits. The noun donkey is known as the subject of

a communication between Elephantine and Syene (Cairo

em JdE 43493 = tad A3.1).

The reading of שרח is clear, but itsmeaning is not. I have

opted to read “plow,” which is reasonable in the context

of a possible donkey and grain. The phrase likely contin-

ues onto the next line where it is followed by a numeral.

Admittedly, a different metal tool may be intended; com-

pare Bodl. Lib. ms. Heb. a (5) ix 10–13 = tad C3.28 (c. 2nd

cent. bce).While paleographically one could read the ר as

,ד a Semitic root ḥdš is not attested in Aramaic until very

late (where it is likely a loan from Hebrew).

Line 5. The ע is clear, but its preceding letter could be

construed as either a נ or ,פ or less likely כ or .ו The traces

of the first letter clearly show a horn on the top of a hori-

zontally moving stroke.

The final strokes of the line ( ןה ) resemble ס like that

in the administrative hand found on siabak Syene 14-2-

77-2/1 (= Moore, Semitica (2022), no. 5), but sense could

not be made of the preceding stroke. The number�� “20”

is similar to ,ס but if read as �𐡜� the final long diagonal

stoke is not easily explained. Close examination of the ir

photographs reveals that the final stroke is made without

a pen-left in the form of a .shape-נ The preceding strokes

2 Moore, “Judeans,” 41–43, 48–50.

3 The reading is certain (see photographs at erc Grant id 637692 text

id no. 312993); Lozachmeur read a superlinear נ between the ח
and ,ט but that נ belongs to the previous line.
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34 texts and commentary

then seem to only match ,ה which was written compara-

tively small, likely due to sitting near the right edge of the

document.

Line 7. The surviving three letter word is enigmatic. The

difficulty is disambiguating the second letter, for which a

case could be made to read either נ|כ|ו .פ| The final letter is

an Aramaic ,ג but as noted above, the hand exhibits some

similarities to Phoenician characters, and therefore, י is a

possible reading. The Egyptian name Tawê4 should not be

ruled out.

Line 8. tad correctly reconstructs a ת at the beginning;

this is the best solution given the strokes and spacing. The

next letter is the ambiguous נ|כ|ו .פ| The third letter I read

as צ Following the tendency of this hand to write forms

that resemble Phoenician. Compare this letter with the

Phoenician script on (Cairo em JdE 43464 f = Lidzbarski

no. 11).

The term תבטח is highly likely. The ח is clear and so too

are the horned crown of the ב and the crossing strokes of

the .ת When the photograph is zoomed in, the rounded

right angle of the ט is visible. The word תבטח “striped

cloth” is found inHermop. 3 = tadA3.4:10 alongwith other

commodities.

4 See the Darius memoranda Pap. Ber. P. 13447v iii 2 = tad C3.13:35.
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text 1.1.2 35

1.1.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23149 a–c

Recto

c b a

Verso

Bibliography

Cowley nos. 68, 6 and 10; Sachau Pap. 74, 6 and 10 / Taf. 61, 6 and 10; tad D1.26
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36 texts and commentary

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a (right) 5.9cm; 9.6cm 1

Frag. b (middle) 2.2cm; 2.8cm 0

Frag. c (left) 4.2cm; 4.9cm 1

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body (all but add.); C i, iib, and iva.

Recto

1′. ˀÛrî ⸢and his su⸣rplus[ …]

2′. Hô⸢š⸣eˁa and ⸢my⸣ brother/ˀAḥ⸢y⸣[(ô) …]⸢Š⸣◦[…]

3′. the maidser⸢vant⸣ and a⸢s⸣[ked… pn-]yah […{they|you

(m.p.)} shall d]o

4′. according to the value of the Hyr […]ˁM which TN[…]

5′. from the district. [… ]a security (payment) in possession

[…]

]…[⸣ה⸢רת⸣יו⸢ירוא.’1

]…[◦⸣ש⸢]…)ו([⸣י⸢חאוע⸣ש⸢וה.’2

]…[◦◦◦}]⸣נודב⸢]עת|⸣נודב⸢]עי{…[הי]……ל[⸣א⸢שוא⸣ת⸢מא.’3

]…[נתיזמע]…[אריהימדב.’4

]…[ניסחנברע]…[אתנידמנמ.’5

]…[ב◦◦ו◦◦}ר|ד{פ]…[tad}]⸣נודב⸢]עת[|⸣נודב⸢]עי[{|]…[תמאtadא⸣ת⸢מא:3|]…[בוהtadע⸣ש⸢וה:2|]ה[ירואtadירוא:1

Verso

1. do (f.s.) for me as[ … Ye]hôyišmaˁ son/daugh[ter] of[ …]

2. from Ḥabib. Se⸢n⸣[d (f.s.) me …]⸢L⸣◦B◦◦son of◦[…]

3. to Yehôyišmaˁ◦[…]◦ they sent/send.

]…)ת([רבעמשיוה]י…[כיאילידבע.1

]…[◦רב◦◦ב◦⸣ל⸢]…יליר[⸣ש⸢והבבחנמ.2

ורשוה◦]…[◦עמשיוהיל.3

tadורשוה:3|}כ|ר|ד{}ר|ד{ב◦tad◦◦ב◦⸣ל⸢]…|]…}ע|ר{⸣שוה⸢tad]יליר[⸣ש⸢וה|◦בחtadבבח:2|]…[רבtad)ת([רב|}י|א{דבעtadידבע:1

ורש}פ|ו{ה

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (community) letter.

tad separates the previously known portions of frag. a.5

The verso of both fragments has a unique strip of papyrus

with diagonal fibers. This along with the alignment of ink

marks on the recto confirms that the fragments join. The

new fragments6 perfectly join to the upper left corner of

those which were previously published. Fragments that

are approximately 3cm wide (Letter C ivb) are missing

from the left side of the document.

Line 1. The name ירוא is a hypocorism (i.e. a short-

ened form). It need not be Yahwistic,7 but may be a

form of הירוא . The hypocorism is only attested so far as a

patronymic in lists (e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 13488 = tadC3.15:68, 71,

76, 121). The term הרתי “his surplus” is clear. See cal for its

well attestedmeaning (“ytr n.m. excess” accessed 19may21)

and Schwiderski, p. 379 for examples. The word’s con-

junctional ו exhibits an up-tick on its descending stroke,

which is more articulated than that of the preceding .ו

The commodities or money that the surplus refers to is

unknown, but it may be a clue as to the meaning of the

enigmatic “value of the Hyr” in line four. It is notable that

one by the name of ˀÛryah is addressed as being in the

same location as ˀAḥûṭab, an apparent storehouse man-

ager on Elephantine (Cairo em JdE 43464 b = tad D7.8).8

Line 2. The trace of the edge of a י is visible on the break

of the second word.

Line 3. One expects the end of line 2 to provide the

name or function of the maidservant found at the begin-

ning of line 3. The reading נודבעת|נודבעי matches the sur-

viving stroke pattern.

5 That is, Pap. Ber. P. 13445 D- P. 23140/17 and P. 13445 D- P. 13445 B/3 +

P. 13445 D- P. 13461/6.

6 The verso of one of these has a conservator’s tape strip, which is sim-

ilar to those used by Ibscher in the early 1900’s.

7 See Tallqvist, Neubabylonisches, 301 for examples of final -î in Neo-

Babylonian names. 8 See discussion in Moore, “Social Historical,” forthcoming.
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text 1.1.2 37

Line 4. Themeaning of Hyr remains unclear. Porten fol-

lowing the legal studies of Yaron implies that the termmay

be connected to property claims.9While it may be a refer-

ence to a type of plot, here it is construed as a “value.” This

combined with the new reading of “surplus” on line 1 sug-

gests that the Hyrmay not only be a reference to property,

but also to its expected yield, a monetary payment, or a

commodity exchange. If my reading of aibl-cis cg no. 60

is correct, we find further support that this legal right or

allotment refers to property, with a focus on its yield: con-

cave 2 [… ] ארחהדרתו “and you/she shall winnow the Ḥr[

…].”10

The phrase […] נתיזמע […] may be restored as a * יזמעט

נתנת “[a de]cree(-document) which you/she shall g[ive].”

If so, this is in reference to a document that is circulated

rather than the judicial act of writing a decree, which

idiomatically uses the verb מיש .11

Line 5. Along with the Hyr is found a security payment,

that is, a pledge, which would be a physical item, held by

one party in a business transaction until the agreed upon

business proceedings have been fulfilled; compare Pap.

Ber. P. 13491 = tad B3.1. tad translates ניסח as “strong,” but

in all occurrences of the term in the ˀAršama documents,

the word appears in relation to state property. Thus the

meaning “possession” or “possessed” seems more likely.12

Verso, line 1. A closeup of the ir photograph clearly

shows that the reading is ילידבע

and not אדבע , the latter of which tad gives as an alterna-

tive reading. The feminine grammatical form gives us an

indication as to the gender of the female addressee. This is

quite remarkable, since the letter concerns, the value of a

Hyr, which is only otherwise clearly known from Brooklyn

47.218.152 = tad B3.2 in which Hyr-rights are rented out by

a servitor ( ןחל ) of the Yahô temple. Is the female addressee

managing the business transaction or commodities or per-

haps even engaged in the transaction herself? Is Yehôy-

išmaˁ the woman in view?

The name עמשיוהי is androgynous, thus one should

restore ])ת([רב after it;most surviving texts refer to a “lady”

( נשנ ) by this name.

Line 2. The name בבח is clear in the ir photographs,

and it is otherwise only known fromHermop. 4 = tadA2.1

in which he is antagonistic to a member of the temples

of Bethel and Nan(n)aya (the Queen of Heaven) at Syene.

Surprisingly, a similar syntax is also found in that docu-

ment: בבחנמנתנלאתיבבירהדזא “warn (f.s.) Bêtˀel-Natan

against Ḥabib” (ln. 9).

9 Porten, Archives, 203, 234.

10 Lozachmeur follows Dupont-Sommer’s consonantal text,

which reads אדחהדרת . She translates “et/ou la cour ? unique

[…]” (p. 228). I presume that the foreign word that lies behind

Hyr would have been heard by some as ḥ(e)r.

11 Moore, “Persian Administrative,” 52.

12 See Moore, “Persian Administrative,” 54 n. 59.
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38 texts and commentary

1.1.3 Pap. Ber. P. 23150

Recto

Verso

Bibliography

Cowley no. 68, 1; Sachau Pap. 74, 1 / Taf. 61, 1; tad D1.21

Width: 17.3cm; Height: 5.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R bot.; C i and ii
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text 1.1.3 39

Recto

1′.◦◦◦◦◦⸢N⸣ and ⸢our land⸣/⸢Mattan⸣◦◦◦T ˀ◦[…]

2′. with ⸢silver.⸣ Greet my sister Tiqvat(i)yaˀ. Greet◦[…]

]…[◦את◦◦◦⸣נתמ⸢ו⸣נ⸢◦◦◦◦◦.’1

]…[◦מלשאיתוקתיתחאמלש⸣פסכ⸢ב.’2

}נעכ|כד{tad⸣נ⸢◦◦:1

Verso

1. and her/his daughter [greet◦◦◦]⸢F⸣◦◦⸢and his/her

daughter. G⸣reet Yahô◦[-…]

2. I to you (m.p.) all/every T◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦not[…]

3. [◦◦]⸢L⸣[…]

]…[◦והימל⸣שהתרבו⸢◦◦⸣פ⸢]◦◦מלש[התרבו.1

]…[⸣אל⸢◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦תלכמכלהנא.2

]…[⸣ל⸢]◦◦[.3

אלtad⸣אל⸢|◦◦◦◦tad◦◦◦ת|לא]?[tadלכ:2|]…[יוהיtad]…[◦והי|מלשי◦}ו|פ{}ר|ד{◦tadמל⸣שהתרבו⸢|◦◦◦tad◦◦⸣פ⸢]◦◦[:1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private) letter.

This letter provides instructions regarding family or com-

munity business. What survives is the end of the letter in

which thewriter sends salutations to his/her relations and

acquaintances, and the unambiguous surviving references

are to females. Only first names are given, and in the case

of children no name.

Line 1. The reading נתמ is probable. If it means “our

land” then the writer may be more akin to the Babylonian

rather than a Syro-Palestinian Aramaic scribal tradition,

inwhich onemight expect * נקרא . Alternatively, the proper

name Mattan may be meant here.

Line 2. The name איתוקת Tiqvat(i)yaˀ is thought to

derive from הוקת “hope” (const. st.) + אי “Yah” tomean “Yah

ismy hope”13 but the spelling of the theophoric element as

אי raises some doubt about this explanation.

Verso, line 1. The traces of a final letter are clear in the

ir photographs and the letter is either ,ב ר|ד , or .ח Of the

known onomasticon מרוהי (m.), ננחוהי (m.), or נחוהי (f.) are

possible.

13 Porten, Archive, 137.
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40 texts and commentary

1.1.4 Pap. Ber. P. 23151 a–b

See Plate 2.

Verso Recto

Bibliography

Cowley no. 68, 3; Sachau Pap. 74, 3 / Taf. 61, 3; tad D1.28.
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text 1.1.4 41

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a (large) 4.7cm; 14.0cm 0

Frag. b (small) 3.5cm; 6.0cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: See commentary. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Break patterns: letter R body (and bot.?); C iii and ivb.

Recto (Text 1, Hand 1)

1. […]ŠY◦[…]

2. […]LY◦[…]

3. […]YPY […]◦◦◦◦[…]

4. […] the […]◦{D|R}B belonging to you[ (f.s.) … ]{not|to

us}◦[…]

5. […]◦until she shall see[ …] your (f.s.) [dᵉ]gal-unit

6. [… ]your garment and not[ …] you shall go

7. […]LT, a message […] he sent (word)

]…[◦יש]…[.1

]…[◦יל]…[.2

]…[◦◦◦◦]…[יפי]…[.3

]…[◦}נל|אל{]…)י([⸣כ⸢ליז}אבר]…[|אבד]…[{.4

]…[יכלג]ד…[הזחתדע◦]…[.5

]…[כהת]…[אלוכשבל]…[.6

]…[חלש]…[מגתפתל]…[.7

vacat

8′. (?)

9′. [To …]L{D|R}◦[…]

8’.)?(

}]…[◦רל]…[|]…[◦דל]…[{.’9

ם]נ|ג[תפtadמגתפ:5|אב]…[tad}אבר]…[|אבד]…[{:2

Verso (Text 2, Hand 2)

0′. (?)

1′. […]ˁ⸢M⸣◦all ⸢which⸣[…]

2. [… ]on account of t⸢hi⸣[s …]

3. […] {B⸢YL⸣[…] |D⸢YL⸣[…] |R⸢YL⸣[…]}

4. […]◦◦[…]

0’.)?(

]…[⸣יז⸢לכ◦⸣מ⸢ע]…[.1

]…ר[⸣ב⸢דלע]…[.2

}]…[⸣לי⸢ר|]…[⸣לי⸢ד|]…[⸣לי⸢ב{]…[.3

4.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[ל]…[tad}]…[⸣לי⸢ר|]…[⸣לי⸢ד|]…[⸣לי⸢ב:3|]…[◦י}ר|ד{ל◦]…[tad]ר[⸣ב⸢דלע:tad◦◦|2⸣יז⸢|◦◦tad◦⸣מ⸢ע]…[:1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private) letter.

This is one of the more complex manuscripts in the col-

lection. Cowley described it as “obscure” (p. 177). Earlier

editions read the writing on both sides as part of the same

document, while tad rightly sees the writing on the verso

as a separate composition. All known opistographs con-

taining the same composition continue at the top of a

document when it was turned over, top-to-bottom. Here,

the composition on the verso is in the lower-middle sec-

tion of the papyrus. tad’s assessment that the verso is a

palimpsest seemsunlikely since somuchof it is clearly leg-

ible, and possibly written after the letter on the recto.

The placement of the new fragment creates a docu-

ment that is 14.0cm tall, and this is roughly the distance

between sheet-joins on a factory papyrus roll from this

period (see Introduction: Placing Fragments,Material Fea-

tures). Unique to this document is the fact that the lower

part of the letter on the recto has stamped itsmirror image

on the upper part of the letter.When themirrored impres-

sion is considered, the recto was at least 18.0cm tall. The

mirrored impression suggests that unlike normal letters

which were stored in a folded position along the same

or similar fold lines made by the sender, this document

was folded in half, top-to-bottom above line 5. It was then

folded much like a letter into papyrus rows (compare Pap.

Ber. P. 23148 a [herein no. 1.1.1]). This long package appears

to have then been folded directly in half (tip-to-tip), and

the first half has been broken and lost. When one consid-

ers the folded papyrus, the writing on the verso appears to

be written after that on the recto—after the papyrus had

been folded the first time, top-to-bottom.
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42 texts and commentary

The note on the verso may be a short missive. The

recto concerns a garment, a subject which is found on the

ostraca and associated with temple communication. The

word on the verso רבדלע is rarely found on papyrus, but

abundantly in the ostracamissives. Perhaps then, the orig-

inal letter was sent as a long document to those who nor-

mally received ostraca communications. The addressee

then replied on the verso of the letter. This would explain

the compositional acts on the papyrus, though admittedly

these circumstances remain speculative.

Paleographically, thewriting on the verso uses a slightly

narrower pen than that on the recto. The verso’s writer

twists his pen between his fingers more than the recto’s

writer as he writes, making it difficult to digitally simulate

the same strokes.

Line 4. The כ on ( י(כליז “belonging to you” is not a ,נ

according to the stroke pattern visible at the top of the

letter; traces of ink appear left of the vertical stroke on

the break.Whether the pronoun is feminine or masculine

is difficult to ascertain due to the changing gender of the

addressee(s) discussed below. The two letter word אל or ןל

is difficult to read.

Line 5. The spelling הזחת “she shall see” is probably not

a second feminine form, which would be *( נ(יזחת (com-

pare aibl-cis cg no. 152 = tadD7.16:12). The form is more

likely either second masculine singular or third feminine

singular. The line ends with the visible string יכלג -, which

is probably יכלגד “your (f.s.) dᵉgal-unit.”14 If the noun * לגר

“time, foot” were meant, one expects the plural base form,

and I couldnot reconstruct a convincing formof thedative

pronoun * יכל attached to one of the few verbs ending in .ג

The suffix prompts one to read the verb in the line as a

feminine third person form rather than a masculine sec-

ond person form.

Line 6. The feminine pronoun in line 5 means that

either the letter nowaddresses amale in line6or thewriter

forgot to write י for the feminine suffix pronoun.

Line 7. Surprisingly, no traces of the letters preceding

תל - survive.Messages are normally sent using the verb חלש

“to send,” but in theory, * תלבי “I brought” a letter is pos-

sible. Alternatively, one may read * תלגמ “the roll of (the

message).”15 The reading מגתפ “message” is certain in the

new ir photographs. The ג is an interlinear insertion and

extends through the ,מ and this may explain why no clear

traces of ג appear on themirrored impression; it may have

been added last minute using different ink or a dry pen.

The term מגתפ refers to an official message, as opposed

to the general term for a written letter הרגא .16 The letter

appears to end here with this line.

Recto, lines 8′–9′. A large vacat of approximately 3

lines precedes the text. Only characters on the last line

are clearly legible. It is not common for the genre of let-

ters to use such a large vacat. Furthermore, address lines

never appear on the recto of letters, so one must rule

out that these final characters are an address. Since the

papyrus contains two independent compositions already,

and themirrored impression suggests a unique usage/stor-

age practice, an explanation for the large vacat is left want-

ing.

14 For a discussion of women among ranks of state dependents see

Moore, “Social Historical,” forthcoming.

15 For another possible occurrence of this word in ia, see Moore,

“Persian Administrative,” 54. 16 See discussion and references in ADAB, p. 73.
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text 1.1.5 43

1.1.5 Pap. Ber. P. 23152 a (+) b

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a (right) 3.9cm; 3.6cm 0

Frag. b (left) 3.3cm; 1.1cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom

Material patterns: letter R add. and body; C ia and C ivb.

Recto

Verso
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44 texts and commentary

Recto

1. [To …]

2. did/do not re⸢mo⸣[ve …]

3. so I shall do ⸢for⸣[ …] ⸢j⸣ust as she/you (m.s.) shall do

4. ⸢Y ⸣◦◦[…]

]…לא[.1

]…ל[⸣צ⸢נהאל.2

דבעתכי⸣א⸢]…[⸣ל⸢דבעאו.3

]…[◦◦⸣י⸢.4

Verso (Address)

1. To [pn …] ]…[לא.1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

Paleographically, the hand is similar to the letters Cairo em

JdE 43473 = tad A3.7 and Cairo em JdE 43475 = tad A3.6,

both arewritten byHôšeˁa. Compare also Pap. Ber. P. 23155

(herein no. 1.1.8) and Pap. Ber. P. 23166 (herein no. 1.1.21).

The hand of Islaḥ Cairo em JdE 43476 = tad A4.4 is also

similar.17 Lastly, note a similar .onPapו Ber. P. 23901 (herein

no. 1.3.28).

Stray marks appear on the deteriorated right edge of

frag. b verso.

Line 1. Only one line of text is expected above the

surviving line, and it would have been folded under the

address row of papyrus, sitting between the address row

and the first row of the body of frag. a. Unfortunately, it

has so far not been located. If the letter was stored folded

and bound, as the break pattern suggests, there is a chance

the top row of papyrus may have survived.

Line2. A verb is expected following אל “not.”The strokes

vaguely resemble * תוה , but this must be ruled out due

to the shape of this hand’s ת as found on line 3 and the

fact that traces of a long descending stroke are visible on

the second character .(נ) The verb לצנה “remove(d)” nicely

matches the stroke pattern. All but two instances of √ לצנ

in Aramaic sources from Egypt (as well as in the Xanthos

trilingual inscription) refer to the legal act of reclamation,

but aibl-cis cg no. 69 indicates that it may simply mean

“to remove” or “to take away” in a daily context, as it is

also found in a Bactrian decree (adab no. A1 [353 bce =

Ø.Marḥešvan 6 Art iii]) and perhaps also with this mean-

ing in Ahiqar (plate Jr 3 = tad C1.1:176).

The reading כיא “how” could also be the end of a mas-

culine plural noun, such as * כיארמ “your (m.s.) masters

(m.p.),” or a verbal form, such as * כיאלמת “she (f.s.) shall

fill you (m.s.),” but the following verb supports interpret-

ing the letters here as the conjunction “just as.”

17 The present fragments do not belong to Cairo em JdE 43476 =

tadA4.4 because line spacing on the recto differs from that here.
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text 1.1.6 45

1.1.6 Pap. Ber. P. 23153

Width: 5.0cm; Height: 2.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: recto and verso. Illegible. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R bot.; C ii or C iii.

Recto

Verso
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46 texts and commentary

Recto

1′. […]…[…]

2′. [… to ]⸢you⸣ (m.s.) to buy grai⸢n⸣ […]

1’.]…[…]…[

]…[⸣ר⸢ובענבזמל⸣כ⸢]ל…[.’2

Verso

1′. [… ]your/you (m.s.) […]ˀ he made/a servant of Saraka

[…]

2′. […]⸢L⸣◦◦⸢which⸣◦◦[…]

]…[⸣כר⸢סדבעכא◦]…[.1

]…[◦◦⸣יז⸢◦◦⸣ל⸢]…[.2

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private) letter.

The deterioration is moderate. Possible joins include the

illegible Ber. Temp. B/amx 582 c (not editedherein),which

resembles the stokes, papyrus transparency, and papyrus

coloring found here.

What survives is the bottom edge of a letter written

over a mostly well erased text, though traces of the orig-

inal composition are visible on the bottom of the recto.

The whole papyrus may have been around 20cm in width

based on the break patterns. The narrow line spacing sug-

gests that it was not a very tall document.

Line 2. The infinitive נבזמל is a G-stem of √ ןבז “to buy.”

Among the Judeans at Elephantine, grain is frequently

sent (in the ostraca) and not bought or sold. That this

is written on papyrus rather than an ostracon suggests it

may have been sent from afar. A similar observation has

been made about the so-called Elephantine Boat Papyrus

(Pap. Ber. P. 23000 = tadA3.10),18 which shares similarities

in content with this letter. In the Boat Papyrus, a Persian

instructs an Egyptian working for him to buy grain (ll. 4–

5). By comparison, one expects the full letter edited here

to make reference to silver that was used to purchase the

grain and the mode of transportation in which the grain

was shipped. Sinceno reference ismadeby Judeans tobuy-

ing grain19 and due to the similarities with the non-Judean

Boat Papyrus, this letter likely belongs to a non-Judean

dossier.

Verso, line 1. It is unclear if the traces of ink at the base-

line on the right edge are from the palimpsest or the over-

written text.Words ending in כא - are rare. No knownname

ends this way, leaving the א as the end of a noun or the

last radical of a verbal root. Theword * כאטמ “it/he reached

you” is an enticing reconstruction.

Theword דבע is clear. Although it could be a verbmean-

ing “he made” it is more likely a noun “servant of.” See

below.

The letter after the clear ס is probably not ב because

the vertical stroke is too linear. This eliminates the reading

* כבס “net.” The final letter is almost certainly a ,כ since no

other letter beginswith a narrowvertical right stroke other

than some forms of .א The trace of a horizontal crown-

shaped stroke eliminates א as a possible reading. A word

*(-) כדס is not comprehensible, thus the second lettermust

be .ר The proper name ךרס “Saraka” is preferred because

it is known from the ˀAršama leather letters (Bodl. Lib.

Pell. Aram. iv = tadA6.7). Less likely onemay read * כ)ו(רס

“marshal” (kai no. 260 ln. 4), which is thought to be of Per-

sian origin, but is not attested thus far in Egypt.20

While the proper name of Saraka is preferred, it should

benoted that in contemporary Babylonian evidence širkus

play a prominent role in the temple and its economy, so

without further evidence one cannot rule out the possibil-

ity that this is the first attestation of the word in Aramaic

and an appositive describing a type of servant, ךרסדבע “a

servant, a širku.”

18 Porten et al., Elephantine Papyri, 15, 78; Porten andYardeni, “Boat

Papyrus,” 80.

19 aibl-cis cg no. 169 makes reference to the buying of salt from

the “grain boats” ( ארובעיפלא , concave ln. 4), but the ostracon

makes it clear that the sender already has flour ( חמק ).

20 Furthermore, it may have been spelled רכרס in (late) Persian

period Aramaic, see adab no. C3.40. Compare the late attesta-

tion אָּיַנְּפְרַּדְׁשַחֲאַואָּיַכְרָס “the srks and satraps” in Dan 6:4 and

the previously proposed etymologies in halot, “ ְךַרְס .”
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1.1.7 Pap. Ber. P. 23154

Width: 8.3cm; Height: 4.4cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: recto and verso. Illegible. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ii and iii.

Recto

Verso
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48 texts and commentary

Recto

1′. […]◦[◦◦]◦◦◦◦ I/you/she ⸢m⸣a⸢de⸣[ …]

2′. [… ]⸢the ones⸣ sa⸢ying⸣ that you shall ⸢g⸣[i]⸢ve⸣ (2m.p.)

to[ …]

]…[ת⸣ד⸢ב⸣ע⸢◦◦◦◦]◦◦[◦]…[.’1

]…[לענ⸣ונ⸢]ת[⸣נ⸢תיז⸣ניר⸢מ]א…[.’2

Verso

1′. […]YT◦◦(◦)◦◦⸢Bˀ⸣◦◦[…] ]…[◦◦⸣אב⸢◦◦)◦(◦◦תי]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private?) letter.

The hand is similar to Pap. Ber. P. 13461 D- P. 23140/1 = tad

D5.8 and Pap. Ber. P. 23102 = tadD1.27, though the latter of

which uses smaller letters.

This fragment is either the bottomof a letterwhich con-

tinues onto the verso, or the top of a letter in which case

the verso contains the address. The content on the verso

favors reading this as the bottom of a letter.

Line 1. The reading is fairly certain because the string

תדב - is clear, and the broken first letter sits high on the line

with two intersecting strokes.

Line 2. While the term רמא “lamb” is attested in Ahiqar

(Pap. Ber. P. 13446F = TAD C1.1.168–169) and Ezra 6:9, 17;

7:17, at Elephantine only reference to awhole flock ismade

with נק (e.g. O. Camb. 131–133 = tad D7.1 or Cairo em

JdE 43467 = tad A4.10). In another text, a large dirty ewe

( האת ) in need of a bath and shearing is the subject of an

ostracon sent to the island (Cairo em JdE 43464 b = tad

D7.8). That said, it seems unlikely that the plural of “lamb”

would be used, especially in the grammatically absolute

state in this syntax, that is, not followed by a numeral.

Thus, the participle of √ רמא is preferred.

The reading נונתנת “you shall give (2m.p.)” is specula-

tive. The initial ת and final נ are certain, but the characters

on the fold-crease are entirely effaced. The reading and

interpretation are, in part, based on sense.

Verso, line 1. This line is mostly illegible.
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1.1.8 Pap. Ber. P. 23155

Width: 3.0cm; Height: 1.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ib, iia, or iib.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦M to/for a dream/dreamer(.) {He shall s[ee …]

|Ye⸢ḥ⸣[molyah …]}

}]…הילמ[⸣ח⸢י|]…הז[⸣ח⸢י{מלחלמ◦]…[.’1

Verso

1′. […]…[…]

2′. […]◦◦[◦]◦◦◦⸢L⸣◦◦[…]

1’.]…[…]…[

]…[◦◦⸣ל⸢◦◦◦]◦[◦◦]…[.’2
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50 texts and commentary

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private?) letter.

In the ir photographs, an illegible palimpsest is visible.

The illegible fragment Pap. Ber. (Temp.) B/amx477bb (not

published herein) shares very similar papyrus features and

break patterns, but does not physically join.

Line 1. The first stroke on the fragment can only be ,ח ,ז

or ש (see Appendix, Paleography). The first מ sits slightly

closer to the lost letter than to the preceding .ל A let-

ter combination * מלחלמ is unattested, so it seems best

to see the small gap as a word break between מ and .ל

The presence of √ םלח “to dream” is striking. Dreaming is

rarely found in surviving Persian period Aramaic docu-

ments, and Ost. Ber. P. 1137 = tad D7.17 (acquired before

the German excavations) is the only other known occur-

rence in the corpus.21 The form of מלח without a deter-

minative ,א must be read as either a participle “dreamer”

or a nominal form, perhaps meaning “dream interpreter”

as a nomen agentis of the Aramaic pattern CaCCāC. Such

a form is suspected in one text from Hatra (see dnwsi,

“ḥlm4”) and in a very late Syriac attestation (Syr. BhGr 37:26

according to cal “ḥlm, ḥlmˀ [ḥallām, ḥallāmā] n.m. #3,”

accessed 26apr2021). The difficulty with understanding

this as “dream interpreter” is that, if Nöldeke is correct, the

nomen agentis derives from the G-stem (Nöldeke, §115)

and would, therefore, be expected to mean “dreamer,” not

dream interpreter.22 Alternatively, one may read מלח as

a proper name “Ḥelem,” but the evidence of this proper

name is only found in Zech 6:14, where the text is either

corrupt or can be said to have caused serious confusion

for ancient translators; see the range of variants in bhq.

Hence, “dream” or “dreamer” appears to be the meaning.

In the Berlin ostracon the dream causes the writer to

become hot (√ םמח ), which makes for an enticing recon-

struction for the first word here, at first glance, but diffi-

culties remain because one would expect מח to be a nom-

inal form here, producing a meaning like “heat belongs to

a dreamer.” The notion is misleading, however, since the

noun for “heat, poison, anger, anxiety” is feminine in Ara-

maic (see aibl-cis cg no. 084 + cg no. 088 [= Lozach-

meur no. J5] concave 6) and should be * המח [ …].

Other verbs ending in מח - produce unidiomatic expres-

sions (√ םחל “to fight,” or √ םחר “to love”) and so too would

reading the first word as the end of a proper name.Words

ending in מז - are rare, and while a dream evokes the

semantic range of √ יזח “to see,” such a form here would

be in the C-stem and still produce a curious expression,

* מלחלמזחה/א “show them to a dream(er/ interpreter).”

Lastly, a word ending in מש - is also difficult to realize. The

verbal root םיש “to set” does not seem likely.

The last word is also difficult. One is primed to read

* מלחי “he shall dream (a dream),” but while √ םלח may be

intransitive, if it takes a direct object that object would

not be marked with 23.ל Only two reconstructions are

found to fit the context, both informed by the Berlin ostra-

con: either read the verb יזח “to see” or the proper name

Yeḥmolyah.

21 The relevant lines read:

Ost. Ber. P. 1137 = tad D7.17 concave

1. Now, indeed, (2) 1 (1) dream,

2. I saw, and since

3. that time it (continues). I am

4. increasingly hot.

5–6. May Yaḥmolyah see to

7. my welfare.

מלחולהנעכ.1
נמותיזח��.2
הנאוהאנדע.3

אגשממח.4
הילמחייזחת.6–5
ימלש.7

This ostracon has been translated in various ways. tad’s reading

of the Aramaic is correct, and followed here. The translation is

my own. For other translations see the sources in tad D, p. xxix

(no. D7.17).

22 Compare the two different models of dream interpretation

known from biblical literature, where Joseph has numinous

dreams (i.e. undergoes dream incubation and interpretation)

while Daniel interprets the dreams of others. If there is a

functional nomen agentis it is of the Joseph-type, rather than

the Daniel-type. Like the literary Daniel, Yaḥmolyah interprets

dreams for others.

23 The preposition ל is governed by strict rules in ia (see Folmer,

§4.3).
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1.1.9 Pap. Ber. P. 23954 a–c; P. 23956; P. 23957

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23954 a 2.7cm; 1.3cm 0

P. 23954 b 1.6cm; 1.3cm 0

P. 23954 c 1.5cm; 1.5cm 0

P. 23956 2.8cm; 1.9cm 0

P. 23957 2.7cm; 2.9cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ib, iia or iib

P. 23954 c P. 23954 c P. 23954 b P. 23954 a P. 23954 a

Reconstructed Reconstructed

Recto

Verso

P. 23956 Recto

P. 23956 Verso Reconstructed P. 23956 Verso
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52 texts and commentary

P. 23957 Verso P. 23957 Recto

P. 23957 Verso Reconstructed P. 23957 Recto Reconstructed

P. 23954 a Recto

1′. […]◦◦[…]

2′. […]◦ I/she b⸢o⸣re ⸢to you⸣ (m.s.)[ …]

3′. […]1 to us[ …]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[⸣כל⸢תד⸣ל⸢י◦]…[.’2

]…[נל��]…[.’3

P. 23954 a Verso (pal)

1′. […]…[…]

2′. […]◦◦◦YC[…]

1’.]…[…]…[

]…[כי◦◦◦]…[.’2

P. 23954 b Recto

1′. […]⸢M⸣ and ⸢H⸣[…] ]…[⸣ה⸢ו⸣מ⸢]…[.’1

P. 23954 b Verso (pal)

illegible

P. 23954 c Recto

1′. […]◦TH […]

2′. […]⸢L⸣[…]

]…[הת◦]…[.’1

]…[⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

P. 23954 c Verso (pal)

illegible
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text 1.1.9 53

P. 23956 Recto

1′. […]◦QYN ⸢ˀ⸣[…] ]…[⸣א⸢ניק◦]…[.’1

P. 23956 Verso

1′. {[…]K |[…]T}[◦]◦◦[…]

2′. […]⸢B on/to⸣[ …]

]…[◦◦]◦[}ת]…[|כ]…[{.’1

]…[⸣לעב⸢]…[.’2

P. 23957 Recto

1′. […]◦ ther⸢e⸣[ …]

2′. […]⸢L⸣ ˀ⸢Ḥ⸣[ …]

3′. […] go⸢od Š⸣[…]

]…[⸣ה⸢נת◦]…[.’1

]…)([⸣ח⸢א⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

]…[⸣שב⸢ט]…[.’3

P. 23957 Verso (pal)

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […]⸢L⸣M hand of […]

3′. [… ]⸢K in⸣ the ha⸢nd of⸣[ …]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[דימ⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

]…[⸣ד⸢י⸣בכ⸢]…[.’3

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private) letter.

These fragments resemble Pap. Ber. P. 23955 (herein

no. 1.2.6) on both material and paleographic grounds, but

no direct or indirect joins have been confirmed. Pap. Ber.

P. 23136 = tad D1.10 and Pap. Ber. P. 23158 (pal) (herein

no. 1.1.12) also share similar material features with those

edited here. Unique to these fragments, however, is the

shape of the pen’s nib and the thick dark papyrus with

a fine fiber pattern. The pen-nib has two distinctly sized

tines. The left tine is nearly twice the height of the right.

This allows the writer to make narrow vertical marks and

thick horizontal marks in the same stroke (see esp. Pap.

Ber. P. 23956).

This letter is written on what is now a very brittle

papyrus. It is noteworthy that the palimpsest on Pap. Ber.

P. 23957 uses a different pen than does its overwritten text.

The visibility of the palimpsest on the other fragments

varies, and the verso of Pap. Ber. P. 23956 contains no

palimpsest, which suggests it belongs to the lower part of

the letter.

P. 23954 a, recto, line 2. Two strokes extend down from

the first line and cause interference in the reading. The

verb דלי “to bear (a child)” is usedmost oftenwith a female

as its subject.The ink is runningout of thepenas thewriter

comes to the end of the word, and he appears to write the

indirect object pronoun כל attached to the verb. This is not

uncommon (Muraoka and Porten, §10).

Line 3. The first stroke stands independently, so I read it

as the numeral 1. The reading נל is clear. The top of the -difנ

fers from that in Pap. Ber. P. 23956, but this may simply be

due to variation of the hand (see Appendix, Paleography).

The characters in Pap. Ber. P. 23954 a are scaled slightly

smaller than Pap. Ber. P. 23956, but the pen-nib appears to

be the same. The right stroke of the ת and the base of the

first ל are the result of the pen’s wide left tine.

P. 23954 b and P. 23954 c. Although these fragments

contain no complete words, they are edited here because

they are deemed to be part of the same manuscript.

P. 23956, line 1. The first stroke is either ,ו ,ז or ,ח the lat-

ter two of which donot produce a spelling known from the

Elephantine corpus.

P. 23957, verso, line 2. The reading is mostly clear in the

ir photograph.
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54 texts and commentary

1.1.10 Pap. Ber. P. 23156

Width: 3.1cm; Height: 3.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C unknown.

Reconstructed

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢the share of all⸣[ …]

2′. [… the ]serv⸢ant⸣[s] are ⸢dr⸣inking[ …]

3′. [… ]⸢may you/her/it b⸣[e] {to ⸢me⸣ |to ⸢the ha⸣[nd of}

…]

]…[⸣לכתנמ⸢]…[.’1

]…אי[⸣ד⸢בענית⸣ש⸢]…[.’2

]…ד[⸣י⸢ל|⸣י⸢ל{י]ו[⸣הת⸢]…[.’3

Verso

1′. […] ˀ⸢Nˀ⸣[…] ]…[⸣אנ⸢א]…[.’1
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Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

Line 1. The term תנמ is interpreted as a noun (from הנמ

“portion, share”) in the construct state. It refers to an offi-

cial portion or measurement (e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 13489 = tad

B5.1) that could be considered in legal proceedings. When

referring to a specific type of tax on oil, it may have been

standardized.24The term followedby “all” calls tomind the

fragmentary petition found at Elephantine, which refers

to a decree sent to high officials regarding the allotment of

“shares” in the district (Cairo em JdE 43466 = tad A6.1). In

other contexts, a share is defined by a relative clause that

explains to whom or where it was given.

The reading לכ “all” is fairly certain, andmay refer to the

people to whom the shares belong (“the share of all/every

[person]”) or the item designated as a share (“the share

of all [item]”). Alternatively, the word may derive from its

administrative usage in which case it means, “share: total

[number].” The consuming of a liquid in the next line sug-

gests that the share allocation may be wine.

Line 2. The word ניתש is most likely a G-stemmasculine

plural participle,25 and therefore, the second wordmay be

either a verb of √ דבע (G-stem perfect) “made” or a noun

“servant,” with the noun to be preferred following the verb

to drink. Possible, but less probable, one may read רובע

“grain” as the start of a new clause. Concerning the use of

“grain” see discussion on Pap. Ber. P. 23153 (herein no. 1.1.6).

Alternatively, ניתש may mean “sixty” and modify a lost

noun. In which case the second word begins a new clause

or phrase. This seems highly unlikely, however, since large

numbers are almost always written with numerals.

Line 3. The reading יוהת “may you/her/it be” is admit-

tedly a guess, but nicely matches the stroke pattern and

meets the need for a verb before the indirect pronoun.

This form would be a G-stem imperfect second feminine

singular (and probably not a defective second masculine

singular). While shares are official distributions or taxes,

it is noteworthy that women also received them (Pap. Ber.

P. 13489 = tad B5.1).

Read either יל or less likely דיל for the second word.

Verso, line 1. The last two letters are damaged; the נ is

certain, and the horn on the third letter only resembles .א

The letters אנא are found as the start of a proper name in

Bodl. Lib. Pell. Aram. X = tad A6.16:2, a fragment from the

ˀAršama leather collection. The pronoun “I” spelled אנא is

not known in ia.

The space before the word is curious and calls to mind

the spacing of names and notes on official petitions or

decrees.26

24 Yardeni, “Maritime,” 72.

25 Feminine plural iii-y participles are not yet identified or attested

in the Aramaic corpus from Egypt (Muraoka and Porten,

§37), so it is unknown if the י would be written or if tripthong

reduction would occur, leaving the mater lectionis to be discre-

tionary. 26 See Moore, “Persian Administrative,” esp. 61–62.
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56 texts and commentary

1.1.11 Pap. Ber. P. 23157

Width: 3.5cm; Height: 4.2cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Break patterns: letter R top + add.; C ia,

Verso Recto

Recto

1. Fro⸢m⸣[ pn to pn …]

2. who/that […]

]…לע…[⸣נ⸢מ.1

]…[⸣יז⸢.2

Verso

Hand 2. Demotic note

1′. Copy. 1′.ẖ

Postal forward / instruction

2′. ⸢br⸣ing/⸢br⸣ought ⸢from⸣[ …] ]…[⸣נמ⸢יתי⸣ה⸢.’2

Address

3′. [T]o (◦)◦◦⸢Š⸣◦[…] ]…[◦⸣ש⸢◦◦)◦(ל]א[.’3
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Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: decree or petition.

Compare Pap. Ber. P. 23194 (herein no. 1.3.19) for a pos-

sible join on material grounds. Only two Persian period

decrees are known from Elephantine. The oldest Pap. Ber.

P. 13540 (Demotic, 21.04.492 bce [29.iv.30 Dar i]) concerns

the appointment of an administrative priest in theKhnum

temple. The other Cairo em JdE 43469 = tad A6.2 (Ara-

maic, before 13.x.12 Dar ii [12.01.411 bce]) is an approval

for repairs on a state ownedboat. A third decree approving

the rebuilding of the Yahô temple and its related petition

are alluded to in other documents.27

As for the present fragment, two rows of papyrus sur-

vive, and the documentwaswritten transversa charta. The

recto is a large upper-right margin and enough papyrus

survives to show that no writing precedes the word ןמ .

The fragment’s width of 3.5cm and broken left edge sug-

gests that the documentmay have been rolled then folded

in half, tied in the center of the folded package and

sealed toward the end opposite the central fold; this is the

expected break pattern of a sealed letter. The fragment

represents slightly less than one quarter of the height (as

defined in the Introduction) of the roll. The faded text

on the bottom papyrus row of the verso, is address. The

date line is missing and should have existed below the

address row of papyrus, according to models found on the

other Elephantine Aramaic decree, the Bactrian decrees

adab nos. A1–A7, and the Elephantine petition Cairo em

JdE 43466 = tad A6.1.

Line 1. The document uses the opening salutation:

pnAddressee(s) לע pnSender(s) נמ .

This formula is known on papyri and parchment only

from the decrees and formal directives from ˀAršama to

his lower officials.28 It is otherwise known from only two

formally written ostraca (aibl-cis cg no. 228 and Eleph.

daik O 4623 [alt. O 4638] = Röllig no. 37).29

Verso. The address appears to contain a postal note that

indicates the document had been “forwarded;” this feature

is found on the Bactrian decrees (adab nos. A1.14; A2.9;

A3.6; A4.8; [A8.6]) and is similar to the word לבי “carried”

found in the postal notes on the Hermopolis letters (Her-

mop. 1 v. 7; Hermop. 2 v. 1; Hermop. 3 v. 6; Hermop. 5 v. 3;

Hermop. 6 v. 4;Hermop. 7 v. 1 = tadA2.2:18; A2.3:14; A2.4:14;

A2.5:10; A2.6:11; A2.7:5). Not enough text survives to deter-

mine if the address is written in a third hand or in that of

the recto.

The address, which appears below the forwarding note,

is badly damaged. The Elephantine private letters use לא

at the start of an address row, and so too do the Bactrian

decrees. This is not a productive preposition in ia, but

rather a formulaic vestige of an older dialect of adminis-

trative Aramaic (Folmer, §5.2).

A second hand on the verso made three dark strokes,

which look at first glance to be a stylized .כ This sign

is significantly larger than the size of the letters on the

recto, and enough papyrus survives to indicate that no

writing precedes or follows it. The letter כ does not stand

alone in such contexts.30 Instead, this is best interpreted

as a Demotic administrative note, and the Demotist Jan

Moje reads here Demotic ẖ “copy.”31 The placement of

this Demotic wordmatches the placement of the Demotic

administrative note on the Elephantine Aramaic decree.32

It is possible that this document is an official petition,

written to evoke a decision issued via provincial decree.

Official petitions share many of the formatting features

of decrees, and currently only one Aramaic petition from

Egypt survives; it too is from Elephantine (Cairo em 43466

= tad A6.1).

27 Moore, “Who Gave,” 83–85.

28 Moore, “Persian Administrative,” 51; Moore, “Who Gave,” 77; and

Schwiderski, Handbuch, 111.

29 For new readings of the latter, see Moore, “Persian Administra-

tive,” 51 n. 12.

30 As in, e.g., Brooklyn 47.218.150+47.218.97+47.218.155 (frags.) =

tad B3.8:14 and aibl-cis cg no. 4 concave 4. Compare also the

abbreviations of unknown meaning in the administrative texts

Cairo em JdE 43479 = tad C3.14:7, 16; and Cairo em JdE 67040 =

tad D8.6:10.

31 Private communication 24sep2019. See Moore and Moje’s forth-

coming edition of this fragment in the erc Grant id 637692 text

id no. 311868.

32 Moore, “Persian Administrative,” 55–60.
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58 texts and commentary

1.1.12 Pap. Ber. P. 23158

Width: 6.5cm; Height: 3.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C i, (lower?).

Recto

Verso

Recto (pal)

Illegible

Verso (pal)

1′. [… for ]ˀEsḥôr you (m.s.)/she shall do […]

2′. […]◦{he |I} ⸢shall in⸣spect (the) ration◦◦L◦[…]

3′. […]◦◦[◦]◦◦◦[…]

]…[דבעתרוחסא]ל[◦]…[.’1

]…[◦ל◦◦פתפ}טי⸣חא⸢|טי⸣חי⸢{◦]…[.’2

3’.]…[◦◦]◦[◦◦◦]…[
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text 1.1.12 59

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private) letter.

See discussion on Pap. Ber. P. 23954 a–c; P. 23956; P. 23957

(herein no. 1.1.9) about similarities to those fragments.

Judging from the recto, which is well erased, the versomay

be a hastily erased continuation of the recto’s text.

Verso, line 1. The name ˀEsḥôr appears frequently in the

papyrus contracts and ostracamissives, but this is the first

occurrence of the name on a papyrus letter.

Line2. The first letter in טיחי “he shall inspect” is effaced,

andmay be read as טיחא ; “I shall inspect” compare the א in

the previous line. Intersecting the first letter is the tale of

a long stroke from the previous line. Initially, the ח looks

like a ,ה but when zoomed in, it becomes clear that the

top of the left vertical is merely effaced. The word is a D-

stem imperfect first common singular formof √ טיח , which

appears to mean the same as its Akkadian cognate ḫiāṭu

“to inspect (administratively), interrogate (officially).” It

appears in Ahiqar (Pap. Ber. P. 13446G = tad C1.1:133), with

a human as the object.33 A G-stem form of the root mean-

ing “towatchover, inspect”with aproduct as its objectmay

occur in aibl-cis cg no. 152 = tadD7.16:6. In that text, the

writer claims, לקבומהטחאו “and I shall inspect them (as)

legumes.”34

The word פתפ “ration” is certain, but what follows

is either a suffixed pronoun, perhaps י or ה produc-

ing “my/his ration,” a number such as �� producing “20

rations”, or the start of the followingword. The name Ptepî

seems unlikely since it is only known in Aramaic from the

Ptolemaic period (Bodl. Lib.ms. Heb. a. (5) = tadC3.28:40,

52), besides, inspecting “meal-rations,”35 like that found

in the ostracon cited above, makes sense. The word פתפ

“meal-ration” is of Persian origin (piθβa-)36 and is never

foundwith the grammatical plural in Aramaic, even when

it is expected (e.g. adab no. C4.42).

33 All previous translations of the Ahiqar manuscript identify the

root as טחי “to set up” and produce a difficult to understand

translation. Deriving the meaning from a D-stem of √ טיח , like

that found in contemporary Akkadian ḫiāṭu, produces a more

comprehensible translation. Bezalel Portenkindly referred tome

Driver, “Studies,” 364,who came to the sameetymology regarding

the form in Ezra 4:12 (personal communication 17mar2020).

34 tad’s readings of the characters are better than others, which are

found in Lozachmeur, p. 304. tad leaves טחא untranslated.

35 See Tavernier, Iranica, 410.

36 Tavernier, Iranica, 410 and adab, p. 143.
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60 texts and commentary

1.1.13 Pap. Ber. P. 23159

Width: 1.2cm; Height: 1.4cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter, one half row of papyrus; C ia, iia, or iib.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. {[…]DŠ |[…]RŠ} […] ]…[}שר]…[|שד]…[{.’1

Verso

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […] ⸢good⸣[…]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[⸣בט⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: possible letter. Genre: unknown.

The opistograph suggests that this is a letter.

Verso, line 2. The letters are certain. The vast majority

of words, especially in the Elephantine corpus, that begin

with בט are forms of “good/goodness” (see Schwiderski,

pp. 337–339), though there is a small possibility that the

month Ṭebet or a rare proper name is meant here.
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text 1.1.14 61

1.1.14 Pap. Ber. P. 23160

Width: 3.6cm; Height: 3.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: traces

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: unknown.

Material patterns: letter R (mid) body; C iia or iib.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]the [dist]rict of Thebes {Y […] |ˀ[…]}

2′. [… ]⸢(to)⸣ the living/the ⸢wi⸣cked one(s) ⸢ˀ⸣[…]

}]…[א|]…[י{אנתנ]ידמ…[.’1

]…[⸣א⸢איח⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: possible letter. Genre: unknown.

Theheight of one complete and onepartial rowof papyrus

survive. The stokes on the verso may too be a palimpsest,

but they do not lookAramaic, or at least they are notmade

with the same pen-nib as that used on the recto. The char-

acters on the recto are larger than most found in the cor-

pus.

Line 1.37 Note that the נ in אנ “Thebes” was seen as

too curved by the writer who made an additional vertical

stroke. This practice can also be observed on a variety of

documents in different hands andwith different pen-nibs,

for example Pap. Ber. P. 23174 (herein no. 1.2.4).

Line 2. These letters are perhaps either the end of a

determinedmasculine plural nounor an adjective/partici-

ple with a root ending in חל -. The most likely options are:

the first determined attestation of the noun יח in the cor-

pus or the first determined (singular or plural) form of יחל

“a wicked person.”While in theory a determined participle

of √ חלש “to send (word)” is possible, this seems unlikely

since the verb is mostly used in a descriptive phrase.38

37 Reconstructing תנידמ was first suggested tomebyBezalel Porten

during his visit to the collection in Fall 2017. 38 See in particular Folmer, §5.9.
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62 texts and commentary

1.1.15 Pap. Ber. P. 23161

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 2.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: illegible recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ib, ii, iii, or ivb.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢and Pṭaḥ/(he) open(ed)◦[…]

2′. [… ]⸢T⸣ L{B|D|R}◦[…]

]…[◦חת⸣פו⸢]…[.’1

]…[◦}ר|ד|ב{ל⸣ת⸢]…[.’2

Verso

1′. {[…]D |[…]R} sist⸢er of⸣[…]

2′. […] the [… (m.p.)]

]…[⸣ת⸢חא}ר]…[|ד]…[{.’1

]…[אי]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: possible letter. Genre: (private?) letter.

Visually the ח and ל resemble Pap. Ber. P. 23169 (herein

no. 1.1.24), but these are not diagnostically significant

paleographical comparisons. Traces of possible preceding

lines on both the recto and verso are visible, but thesemay

be due to interference from the palimpsest.

Line 1. The verb √ חתפ “to open” is mostly attested in

contracts and the Ahiqar manuscript, while the Egyptian

divine name Ptaḥ is found mostly in the Hermopolis let-

ters.

Verso, line 1. The final letter could be ,י producing יחא

“my brother” but compared to the י on line 2, it is slightly

lower and more curved. Hence I read ;ת compare recto

line 1. In theory one may interpret תחא as a G-stem or C-

stem (afel) imperfect first common singular from of √ תחנ

“to go down,” but this is unlikely because such a spelling is

not attested in the corpus (Muraoka and Porten, §33;

see Folmer, §2.4).
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text 1.1.16 63

1.1.16 Pap. Ber. P. 23958

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 1.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; C unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦[…]

2′. […]◦Y◦[…]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[◦י◦]…[.’2

Verso

1′. [… ]⸢ˀ⸣Ôsiri-◦◦[…] ]…[◦◦רסו⸣א⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: (possible) letter. Genre: unknown.

The recto is effaced andmissingmuch of the papyrus. The

two sides use different pen-nibs.

Verso. The ס and ר|ד are clear. The horned crown of the

ר|ד is distinguished from the two-stroke angular .ו The first

broken letter is best read as an ,א producing * רסוא . Forms

of √ רסא “to bind” are not attestedwith ו in this period, leav-

ing the common Egyptian name element )י(ר)י(סוא as the

best reading. Normally, this Egyptian divine element is the

last element in names in the attested Aramaic onomasti-

con, but it may also be the first element, which seems to

be the case here. Compare the Egypto-Phoenician name

ינתרסא (Ost. Ber. P. 11432 = Lidzbarski no. 1). The last

letter matches the stroke pattern for ,י but the angle of

the strokes and the point of their intersection introduces

some doubt. Theymay also resemble לז “belonging to” (see

Appendix, Paleography). The י on the recto is not instruc-

tive since the verso and recto are written with different

pens, if not also in different hands.
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64 texts and commentary

1.1.17 Pap. Ber. P. 23162

Width: 1.0cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body (one row); C unknown (approx. 1/4) of a column’s width.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… mor]e⸢ov⸣er […]

2′. […]⸢N⸣Š[…]

]…[מ⸣פ⸢]א…[.’1

]…[ש⸣נ⸢]…[.’2

Verso

1′. […]L◦(◦)[…] ]…[)◦(◦ל]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

Line 1. Although one my read * מו - (see Appendix, Pale-

ography ,(”ו“ the first letter begins on the hanging line

and descends at least to the baseline. This favors read-

ing .פ The term מפא occurs on at least one papyrus let-

ter (Cairo em JdE 43477 = tad A3.8:8) and in the ostraca

missives (e.g. aibl-cis cg nos. 13 and X3+149 [= Lozach-

meur no. J6] convex 3), though it ismost frequently found

in contracts (Muraoka and Porten, §90b). Since the

writing continues onto the verso this is probably not a

papyrus contract, which eliminates the legal prepositional

phrases מפלע/מפכ “according to the mouth of” (see

Pap. Ber. P. 23178 [herein no. 1.2.13]). Likewise, the prepo-

sitional phrase מפב “in the mouth of” is rare, appearing

only once in the ostraca,39 and so too thenoun מפ “mouth,”

which is so far only attested on papyrus in the Ahiqar

manuscript.

Verso, line 1. The strokes following mayל be either one

letter, such as ט or a letter with a wide crown, or two sepa-

rate letters.

39 aibl-cis cg no. X16 concave 3 clearly reads (in the new pho-

tographs) מפב “in the mouth of” against Lemaire, “Review,” 183.

On cg no. 57+99 (= Lozachmeur no. J3) concave 4 read מפא
against Lozachmeur’s מפכ .
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text 1.1.18 65

1.1.18 Pap. Ber. P. 23163

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 2.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: illegible. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ib, ii, or iii.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. [… ]of {a go⸢d⸣/the go⸢d⸣ of |(who/which) I/you/she

went}[ …]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[}⸣ת⸢לזא|⸣ה⸢לא{יז]…[.’2

Verso

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […]ḤM ⸢to me⸣◦[…]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[◦⸣יל⸢מח]…[.’2
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66 texts and commentary

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

The illegible opistograph of the palimpsest was also

rotated top-to-bottom.

Line 1. Generally, the demonstrative הלא “these” follows

its antecedent, and since a relative pronoun precedes it

here, the noun “god” is the preferred reading. A vertical

stroke is touching the .ל I interpret it as a downward stroke

from the preceding line, but alternatively it could be an

interlinear correction for לזא , in which case the final letter

would likely be ,ת producing תלזא “I/you/she went.” The ל

of theAhiqar-hand (which is noticeably distinct from this)

is sometimes crossedby a vertical stroke, but notwith such

a large stroke as that found here (see Appendix, Paleogra-

phy). The diagonal stroke of the א has a pronounced wavy,

almost reverse tilde, shape.

Verso, line 1. See discussion of מח - on Pap. Ber. P. 23155

(herein no. 1.1.8). I have adopted the suggestion יל made

to me by an anonymous reviewer, but note the different

architecture of י on the recto (see Appendix, Paleography).
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text 1.1.19 67

1.1.19 Pap. Ber. P. 23164

Width: 3.0cm; Height: 1.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R unknown; C ia, ib or iva.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… ]which you/she/they (f.p.) shall seek[ …]

2′. […]⸢L⸣[…]

]…[⸣ע⸢בתיז]…[.’1

]…[⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

Verso

1′. [… ]◦( )⸢h⸣ope(d) H[…]

2′. […]◦[…]

]…[הרב⸣ס⸢◦]…[.’1

2’.]…[◦]…[
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68 texts and commentary

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

The narrow line spacing and opistograph suggest that this

is a letter.

Line 1. The letters are certain. The relative pronoun con-

nects to the following noun (sandhi), but the lack of spac-

ing may be a sign that this is a fragment from the end of

the line (C iva). Compare, for instance, the lack of word

spacing at the end of the lines of Brooklyn 47.218.88 = tad

B3.1. The verb is missing either a י or a .ו It is unclear if the

darkening at the bottom of the ת is the trace of a second

ל ascending from line 2 or the darkening of the s’ת vertical

stroke which was made as the writer pressed down on the

pen.

Verso, line 1. The √ רבס “to hope” is attested in Cairo em

JdE 43471 = tad A4.2:7. The later meaning “porter” in Har-

row School Museum = tad C3.27:30 is highly uncertain

and, therefore, not adopted here.40

40 The string of letters is otherwise only known from aibl-cis

cg no. 138 concave 3, נרבסק�𐡘� “2 (Persian) earrings” (com-

pare Demotic qšbr from Old Persian *gaušabara- [Vittmann,

“Iranisches,” 138]), against Lozachmeur נרוסק “(2) récipients

(coupes / jattes?),” but a grammatically singular formof this term

( *רבסק ) is not expected because earrings come in pairs.
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text 1.1.20 69

1.1.20 Pap. Ber. P. 23165

Width: 2.3cm; Height: 2.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: letter R unknown, C unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]took/take[…]

2′. [… ]to ⸢you⸣ (?)[ …]

]…[חקל]…[.’1

]…[⸣כ⸢ל]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: possible letter. Genre: unknown.

The letters are large and the letter spacing wide. The

sloppy penmanship favors the interpretation of a letter.

Line 1. One finds here a rare example of a type-B ל

(Appendix, Paleography ,(”ל“ and its second stroke is long

and strangely oriented. Note also the writer’s pause indi-

cated by the darkened ink on the right side of the s’ק

reverse tilde.

Line 2. The second letter is either the horn of an א or

,נ or it is the right stroke of a .כ I favor כ since it appears

that the stroke is descending right-to-left. Onemay expect

a more pronounced vertical movement for the horns of א

or .נ
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70 texts and commentary

1.1.21 Pap. Ber. P. 23166

Width: 2.0cm; Height: 2.3cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: letter R unknown; C unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]ˀwe shall make [ …] ]…[דבענא]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: possible letter. Genre: unknown.

The pen-nib appears to have been held mostly at a per-

pendicular angle to the papyrus. The large line spacing is

somewhat surprising for a letter. Paleographically, com-

pare Pap. Ber. P. 23152 a (+) b (herein no. 1.1.5) and the

discussion made there.

Line 1. The readings are clear and unremarkable. The

first person plural verbal form favors the interpretation of

this as a letter.
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text 1.1.22 71

1.1.22 Pap. Ber. P. 23167

Width: 4.4cm; Height: 2.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: letter R bot.; C ib or ivb.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. [… ]he did not bring d⸢own⸣[ …]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[⸣תח⸢נהאל]…[.’2

Verso

1′. [… ga]⸢ve⸣/[(shall) gi]⸢ve⸣ to ⸢the⸣ child⸢en⸣[ …]

2′. […]◦◦◦[…]

]…[⸣אי⸢קניל⸣ב⸢]ה)◦◦(…[.’1

2’.]…[◦◦◦]…[
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72 texts and commentary

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

This is the most inner piece of papyrus in the folded letter

package. Due to the severe deterioration, it seems unlikely

that much, if any, of the outer layers of papyrus survived

from this column. It is possible that other columns of

papyrus from the document were better preserved, but no

joins have been found.

Line 2. Some doubt remains as to the identification of

the ח because the length of the two verticals vary slightly

more than expected. That said, no other letter combina-

tion fits the stroke pattern as well. All other letters in the

word תחנה “he brought down” are certain.

Verso, line 1. The ב is clear at the beginning, but the

reconstruction בה)י ) “gave/give” is a best guess. The read-

ing איקניל “to the children” is certain. The verbal forms

in the letter appear to be masculine, but they could be

restored as feminine as well. If this is a reference to child-

care, it is the first in the Elephantine papyri, though it is

known from the ostraca (Bodl. Lib. Aram. Inscr. 7 = tad

D7.6; Ost. Ber. P. 1137 = tadD7.17; and perhaps Ost. P. 11380

= tad D7.43) and a Hermopolis Letter (Hermop. 7 = tad

A2.7).41

41 For discussion see Moore, “Social Historical,” forthcoming.
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text 1.1.23 73

1.1.23 Pap. Ber. P. 23168

Width: 3.6cm; Height: 2.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank or illegible.

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: the left edge may be the edge of the document; Letter C ivb (?).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢Greetings/compensate ⸣(to) a⸢ll⸣ […] ]…[⸣ל⸢כ⸣מלש⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: (private?) letter.

The recto contains two illegible lines of a palimpsest that

was written 90° to the overwritten text. The high degree of

deteriorationmakes it unlikely thatmany other fragments

of this part of the document survived.

Line 1. For this reading, compare Brooklyn 47.218.151 =

tad A3.9:6 ינבלכמלש “Greetings to all the sons of (…).”

Alternatively, read “compensate all.” The mark after the מ

is a remnant of the palimpsest.
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74 texts and commentary

1.1.24 Pap. Ber. P. 23169

Width: 3.8cm; Height: 2.4cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ivb,

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦◦
2′. [… ]you/she shall be able

1’.]…[◦◦
להכת]…[.’2

Verso

1′. […◦◦]◦◦⸢T⸣

2′. […]◦◦Paḥa⸢pî⸣

⸣ת⸢◦◦]◦◦…[.’1

⸣יפ⸢חפ◦◦]…[.’2
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Commentary

Text type: possible letter. Genre: unknown.

Paleographically, compare the ח and ל on Pap. Ber. P. 23161

(herein no. 1.1.15). The large space after the legible word

on the recto confirms that this fragment retains the left

edge of the manuscript. There is no clear evidence of a

palimpsest, though the verso is either dirty or effaced. The

opistograph favors interpreting this as a letter. That said,

there is some philological evidence for reading this as a

contract (below).

Line 2. The reading is certain, and the verb √ להכ “to be

able” mostly appears in contracts with the exception of a

lone occurrence in a Saqqara correspondence (Saq. H5–

ap43 [1590] = Segal no. 26 ln. 6). So far, it is not attested in

a papyrus letter fromor to Elephantine. The bi-form√ לכי is

found only twice in the Hermopolis papyrus letters (nos. 1

and 5 = tad A2.3:4 and A2.5:5), though it is also found on

the Elephantine missives written on ostraca (aibl-cis cg

nos. 46; 117; 202; 233; 268).

Verso, line 2. The first letter is too broken to determine.

The second is probably ע but may also be the top of a כ

(see recto. line 2) or a highly cursive ר|ד|ב ; the papyrus

below the strokes is damaged and may have effaced the

ink. The proper name יפחפ (Egyptian Pꜣ-Ḥp)42 is known

from Elephantine in aibl-cis cg no. 266 concave 3 (as רב

ילז “son of Ziliya”) and as a patronymic in the Collection

List of Egyptian Family Units Pap. Ber. P. 23923 a–f (herein

no. 2.2.1) Col. ii′ ln. 4′ (= tadC3.9:9).Thename is also found

onunprovenanced sources or those fromoutside Elephan-

tine (Cairo em JdE60144= tadC3.25:6; Cairo em JdE50052

= tad C3.26:40 and Ber. Ost. P. 10852 = tad D8.3:15).

42 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102; Kornfeld, Onomastica,

87.
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76 texts and commentary

1.1.25 Pap. Ber. P. 23170

Width: 4.3cm; Height: 3.2cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: letter R body; C ib, ii, iii, or iva.

Recto

Verso
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Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […]◦◦say[ing …]

3′. […]◦[…]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…ר[מאל◦◦]…[.’2

3’.]…[◦]…[

Verso

1′. […]◦◦◦[…]

2′. [… ]⸢m⸣ak⸢e⸣ (f.s.)/⸢my ser⸣vant[ …]

1’.]…[◦◦◦]…[

]…[⸣י⸢דב⸣ע⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

Line 2. The first two letters may be וה .

Verso, line 2. The reading ידבע is certain. The curvature

of the s’ד vertical stroke is similar to that of the s’ב diagonal

stroke, but the ד has a crownwhile the ב has a diagonal (↘)

head-stroke (see Appendix, Paleography).
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1.1.26 Pap. Ber. P. 23913

Width: 2.2cm; Height: 1.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦◦◦[…]

2′. […]◦◦◦◦◦[…]

1’.]…[◦◦◦◦]…[

2’.]…[◦◦◦◦◦]…[

Verso

1′. [… ]⸢I⸣ am coming/shall come[ …] ]…)ה([יתאהנ⸣א⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

Verso. The readings on the verso are clear. The imperfect

spelling היתא of the verb is preferred because the partici-

ple יתא is rare. Interpreting the verb as a C-stem is unlikely

because onewould expect ahafel rather than a afelpattern

used by writers at Elephantine.
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1.1.27 Pap. Ber. P. 23918

Width: 2.6cm; Height: 1.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]I [se]⸢n⸣t to ⸢you⸣[ …] ]…[⸣כ⸢לתח⸣ל⸢]ש…[.’1

Verso

1′. [… ]⸢fr⸣om(?) […] ]…[נ⸣מ⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: letter. Genre: unknown.

The readings and reconstructions are certain.
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1.2 Contracts

1.2.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23171

Bibliography

tad D2.27

Width: 13.9cm; Height: 6.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): 1. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: side-to-side.

Break patterns: contract R doc.; C ia (half), ib, and iia.

Recto

Verso

Reconstructed

Verso
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Verso

1. [Document] of a debt of barley which Phzw the boat-

man wrote [for pn …]

]…ל[אחלמוזהפבתכיזנ⸣רעש⸢בוח]רפס[.1

נ⸣רעש⸢

tad נרעש

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: debt document.

A small ink mark is visible on the lower edge of the recto.

The larger fragment of this document was published in

tadD2.27, andwas apparently found in theEastBerlin col-

lection based on its numbering. The new fragment from

the Aramaic Box supplies the genre classification to this

docket, which can nowbe identified as a “debt” document.

The term בוח is an administrative genre otherwise only

attested in the early Bauer-Meisner papyrus (Bayerische

StaBi Pap. Aram. Mon. 1 = tad B1.1), which dates to 515bc

(06.iv 7 Dar i) and records the debt owed on a leased

field. Based on that comparison Phzw is the creditor in this

contract. The related adjective (or Gp-stem) ביח “guilty,

obliged” is found on two wifehood documents (Brooklyn

47.218.150 = tadB3.8:42 andPap. Ber. P. 13465 = tadB6.4:8)

in the context of hypothetical reclamation and also in the

late Persian period Aramaic decrees, in which it refers to

legal requirements to bring taxes (adab no. A1.2, 11, 12) or

moveable property (adab no. A6.4, 7, 8). The legal lan-

guage of the wdsp (1:10) attests to a similar form of the

word ( נבוח ).43 The meaning and origin of Phzw is unclear

here, but others holding the title boatman are Egyptian,

while Carians are also known to have owned boats.

43 Dušek,manuscrits araméens, 128. There is found ןבוחאלוןנידאל
“(there is) no lawsuit, no debt” (Dušek: “sans litige et sans obli-

gations;” wdsp 1:10), but the comparable legal phrase in the Ele-

phantine papyri is בבדאלוןידאל “There is no lawsuit. There is no

litigation” (e.g. Brooklyn 47.218.90 = tad B3.6:15). The wdsp pro-

vide evidence that בוח was legal jargon, even though the jargon

differs from that used at Elephantine.
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1.2.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23172 (+) Cairo em JdE 43485

Bibliography

tad B4.3

Width: 2.1cm; Height: 1.5cm Recto: blank.

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom (?)

Material patterns: contract R doc.; C ib.

Verso Recto

Verso

1′. [Document (of … which) Hôšeˁa (son of Hôdavyah) and

ˀAḥîˀab (son of Gemaryah)] wro⸢te⸣[ for ˀEspemet (…)]

)הירמגרב(באיחאו)היודוהרב(עשוה[⸣ב⸢תכ])יז…(רפס[.’1

])…(תמפסאל

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: obligation.

The sheet-join confirms that writing is on the verso of

high quality unused papyrus. The word בתכ “wrote” con-

firms that this a fragment of a docket. Of the known con-

tract rolls missing dockets, the handwriting matches that

of Cairo em JdE 43485 = tad B4.3, whose (near) duplicate

Pap. Ber. P. 13493 = tad B4.4 retains its docket. The archi-

tecture of the כ andת are the same. Note that the s’כ do not

exhibit an uptick, and the leftward curvature of theת’s ver-

tical strokes and the short diagonal shape of their second

strokes are the same. Thus, the present fragment may be

placed at the top of Cairo em JdE 43485 in tad’s “[B]” row

of papyrus and identified as a fragment of an obligation

contract. For an edition of that Cairo papyrus see tad. For

comparison, see the figure below of the docket from Pap.

Ber. P. 13493.

Pap. Ber. P. 13493, docket.

Contracts of obligation from Elephantine include the two

already mentioned, Cairo em JdE 43485. and Pap. Ber.

P. 13493 (near duplicate) as well as Cairo em JdE 43487

= tad B4.5; Pap. Ber. P. 13476 = tad B4.6 and Cairo em

JdE 43489 = tad B5.5.
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text 1.2.3 83

1.2.3 Pap. Ber. P. 23173

Width: 2.7cm; Height: 1.3cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body; C unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] 4 valu⸢e⸣[ (in) silver # …] ]…פסכ[⸣י⸢מד�𐡘𐡘𐡘�]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

The hand, letter size, and shape of the pen-nib matches

that found on Cairo em JdE 43470 = tad B6.2 (a wifehood

document). Based on the fold pattern of that papyrus, this

fragment may sit above that document’s large fragment,

but a direct join cannot be confirmeddue to the poor qual-

ity of the photographs of the Cairo papyrus.

Line 1. The reading is certain. This fragment is a surviv-

ing portion of a contract that states the value of an item.

Unfortunately, both the item and the quantity of its worth

in silver are lost. Based on other documents, the lost silver

value may be between 4–7. The surviving number may be

either a count of items or the dimensions of a single item.

Of the knowndata, only thewifehood document Brooklyn

47.218.150+47.218.97+47.218.155 frags. = tad B3.8:8–9 uses

the number 4 before the phrase “silver value.” It reads:

1 new fringed(?) garment,

[at] 6 cubits by 4 (with) a

value of silver (at) 7 shekels

ב�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�נמאלתדחרדעמ��שבל

�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�נלקשפסכימד�𐡘𐡘𐡘�

One wonders if such valuable garments were handcrafted

to order or produced in lots. If the latter is the case, then

the present fragment may refer to the same type of gar-

ment.
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1.2.4 Pap. Ber. P. 23174

Width: 4.5cm; Height: 1.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body; C iii.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦ I shall give it הננתנא◦]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

Note that the writer elongated the descenders of the last

two .s’נ See discussion of this phenomenon on the letter

Pap. Ber. P. 23160 (herein no. 1.1.14).

Recto. The spelling הננתנא “I shall give it” is found in

Pap. Ber. P. 13445 = tad B4.6:5, where it is described as hav-

ing anaugmented (Folmer, p. 248) or energic (Muraoka

and Porten, §38c) nun followed by a pronominal suffix.

The same can be said here.Whether this new instance is a

G-stem imperfect “long form” (Folmer, chap. 14) cannot

be determined without more context. Nonetheless, it is

noteworthy that the other occurrence of this spelling (Pap.

Pap. Ber. P. 13445) is on a promissory note resulting from a

trial over an unpaid bride price stated on a wifehood doc-

ument. Unfortunately, the writer of that document is lost,

so there is no hope of correlating orthographic peculiari-

ties or suggesting a writer here.

It is also possible that this is a letter (see e.g. Hermop. 4

= tad A2.1, Hermop. 5 = tad A2.5; Hermop. 8 = tad D1.1)

in which the augmenting/energic nuns are found, but the

high quality papyrus and its size and break patterns favors

interpreting this as a contract.
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1.2.5 Pap. Ber. P. 23959

Width: 3.4cm; Height: 3.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body (2 rows); C iib (?).

Verso Recto

Recto Reconstructed
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86 texts and commentary

Recto

1′. […]⸢and⸣ wi⸢th⸣[ …]

2′. […]◦◦◦(◦)◦
3′. [… to take her for wif]⸢eho⸣od I shall give [to pn …]

4′. [… you shall] ⸢give to me⸣ […]

]…[⸣מ⸢ע⸣ו⸢]…[.’1

2’.]…[◦◦◦)◦(◦
]…ל[נתנאו⸣ת⸢]נאלהחקלמל…[.’3

]…[⸣ילנתנ⸢]ת…[.’4

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: betrothal (?).

The s’א small horizontal and its like-ז horn are unique

among the fragments published here, except for those

found on Pap. Ber. P. 23150 (herein no. 1.1.3). Onemay find,

however, loose similarities to Pap. Ber. P. 13448- P. 13448/4

= tad D2.3 (along with ו and final-נ) and Pap. Ber. P. 23962

(herein no. 1.2.9).

Line 1. The first visible letter is either ו or ב type-A

(seeAppendix, Paleography). The second letter is clearly ,ע

while the final letter resembles the left-side of .מ Because

*- מעב - is an unknown and incomprehensible string of let-

ters from the corpus, - מעו - is preferred, and its most obvi-

ous translation is given above.

Line2. Faint traces of letters,whichmayhavebeenwrit-

ten with a drying pen, are effaced due to erosion. The first

lettermay be ,ב and the final stokes are either anא, ,י or the

left half of .ה

Line 3. Traces of a ת are visible, in the ir photograph

(zoomed). Given that the line’s legible word is a first-

person singular verb, one expects the first word on line 2,

which ends in ,ו to be a different part of speech, probably

a noun. The string נתנאות - is found on Cairo em JdE 43492

= tad B2.5:2, a betrothal contract, which is a unique doc-

ument in the corpus (Kraeling, p. 52).

Line4This line is difficult to read.The first lettersmatch

the strokes of נתנ -, so long as one accepts that the top of

the ת is slightly effaced. Note that a horn was added to the

ת on line 2 because its vertical began at the hanging line;

by analogy I have reconstructed the ת on line 3. The dative

pronoun יל “to me” is preferred over הל “to him” because

the intersecting strokeof the second letter is horizonal and

not diagonal.
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1.2.6 Pap. Ber. P. 23955

Width: 4.3cm; Height: 3.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body; C ib, ii, iii, or iva.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… ]Nabû[-…] shall hate […] ]…-[ובנאנשי]…[.’1
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88 texts and commentary

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: wifehood document, betrothal,

or divorce (?)

On material and paleographic grounds, this document

may be compared to Pap. Ber. (Temp.) B/am x 477 gg,

fol. 27 (not edited here)44 or Pap. Ber. P. 23954 a–c; P. 23956;

P. 23957 (herein no. 1.1.9), but no joins have yet beenmade.

The large line spacing, careful hand, lack of an opis-

tograph and lack of a palimpsest suggests that this is a

contract. The fragment has been glued together from four

smaller fragments. The papyrus is extremely fragile and

darkened, perhaps by water. Could this be a document

from house k (see Introduction: The Archaeological Prob-

lems)?

Line 1. The letters are clear, but the G-stem imperfect

verb אנשי “he shall hate” is a surprise. So far, imperfect

forms of √ א/ינש “to hate” appear only in the Elephan-

tine contracts Brooklyn 47.218.155 = tad B3.8:24 ( אנשת )

and Cairo em JdE 37106 = tad B2.4:8 ( כנאנשת ). The latter

of these is thought to be a statement of divorce/separa-

tion.45 To be sure, the verb and its nominal/substantive

form האנש “hatred” is used to express divorce in the legal

corpus, but the noun is generally accompanied by the act

or statement of “going out” (ThWAT ix, p. 731). The pub-

lic announcement of hatred may simply begin this legal

process—as away to serve papers—that changes the legal

status of themarriage though does not end it.46 Only after

a judgement of hatred ( האנשניד , e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 13465 =

tad B6.4:6) and a payment of hatred ( האנשפסכ , e.g. Cairo

em JdE 37110 = tad B2.6:23) is divorce legal (ThWAT ix,

p. 731).

The third letter of the second word is a type-A ,ו and

should not be mistaken for ר|ד (see Appendix, Paleog-

raphy). Names beginning with Nabû- are of Babylonian

origin and generally those with Babylonian names are

not parties in the Elephantine Aramaic documents, but

appear frequently as officials or affiliates.47 This docu-

ment then may belong to a non-Judean dossier, though it

remains possible that the object of hatred was a Judean

woman.

44 The fragment preserves no legible word though the letter com-

bination מכדב - or מכרב - are clearly visible.

45 Porten, Archives, 240–245, esp. 243–244. See also Nutkowicz,

“Concerning,” 211–225, who argues that thewordmeans “to begin

the process of divorce,” which is made before the physical sepa-

ration; so too in Nutkowicz, Destins, 134–138.

46 Botta, Aramaic, 59–60 and citations therein.

47 See the tables throughout Porten, Zadok, and Pearce, “Akkadian

Names,” 1–12.
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1.2.7 Pap. Ber. P. 23960 (+) Ber. P. 23961

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23960 Width: 6.8 (4.8+2.0) cm; Height: 2.1cm 0

P. 23961 Width: 3.8cm; Height: 2.0cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: one (one-sided).

Material patterns: P. 23960, contract R top (line 2 or 3); C ia + ib. P. 23961, contact R body; C ia.

P. 23960 Verso P. 23960 Recto

P. 23961 Verso P. 23961 Recto

Recto

P. 23960

3?. [belonging to] the dᵉgal-unit of ⸢ˀIddi⸣nnabû […] ]…[ובננ⸣דא⸢לגד]ל[.?3

P. 23961

1′. (◦)◦◦[…]

2′. ˁAnanî[ …]

1’.)◦(◦◦]…[

]…[יננע.’2
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Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

Paleographically, Pap. Ber. P. 13465 = tad B6.4 is similar,

and on material grounds one should compare Pap. Ber.

P. 23176 (herein no. 1.2.11) for a possible indirect join.

The papyrus is difficult to place on a known contract.

The best possibility is Pap. Ber. P. 13465 = tad B6.4, a wife-

hood document. But if tad’s additional fragments (Pap.

Ber. P. 13465- P. 23140/71 and P. 13465- P. 23140/79) belong

to that document, then it seems unlikely that these new

fragments also belong because of wear pattern incongru-

encies.

These are edited as two separate inventory numbers

because there is some doubt that they belong together.

The rightmargin is larger on the ˁAnanî fragment Pap. Ber.

P. 23961, so it only belongs to this document if one allows

a considerable text length inwhich the rightmargin slants

leftward. In such case, the ˁAnanî fragment would be one

of the names at the bottom of the document, and would,

therefore, disqualify Pap. Ber. P. 13465 as a join.

Line 1. Reference to dᵉgal-units appear most frequently

in the second or third line of contracts as a description of

one or both parties involved in the transaction.

Restoring a prepositional ל before לגד is based on the

formula known from the contracts (e.g. Cairo em JdE 37109

= tad B2.1:2). The restoration of the ל creates the discrep-

ancy between the right margins of the two fragments dis-

cussed above.

The dᵉgal-unit of ˀIddinnabû is known as a description

of those who bear nws/Judean names or titles: Cairo em

JdE 37111 = tad B2.9:2 ממולשרבמלשמינב…היננעומחנמ

[Ø.09.420 bce]; Brooklyn 47.218.90 = tad B3.6:1 רבמלשמ

ידוהירוכז [12.06.427 bce]; Brooklyn 47.218.150 = tad B3.8:2

ימראיגחרבהיננע and רמאלימ]ראמלש[מרברוכז [Ø.10.420

bce]; Brooklyn 47.218.12 = tad B6.1:2 [pn] ימרא ; [Cairo em

JdE 43490 = tad B7.1:2]; [Pap. Ber. P. 13444 B- P. 13448/1 =

tad D2.6:2]; [bm ea 14420 = tad D7.40:8].

Line 2. The name )ה(יננע is ubiquitous throughout the

Elephantine onomasticon, appearing frequently as both a

first name and a patronymic.
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1.2.8 Pap. Ber. P. 23963 a (+) b

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a (right) 3.4cm; 1.1cm 0

Frag. b (left) 3.3cm; 1.0cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R (half row) ln. 1; C ia (frag. a) and iii(b) (frag. b)

b a

Recto

Verso

Recto

1. On the 15th[ of … year # of Da]rîˀûš

2. [the king pn said, …]

שואיר]ד…תנש…ל[�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡛�ב.1

]…רמאאכלמ[.2

Recto

(alternative interpretation)

1. On the 15th[ of … year # of rn the king, sai]d Yaˀûš שואיר]מאאכלמ…תנש…ל[�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡛�ב.1
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Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

The slight curvature of the bottom edge’s fibers suggests

that the fold-crease was the lower edge.

Line 1. The beginning of the date is clear. There are two

possible interpretations of frag. b. First, this is a unique

spellingof thenameDarius, שואירד . TheDarius inscription

(Pap. Ber. P. 13447 = tad C2) uses שוהירד as do many con-

tracts and letters. The other common spelling is שוהוירד .

Rarely is it found as שורד (Bayerische StaBi Pap. Aram.

mon. 1 = tad B1.1 [el Hibeh]) or שוירד (Pap. Ber. P. 13489 =

tad B5.1:1 [Elephantine] and Fanfoni-Israel, Trans. 8, 83–

86 = tad D22.29 [Gebel Abu Qwei]). The present spelling

with an א resembles variants found in Babylonian sources,

which can differ drastically. In them one finds spellings

withmedial .א For examples within a Judean/nws context

written by native Aramaic, though not Judean, scribes see

mDa-ar-ˀ-muš (BaAr 6 13:2, 23; 15:24) and [mD]a-ri-ˀ-a-muš

(BaAr 6 62:16).

Second, frag. b may be the contracting party’s first

name. Due to the length of the average date formula on

the contracts, it is rare that the contracting party’s name

is found on the first line, and even rarer that his/her

patronymic would fit. The name Yaˀûš is sparsely attested

in the corpus once as a grandfather רביטלפתרבלומחי

שואי (Pap. Ber. P. 13488 (+) frags. v 7 = tad C3.15:92), twice

as a patronymic שואירבהיטלפ (Brooklyn 47.218.92 = tad

B3.10:25 and Cairo em JdE 98516 = tadD3.17:8),48 and only

three times as a first name הינזארבשואי (Pap. Ber. P. 13465 =

tad B6.4:10 and Cairo em JdE 43478 = tad C4.4:8), רבשואי

הילונפ (Cairo em JdE 37108 = tad B2.7:13), and שואי (Cairo

em JdE 43473 = tad A3.7:4), but never as a contracting

party.

48 tad A3.6:5’s reconstruction of the name is speculative.
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1.2.9 Pap. Ber. P. 23962

Width: 3.2cm; Height: 1.3cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body (half row, ll. 3–4?); C ib, iia, or iib.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] ⸢ˀIddinna⸣b⸢û⸣[ …]

2′. […]⸢L⸣[◦◦◦]◦[…]

]…[⸣ו⸢ב⸣ננדא⸢]…[.’1

]…[◦]◦◦◦[⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown

Onmaterial grounds consider Pap. Ber. P. 13448- P. 13448/4

= tadD2.3 and Pap. Ber. P. 23959 (herein no. 1.2.5) for pos-

sible joins.

Line 1. See discussion of the placement of ˀIddinnabû’s

name in contracts above (Pap. Ber. P. 23963 a (+) b [herein

no. 1.2.8]).
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1.2.10 Pap. Ber. P. 23175

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 2.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body (one row); C unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto Reconstructed

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢3⸣ [shekel]⸢s⸣ [(that is) 6] sta⸢te⸣[rs …]

2′. […] ⸢the valu⸣[e …]

]…�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�נר[⸣ת⸢תס⸣��⸢]��[⸣��⸢][⸣נ⸢]לקש…[.’1

]…[⸣א⸢]י[⸣מד⸢]…[.’2
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Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

Traces of the recto are visible on the verso in the ir pho-

tographs.

Line 1. The reading “staters” is the only viable option

given the string - תתס , which is certain. The conversion rate

used in the reconstruction is basedonBrooklyn 47.218.94 =

tadB3.12:5 and 14, though the syntax foundhere is unique.

Brooklyn 47.218.94 uses a wordy phrase to explain its con-

version rate: ירתתסנויפסכ��וההתלתנלקש��והדחשרכפסכ

דחלקש�𐡚� but later נינמבנויפסכ��נלקשדחשרכפסכ

��לקש�𐡚�ירתתס . The variation suggests that while a fixed

2:1 conversion rate may have existed for a time, there was

no consistent scribal convention of representing the rate

of conversion.

Line 2. The reading is uncertain, but אימד matches the

stroke pattern. Note that in Brooklyn 47.218.94, the word

אימד (ln. 6) appears below the conversion rate in the pre-

ceding line (ln. 5) as is also found here.
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1.2.11 Pap. Ber. P. 23176

Width: 3.8cm; Height: 1.4cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R wit.; C iib.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […-]⸢nata⸣n son of […] ]…[רבנ⸣תנ⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

The high quality papyrus and large word breaks indicate

that this is a witness list on a contract. Compare themate-

rial similarities of Pap. Ber. P. 23963 a (+) b (herein no. 1.2.8)

and Pap. Ber. P. 23960 (+) P. 23961 (herein no. 1.2.7).

Although the pen-nib differs from these fragments, this

witness may have signed with his own pen.

Line 1. The name נתנ is found often, but it may also

be the second element in compound names, particularly

in contract witness lists, for example, נתנובנ Nabû-natan

(Cairo em JdE 37112 = tadB2.8:12) or נתנלאתיב Bêtˀel-natan

(Pap. Ber. P. 13465 = tad B6.4:10). Since this fragment is

most likely C iib, a longer first name is expected.
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1.2.12 Pap. Ber. P. 23177

Width: 3.5cm; Height: 1.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: contract R body (half row); C unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦she⸢k⸣els[ # …] ]…[נל⸣ק⸢ש◦]…[.’1

Commentary

Text type: contract (?). Genre: unknown.

It is unclear if the inkmark on the far right of the recto is a

headof an effacedפ in theword פסכ , which frequently pre-

cedes נלקש , or if it is a tale of a letter descending from the

previous line. Although the pen-nib, hand, and papyrus

quality are similar to Pap. Ber. P. 23966 (herein no. 1.3.8),

the fragments do not join, according to themuseum’s con-

servator.
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1.2.13 Pap. Ber. P. 23178

Width: 3.1cm; Height: 1.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Break patterns: contract R wit. (one row); C ib (half column).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… pn (wrote) ]this [document] according to[ pn …

(witnesses:)]

2′. [… (witness) pn-]◦q ⸢son of⸣◦[…]

]…[מפכהנז]ארפס…[.’1

]…[◦⸣רב⸢ק◦]…[.’2

Commentary

Text type: contract. Genre: unknown.

Line 1. The terms מפכהנז are part of the formulaic line

at the bottom of contracts indicating the writer and on

whose behalf he composed the contract.

Line 2. This should be the name of a witness. The sec-

ond letter appears to be the top of a .ק No witnesses are

known from the contracts whose first name ends in .ק The

name * קידצ is a best guess but matches the stroke pattern

for the last two letters.
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1.3 Unclassified

The following are fragments of either contracts or letters. When possible, discussion of text types or philological com-

mentary is made.

1.3.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23971 a–c

Fragment Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

a 2.7cm; 2.6cm 0

b 3.0cm; 2.5 0

c 2.2cm; 2.4cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: The fragments are from the same document; it is unclear if they belong to the same row or different

rows of papyrus.

c b a

Recto

Verso
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Recto

Frag. a

1′. […]◦◦[◦…]

2′. […] this […]◦[…]

1’.]…[◦◦]◦…[

]…[◦הנזא◦]…[.’2

Frag. b

1′. […]◦◦◦◦[…]

2′. [… ]Bêt⸢ˀ⸣elta⸢q⸣[⁽û⁾m…]

1’.]…[◦◦◦◦]…[

]…מ)ו([⸣ק⸢תל⸣א⸢תיב]…[.’2

Frag. c

1′. […]◦◦(◦)◦
2′. {[… she/you shall ]bear ⸢him/her⸣ |[…]LR⸢H⸣}

1’.]…[◦◦)◦(◦
}⸣ה⸢רל]…[|⸣ה⸢דל]ת…[{.’2

Commentary

The paleography can be compared to Pap. Ber. P. 23933 a

(+) b (herein no. 2.5.7). The verso is now blank, though

some erasures are evident on frag. a verso and perhaps

on frag. b verso. The name Bêtˀeltaq⁽û⁾m suggests that the

fragments may belong to the contracts Pap. Ber. P. 13493

and Cairo em JdE 43485, the latter of which is missing a

fragment from line 9where thename is expected to appear

(see tad B4.3 and compare tad B4.4). A physical join to

Pap. Ber. P. 13493 couldnot be confirmed, and there is some

doubt based on paleography that the hands are the same.

The letter ת here is written with a shaped-ו right stroke

rather than the shaped-ז stoke foundon the contracts cited

above (see Appendix, Paleography).

Frag. a. It is tempting to restore here the often used

phrase הנזארפס “this document.”

Frag. b. The crux of the difficult word on line 2 rests on

the fourth letter which looks like ע at first glance, but upon

close inspection of the ir photographs, the stroke pattern

of א is discernable. Based on the known words in the cor-

pus and the fact that the final broken letter looks like the

right side of a reverse tilde and, therefore, is probably ,ק

the name מ)ו(קתלאתיב is the most likely restoration.

In the aforementionedCairo andBerlin contracts dated

to 483 bce (3 Xer i), Bêtˀeltaq⁽û⁾m49 is identified as

a century-unit leader in Elephantine/Syene. The name,

however, is also known from a Saqqara fragment (Saq. H5–

ap99 [5881] recto ii 7 = tadC3.6:12). This second reference

indicates that the name was not rare, and therefore, one

cannot assume that the century-unit leader is meant here.

One should be cautious about dating these fragments.

Frag. c. The word on frag. c appears to be a form of √ דלי

“to bear (a child)” with a third person singular suffix. The

Cairo and Berlin contracts do not concern children, and

therefore, this reading supports the notion that these frag-

ments belong to a different document.

49 For the spelling and grammar of this Semitic name see Segal,

p. 67.
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1.3.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23972 a–c

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a 2.6cm; 1.4cm 0

Frag. b 2.7cm; 1.5cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: possible traces verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: undetermined.

b a

Recto

Verso

Recto

Frag. a

1′. [… the God of ]the Heav⸢ens⸣. Your (m.s.) auth⸢ority⸣

[…]

]…[◦◦◦◦◦כ⸣ד⸢יא⸣י⸢מש]הלא…[.’1

Frag. b

1′. [… ]the⸢re is n⸣ot […] ]…[⸣תי⸢א⸣ל⸢]…[.’1
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Commentary

These fragments constitute a uniquely fine and aesthet-

ically attractive hand that is comparable to only a few

papyri and ostraca. The closest hand to this known from

the ostraca is Lozachmeur’s hand ic, which is a catchall

category for fine and carefully written scripts. The possibly

priestly hand of aibl-cis cg no. 103 is a compelling com-

parison. As for the papyri, Pap. Ber. P. 23933 a + b (herein

no. 2.5.7) is the same hand with possibly the same pen-

nib. In both groups of fragments, the small four-stroke s’מ

are particularly diagnostic (see Appendix, Paleography),

but the groups of fragments appear, superficially, to not

belong together based on material grounds. This is true

also of the illegible fragment Pap. Ber. (Temp.) B/am x 582

g (not editedhere)50 andPap. Ber. P. 13444B- P. 23140/13 (+)

P. 23140/51 = tad D2.7.51 Pap. Ber. P. 23135 = tad D4.3 uses

a stroke variation of א but is otherwise a similar hand. A

comparably small script is found on Pap. Ber. P. 13445 E-

P. 13448/10 = tad D5.38 and on the same plate P. 23140/61

= tad D1.24, but no joins have been found to these frag-

ments.

Frag. a. It is unclear if frag. b sits above or below

frag. a. References to “the heavens” are uncommon in the

Elephantine corpus. In all documents written transversa

charta, as this one is, we find the determined form only as

אימשהלא “the God of the Heavens” (e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 13495

= tad A4.7:27–28) or one time אימשארמ “the Lord of the

Heavens” (Pap. Ber. P. 13495 = tad A4.7:15). These are epi-

thets for Yahô. In the Hermopolis papyri is found תכלמתיב

נימש “the temple of the Queen of Heavens” (Hermop. 4 =

tadA2.1:1), but here “heavens” lacks grammatical determi-

nation.

The vertical stoke of the ד is lost in the fold’s broken

crease.The translation “authority,” literally “hand,” is found

in administrative texts where large amounts of commodi-

ties (e.g. tad C3.14:35) or where humans or lands (e.g.

adab no. A2.5) are in the possession of a person, that is,

under their authority..

The second person form suggests that this is a letter, but

the rare reference to the deity means that one should not

exclude the possibility that this is an affidavit or reference

to one.

Frag. b. Note the distinctive crown shaped-style of י in

frag. a, which is evident here in frag. b (see Appendix, Pale-

ography).

50 The recto reads: ]…[ש}היר|היד{]…[ , and the verso […]◦◦◦◦◦

◦◦[…].

51 Published in tad as D2.7 (Pap. Ber. P. 13444B:96/51, 53 sic!). This

fragment is part of a contract, as tad rightly classifies it.
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1.3.3 Pap. Ber. P. 23179 (+) P. 23964

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23179 5.2cm; 3.0cm 1

P. 23964 1.9cm; 3.6cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: P. 23179: contract R body (2 rows); C iii or letter R body (2 rows); C iva+b. P. 23964: contract R body

(2 rows); C unknown or letter R body (2 rows); C unknown.

P. 23964 P. 23179

Recto

Verso
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Recto

P. 23179

1. […]◦⸢L⸣

2. [… ]⸢Ye⸣šobyah

⸣ל⸢◦]…[.1

היבש⸣י⸢]…[.2

P. 23964

1′. […] son of […]

2′. […]{⸢its⸣[ mea]⸢su⸣rement | ⸢its gov⸣ernor | ⸢his/her⸣

[grai]⸢n⸣-offering | [br]⸢ing it⸣ down}[…]

]…[רב]…[.’1

}⸣ה⸢תח⸣נ⸢]ה[|⸣ה⸢תח⸣נ⸢]מ[|⸣ה⸢תח⸣פ⸢|⸣ה⸢תח⸣ש⸢]מ{…[.’2

]…[

Verso

(P. 23179 palimpsest?)

1. […]…◦⸢BM⸣ ⸣מב⸢◦…]…[.1

Commentary

For a possible join compare Pap. Ber. P. 13448- P. 13448/3

= tad B5.2. The recto appears to have been well erased,

removing any trace of the first text. On the verso of Pap.

Ber. P. 23964 are found traces of at least one word, which

may have been erased or is effaced.

P. 23179, line 2. According to Floren. inv. n. 11913 = tad

A3.11 (el Hibeh), one by the name of Yešobyah52 was the

addressee of a letter, and he held a superior position to

that of the sender who used the formula היבשייארמ “My

lord Yešobyah” in both the letter’s salutation and address

line. The name is known at Elephantine on an ink inscrip-

tion on a limestone epigraph (Pap. Ber. P. 11385 = tadD12.1)

as both a first name היכ}ל|י{מרבהיבשי Yešobyah son of

Mî/alkyah and a patronymic היבשירבהירמג Gemaryah

son of Yešobyah. One by the name of הינדירבהיבשי was

a witness on a contract written at Elephantine (Brook-

lyn 47.218.92 = tad B3.10:25), and the name is found as a

patronymic at least four other times.53 In light of this, it

is possible to arrange the fragments as Pap. Ber. P. 23964

+ P. 23179 to produce היבשירב “son of Yešobyah.” The

fibers align, but the break patterns raise somedoubt to this

arrangement, so it has not been fully adopted here.

P. 23964, line 2. The first stroke is not the head of a

ב in this hand; compare line 1. If this is a contract, then

one can restore התחשמ “its measurement,” but this word

is not attested in Elephantine letters. If this is a letter

one might restore התחפ “his/her/its governor.” Compare

Pap. Ber. P. 13495 = tad A4.7:1, 29 (‖ Cairo em JdE 43465

= tad A4.8:[1], 28). The angle of the first stroke’s decliv-

ity is too steep to read ,ו but it may be read as a נ type-

A (see Appendix, Paleography). In this case one might

expect either התחנמ “his grain-offering” or a C-stem of

√ תחנ “to bring down.” The latter seems unlikely because

with two exceptions,54 the verb used to transport goods is

either √ יתא “to bring” (C-stem) or √ רשי “to send” (C-stem),

and one sends (actually “leads”) humans with √ רבד in the

corpus, though this later word is rarely found among the

Judean documents.

52 The name is of Hebrew and not Aramaic origin because Aramaic

would have used a ת rather thanש.

53 See ביבנסחהמימראhebrywbyhרבהיכלמ (Cairo em JdE 43486

= tad B7.2:2); נכנוסימראהיבשירבנתמ (Pap. Ber. P. 13448-

P. 13448/3 = tad B5.2:2); היבשירבנתמ (Cairo em JdE 43472 =

tad A4.3:1); היבשירב (Pap. Ber. P. 23180 [herein no. 1.3.4]).

54 Cairo em JdE 43477 = tadA3.8:13 and Pap. Ber. P. 13445D- P. 13445

B/4 + P. 13445 D- P. 13445 B/7 (+) P. 13445 D- P. 13445 B/8 (+)

P. 13445 D- P. 13445 B/10 = tad D1.13:5.
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1.3.4 Pap. Ber. P. 23180

Width: 3.4cm; Height: 1.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank (possible trace of ink).

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: two adjoining halves of papyrus rows. Half column; not C ia.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦⸢son⸣ of Yešobyah[ …] ]…[היבשי⸣רב⸢◦]…[.’1

Commentary

For discussion of Yešobyah see Pap. Ber. P. 23179 (herein

no. 1.3.3).
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1.3.5 Pap. Ber. P. 23181 a (+) b

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a (left) 2.1cm; 2.9cm 1

Frag. b (right) 2.8cm; 3.0cm 1

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom (likely)

Material patterns: contract R doc.; C ib or ii (a and/or b) or letter R add.; C unknown.

b a

Recto

Verso
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Verso

1′. [… ˀ]Ôše⸢ˁa⸣ |H]ôše⸢ˁa⸣[ … {son of |daughter of}

Za]⸢kk⸣ûr ([…])

)]…[(רו⸣כ⸢]ז)}תרב|רב{(…[}⸣ע⸢שו]ה|⸣ע⸢שו]א{…[.’1

Commentary

No text appears on the recto, the side with the sheet-join.

The orientation of the writing on the verso is determined

by the overlapping direction of the sheets (see Introduc-

tion: Placing Fragments, Material Features). This means

that the orientation of the text on the verso to that on the

recto is as though the document were flipped side-to-side.

This unusual orientation can result from the writer turn-

ing the folded package 180° before its address or docket is

inscribed.

The handwriting should be compared to Pap. Ber.

P. 23182 (herein no. 1.3.6).

Frag a. The surviving letters are certain, even ,ע which

is slightly damaged.

Frag. b. The ו and ר|ד are clearly distinct from one

another. The traces of the first letter look like .כ Of the

known onomasticon, the stroke pattern onlymatches רוכז .

The names ˀÔšeˁa, Hôšeˁa, and Zakkûr are common,

which makes it difficult to identify the relationship

between the names. (1) If one spaces the fragments so

that this is one person’s name and his patronymic then

it may be [pn] son of Zakkûr in Cairo em JdE 43492 =

tad B2.5; either Zakkûr son of ˀÔšeˁa son of Zakkûr ( רוכז

רוכזרבעשוארב ) or Yahôšamaˁ daughter of Hôšeˁa son of

Zakkûr ( רוכזרבעשוהתרבעמשוהי ) from Pap. Ber. P. 13488

= tad C3.15:3, 101; or ˀÔšeˁa son of Zakkûr ( רוכזרבעשוא )

from PaduaMus. Civ. Aram. Pap. 3 = tadD1.6:2. (2) Frag. a

may be a first name and frag. b the patronymic of another

person. (3) Alternatively, patronymics may not have been

used.
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1.3.6 Pap. Ber. P. 23182

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 3.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): 1. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: side-to-side.

Material patterns: one row of papyrus (contract R doc. or letter R add.); column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦Ḥ […] ]…[ח◦]…[.’1

Verso

1′. [… (ˀ)]Espîw◦[…] ]…[◦ויפס])א(…[.’1

Commentary

The handwriting should be compared to Pap. Ber. P. 23181

a (+) b (herein no. 1.3.5).

Verso. The side-to-side orientation of the opistograph

suggests that the verso is a docket or more likely an

address, and for this reason -◦ ויפס- is understood here as a

name. See discussion of a similar orientation on Pap. Ber.

P. 23181 a (+) b (hereinno. 1.3.5).What is readhere as ו could

be ,ר but this seems unlikely since there is no pronounced

crown (see Appendix, Paleography). Besides, the verb

√ רפס is hardly (if ever)55 attested in ia (ThWAT ix p. 533),

much less in a hypothetical Gp-stem as would be neces-

sary here. Also, the noun meaning “sapphire” is not (yet)

found in Aramaic sources from Egypt.56 The conclusion

is to read here a so far unattested spelling of an Egyptian

name or an Egypto-Semitic hybrid which begins with the

common elements Ns-pꜢ-(…) dn “she/he who belongs to

(…) dn,” such as תמפסא (Egy. Ns-pꜢ-mdw/mtr) or ארמעפסא

(Egy.Ns-pꜢ-ˁꜢ-mr).57 It is possible that the traces of the final

letter are whoseס right side does not descend to the base-

line (see Appendix, Paleography). If so, the Egyptian god

Isis or Osiris, both of whom are commonly found in the

Aramaic onomasticon, may be meant here.

55 See Lipiński, “New Aramaic,” 255–256 for the one occurrence

thought to be a verb.

56 See also Lemaire² no. 361 and discussion of spr therein.

57 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102.
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1.3.7 Pap. Ber. P. 23965

Width: 2.8cm; Height: 1.4cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: letter or contract R low. body; contract C ib, C iia, or C iib or letter C ib, C ii, C iii, or C iva.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […] and they brought/bring (m.p.) […]

3′. […]⸢T⸣◦⸢L⸣◦◦◦[…]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[ויתיאו]…[’.2

]…[◦◦◦⸣ל⸢◦⸣ת⸢]…[.’3

Commentary

Text type: contract or letter.

For possible joins compare Pap. Ber. (Temp.) B/am x 580

x, fol. 45 (illegible fragment) and Pap. Ber. P. 13461 B-

P. 23140/68 = tad D4.16. What looks like ink on the verso

is the visible recto in the ir photographs. Paleographically,

compare Pap. Ber. P. 23963 a (+) b (herein no. 1.2.8).

Line 2. The Elephantine/Syene documents generally

use the hafel pattern for the C-stem of root יתא . The afel,

as is found here, is known from letters written to Elephan-

tine/Syene (e.g. Hermop. 3 = tad A2.4:11–12; Hermop. 5

= tad A2.5:5; Hermop. 6 = tad A2.6:10 and Padua Mus.

Civ. Aram. Pap. 1 verso 3–4 [= tad A3.3:10–11]).58 This sug-

gests that the fragment is a letter, but it is possible that a

writer who prefers such spellings was working at Elephan-

tine/Syene writing contracts.

58 Also, according to tad A3.8:14, the word יתיאל on Cairo em

JdE 43477v ln. 3 may be an afel infinitive, but it may also simply

mean “there is not.”
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1.3.8 Pap. Ber. P. 23966

Width: 1.4cm; Height: 0.8cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: traces.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] silver[ …] ]…[פסכ]…[.’1

Commentary

Although the pen-nib, hand, and papyrus quality are simi-

lar to Pap. Ber. P. 23177 (herein no. 1.2.12), the fragments do

not join, according to the museum’s conservator.
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1.3.9 Pap. Ber. P. 23183

Width: 3.0cm; Height: 2.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… ]Šîbah […] ]…[הביש]…[.’1
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Commentary

Much of the verso is missing. The pen’s tine is tall and the

hand produces stout letters, which are hardly spaced. The

letters resemble those found among a contract’s witnesses

or less likely on a letter. The traces of a palimpsest, ormore

likely an erasure, are evident. Compare the paleography

found on Pap. Ber. P. 13461 B- P. 13448/12 = tad D4.14.

Line 1. The writer first wrote בש then erased ב and con-

tinued to spell the name הביש . This name is found onCairo

em JdE 43490 = tad B7.1:2 (Ø.x.11 Dar ii = ??.07.413 bce) as

a patronymic, נוסיזימראהבישרבהיסחמ “Maḥseyah son of

Šîbah, an Aramean of Syene.”
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1.3.10 Pap. Ber. P. 23185

Width: 1.2cm; Height: 2.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦[…]

Do

not●

2′. […]◦[◦]◦[…]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

א

●ל

2’.]…[◦]◦[◦]…[

Commentary

This fragment has been edited as part of the Aramaic

papyri after consultationwith JanMoje, RuthDuttenhöfer,

and Andrea Hasznos, who confirmed that it was neither

Demotic, Greek, nor Coptic. What is preserved is a verti-

cally written interlinear insertion of לא or אל . What I read

as א could be read as ,מ but the scribal techniques regard-

ing the formation of interlinear letters, which are gen-

erally smaller than those the writer is comfortable com-

posing, have never been systematically studied. Since the

insertion appears closer to the upper line, this is inter-

preted as a sublinear insertion. Sublinear insertions are

rare, but known in the corpus, especially for single letters

(e.g. Brooklyn 47.218.95 = tad B3.4:7, הלא ).

This interlinear insertion is unique because the letters

are stacked vertically, and the insertion uses a dot after .ל

The dot may be an indication that this is a correction.59

59 See discussion of dots in Moore, “Scribal Dot,” 5–8 and Moore,

“Clermont-Ganneau,” forthcoming.
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1.3.11 Pap. Ber. P. 23186

Width: 1.0cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦300[(+)…] ]…[�𐡘𐡘𐡘�◦]…[.’1

Commentary

The papyrus is so thin that the ink on the recto is visible

through the verso in the ir photographs.
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1.3.12 Pap. Ber. P. 23187

Width: 1.2cm; Height: 1.3cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. [… pn-]⸢l⸣ son of[ …]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[רב⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Ink is visible through the thin papyrus in the ir pho-

tographs. Paleographically, compare the circular shape of

the letters’ crowns to Pap. Ber. P. 23973 (herein no. 1.3.26)

and Cairo em JdE 43476 = tad A4.4.
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1.3.13 Pap. Ber. P. 23188

Width: 1.5cm; Height: 1.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]2(+) sh(ekels)[ …] ]…[�𐡘�ש]…[.’1

Commentary

The abbreviationש for shekel is found frequently through-

out the corpus in all documentary text types.
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1.3.14 Pap. Ber. P. 23189

Width: 1.4cm; Height: 2.3cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one papyrus row. Column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢you/she shall⸣ be[ …]

2′. […]◦L[…]

]…[⸣ה⸢וה⸣ת⸢]…[.’1

]…[ל◦]…[.’2

Commentary

Compare the pen-nib and stroke variation of ה in Pap. Ber.

P. 23193 (herein no. 1.3.18).

Line 1. What is read here as ו may also be פ (see

Appendix, Paleography), but the letter combination - פהת

would be either an unattested name or a C-stem verb, of

which only √ קפנ “to go out” is common; √ דקפ “to com-

mand” or √ רשפ “to loosen” is rarely attested. None of these

roots match the stroke pattern of the final broken letter.

Therefore, the verb must be √ יוה “to be.”
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1.3.15 Pap. Ber. P. 23190

Width: 4.1cm; Height: 2.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one papyrus row. Column unknown.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […]◦◦[…]

2′. [… ]the ⸢f⸣ort. […] did not[ …]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[◦האלאתרי⸣ב⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

For possible joins consider Pap. Ber. P. 13456 = tad A4.4 or

Pap. Ber. P. 13445 C- P. 13445 C/17 = tad D1.33.

Line 2. The horizontal of the ב is visible just below

the .י Either the term Syene ( נוס ) or Elephantine ( בי ) are

expected to precede “the fort.”
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1.3.16 Pap. Ber. P. 23191

Width: 3.2cm; Height: 2.8cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one papyrus row. Column unknown.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […] {Bazm[î |at the tim[e of} …] ]…}נ[מזב|י[מזב{]…[.’1
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Commentary

No other papyrus has the speckledmarkings found on this

very light (almost white) papyrus.

Line 1. The letter combination is not common. The

nameBazmî is found at Saqqara (72/3–ap2 [6129] = Segal

no. 195 ln. 2), and seems to be the better option. Alterna-

tively, one may read the common noun נמז “time,” which

is attested in ia, but only clearly three times at Saqqara

(see Schwiderski, p. 285). The one proposed instance of

this term at Elephantine (Pap. Ber. P. 13445 E- P. 23140/65

= tad D5.31), is highly questionable, especially since the

commonword for time in theseAramaic documents is נדע .
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1.3.17 Pap. Ber. P. 23192

Width: 3.2cm; Height: 1.5cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] ⸢your (m.p.)⸣ […]◦[ …] ]…[⸣מכי⸢◦)◦(]…[.’1

Verso

1′. […]⸢to⸣◦◦◦⸢S⸣[…] ]…[⸣ס⸢◦◦)◦(⸣ל⸢]…[.’1
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1.3.18 Pap. Ber. P. 23193

Width: 3.2cm; Height: 1.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: Half of a papyrus row. Column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] {lmh⸢wkl⸣[(◦)…] |for ⸢the⸣ bride-⸢price⸣[ …]} ]…}[⸣אר⸢המל|)◦([⸣לכו⸢המל{]…[.’1

Commentary

Line 1. The letters - המל are clear. The following looks like

ו but could be ,ז ,פ or ,נ the one after looks like ע or ,כ and

the final stroke looks like a ,י the horn of an ,א or ל (see

Appendix, Paleography for a discussionof each letter). The

lack of clear word breaks rules out * יכזהמל “Why that one

(f.s.).” Likewise, C-stem infinitives never retain a medial י

in ia, therefore, something like * ריכזהמל “to make remem-

ber” is improbable. A C-stem infinitive of √ להכ/לכי “to be

able” comes tomind, but should be written with either -הל

(hafel pattern) or -מל (afel pattern)—not both.60

Reading a G-stem infinitive of √ ךלה , which in Aramaic

is ii-weak, is epigraphically the best choice, but this is

unlikely because, although the Semitic root exhibits great

variation (see dnwsi, pp. 280–282) and is best explained

by a hypothetical root ךוה in Old Aramaic (ThWAT ix,

p. 229); its attested spelling is כהמל (e.g. Cairo em JdE43493

= tad A3.1:12) in ia.61

Alternatively, the final strokes could be construed as an

effaced אר -. This eliminates the linguistic problemof read-

ing √ ךלה , but is epigraphically more difficult.

60 Additionally, the root is rarely found in the I-w verbal pattern

(ThWAT ix, p. 351) and clear evidence of a functional C-stem is

lacking (see Folmer, p. 634 n. 187).

61 That saidwriters invented variable conventions to dealwith such

problems, and these conventions are not easy to identify. For

example in ia, √ קלס is rendered as both קסנמ in which the נ
is thought to be a scribal convention that represents gemina-

tion while its variant form קלסמ is thought to be a historical

spelling. Folmer §2.4 (pp. 87–88) sees neither as representative

of the pronounced formmissaq*. If correct, then by analogy we

have here a scribal convention of an invented historical spelling

◦ל+כוהמל “to go to …” (without a word break, see Muraoka

and Porten, §10), which is distinct from the colloquial spelling

כהמל .
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1.3.19 Pap. Ber. P. 23194

Width: 4.4cm; Height: 1.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦◦◦([…])

2′. [from (time-X) ]⸢un⸣til even, the month (of) ([…])

1’.]…[◦◦◦◦)]…[(

)]…[(חריהנזד⸣ע⸢]…נמ[.’2

Verso

1′. […]◦ 1’.]…[◦

Commentary

On material grounds compare Pap. Ber. P. 23157 (herein

no. 1.1.11) and fragments mentioned there for possible

joins. At first glance, this is the left column of the papyrus

and the left edge of the text, but the fibers are slightly

bending on the recto’s left edge, so thismay be a fold break

rather than the document’s edge. If so, the vacat on the

verso indicates the last line of an opostographic letter or

contract or a space after a witness’ name.

Line 2. This unique syntactical form requires some dis-

cussion to explain the preposition and demonstrative.

There is no evidence to justify reading הנז as an alternative

to the preposition and relative pronoun ( יז דע ; examples

found in Muraoka and Porten, §88d–f). The idiom

הנזדע survives only once elsewhere, in the Yedanyah let-

ter Pap. Ber. P. 13495 = tad A4.7:20 ‖ Cairo em JdE 43465 =

tad A4.8:19 where in Pap. Ber. P. 13495 it is written sandhi,

that is without a space, and it is preceded by the conjunc-

tion ו (Muraoka and Porten, §10a).

In her study on adverbs of time, Folmer found no

example of the word order demonstrative—noun in

Elephantine letters or contracts when the preposition

דע (normally in the legal idiom מלעדעוהנזאמוינמ )

is used (pp. 327–329, 685–687). The conjunction ו is

optional in this formula (e.g. Cairo em JdM 37111 = tad

B2.9:9–10). Folmer (p. 328) notes the exceptional use of

demonstrative—noun in the prepositional phrase of the

Yedanyah letters, but claims, “there are several attestations

of the word order demonstrative—noun.”62 The new frag-

ment helps to clarify the issue. Here the writer expresses

a continuum which does not end at the present ( אמוי ), as

in Pap. Ber. P. 13495 ‖ Cairo em JdE 43465, but at a point

described in the future “a month / the month of […].”63 In

62 On the following page, Folmer provides 3–4 examples of כזב
אנמז and similar forms with ב in the Saqqara papyri. Presum-

ably this evidence leads her to conclude, “In adverbs of time

headed by a preposition, then, the order demonstrative—noun

is frequent, except when the noun ywm is modified by a demon-

strative pronoun” (329). I find this statement to be an overgener-

alization.

63 By comparison, consider the distributive notion of time in Pap.
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no example that I can find is חרי or a particularmonth ever

qualified by הנז and, therefore, translating “this month”

(demonstrative—noun) must be ruled out. I contend that

the idiom expresses the following meaning, “from (time-

X) to this, (end point).” The emphasis lies on the preposi-

tional phrase הנזדע , which as its attested sandhi writing

suggests, is a grouped construction that functions as a sin-

gle preposition.64

Ber. P. 23148 (herein no. 1.1.1).

64 By comparison, consider רבדלע or הנזלע (see Moore, “Persian

Administrative,” 52–53 n. 20).
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1.3.20 Pap. Ber. P. 23195

Width: 2.0cm; Height: 3.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] on/to […]

2′. […] until […]

]…[לע]…[.’1

]…[דע]…[.’2

Commentary

Line2. Theד looksmore like aכ, but sinceno letter appears

toprecede this two-letterword, דע is amoreprobable read-

ing.
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1.3.21 Pap. Ber. P. 23196

Width: 5.6cm; Height: 1.2cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus (bot.); contract C iia or iib or letter column unknown.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… pn-]⸢h⸣ son of H⸢ôšeˁa⸣[ …] ]…[⸣עשו⸢הרב⸣ה⸢]…[.’1
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1.3.22 Pap. Ber. P. 23197

Width: 1.4cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: approximately one row of papyrus; column unknown. Perhaps water damaged.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢Ma⸣ḥs⸢eya⸣[h …] ]…ה[⸣י⸢סח⸣מ⸢]…[.’1
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1.3.23 Pap. Ber. P. 23145

Width: 1.4cm; Height 2.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: approximately one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… ]within [#] day[s …] ]…נ[מויניב]…[.’1
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1.3.24 Pap. Ber. P. 23198

Width: 4.1cm; Height: 3.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: two rows of papyrus. Letter R add. or contract R doc.; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Verso

1′. […] and ˀAḥîˀa⸢b⸣[ …] ]…[⸣ב⸢איחאו]…[.’1

Commentary

At first glance this appears to be themissing docket to Pap.

Ber. P. 13493 = tad B4.4, in which ˀAḥîˀab is a contractual

party because this fragment shares paleographic features

with that document.That roll, however, has a sheet-join on

its docket row of papyrus, unlike this fragment.
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1.3.25 Pap. Ber. P. 23199

Width: 1.6cm; Height: 1.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] {compensate ⸢(f.s.)⸣/my welfare |Šelemya[h} …] ]…}ה[⸣י⸢מלש|⸣י⸢מלש{]…[.’1

Verso

1′. […]◦so⸢n of⸣[ …] ]…[⸣ר⸢ב◦]…[.’1

Commentary

Paleographically, compare Pap. Ber. P. 23173 (herein no.

1.2.3) based on מ and the pen’s nib.

Recto, line 1. The final stroke sits high on the line, and

appears to be a .י The name Šelemayah (or Šelemayaˀ) is

that of one of the two sons of Sanballat, the governor of

Samaria (Pap. Ber. P. 13495 = tad A4.7:29). It is also known

from Elephantine, but only in lists (e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 23103 =

tad C3.4:3 and Pap. Ber. P. 13488 = tad C3.15:24).
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1.3.26 Pap. Ber. P. 23973

Width: 1.8cm; Height: 1.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one or half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] {Reˁa/friend |know!} […] ]…[}עד|ער{]…[.’1

Commentary

Paleographically compare Pap. Ber. P. 23187 (herein no.

1.3.12). The papyrus is of high quality. Both the letters ע and

ר|ד resemble Demotic signs (see Appendix, Paleography),

but presently I interpret the script here as Aramaic.

Line 1. If interpreted as ער , then this may be the first

occurrence of the noun meaning “friend” in the singular;

compare the plural in Pap. Ber. P. 13446 Fv 3 (Ahiqar) =

tad C1.1:161. The proper name Reˁa is also a possible read-

ing (see Hermop. 4 = tad A2.1:3 and Sheikh Faḍl 1.6 = tad

D23.1:6). If understood as עד , this would be the only attes-

tation of the imperative of √ עדי “to know” in the Elephan-

tine documents. The ellision of the initial י is expected in

I-y imperative forms (Muraoka and Porten, §31c).
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1.3.27 Pap. Ber. P. 23900

Width: 3.5cm; Height: 0.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; half a column of unknown placement.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢they were giving⸣[ …] ]…[⸣בהיווה⸢◦]…[.’1

Commentary

Line 1. The first ו sits slightly lower than the second, and

thus part of its head survives. The reading בהי for the sec-

ondword is certain.Theperiphrastic verbal tense, as found

here, is well attested in ia (Muraoka and Porten,

§55g).
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1.3.28 Pap. Ber. P. 23901

Width: 3.9cm; Height: 2.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: upper row of papyrus; column C ia.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [◦◦]◦[…]

2′. {they ⸢ope⸣ned |⸢and you/she shall⸣ see}[ …]

1’.]◦◦[◦]…[

]…}◦[זח⸣תו⸢|וח⸣תפ⸢{.’2

Commentary

Paleographically, compare Pap. Ber. P. 23152 a (+) b (herein

no. 1.1.5). For discussion of the variation of פ|ו and ז|ו see

Appendix, Paleography.
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1.3.29 Pap. Ber. P. 23902

Width: 3.4cm; Height: 0.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Break patterns: half row of papyrus. Half a column.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. [… ]⸢to the hand of⸣ [the] one(s) go⸢ing⸣[…]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…א)י([⸣כ⸢לה⸣דילע⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Line 2. The first word is fairly clear, and a name or title

is expected after דילע . The final letter of the second word

looks, at first glance, to be an א or ,י but so far no nomen

agentis or name is attested with the string *- ילה or *- אלה .

Therefore, I interpret the mark as the crown of a כ that

extends beyond its vertical (see Appendix, Paleography).

The G-stem substantive participle כלה “goer” is known

from aibl-cis cg no. 46 concave 3 and cg no. 101 convex

3.
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1.3.30 Pap. Ber. P. 23903

Width: 2.3cm; Height: 2.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦ I […]

2′. […] in the name of/balsam (oil) […]

]…[הנ⸣א⸢◦]…[.’1

]…[משב]…[.’2
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1.3.31 Pap. Ber. P. 23904

Width: 1.9cm; Height: 1.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] we shall sa[y …] ]…ר[מאנ]…[.’1

Commentary

Three layers of papyrus are visible on the bottom of the

verso; this indicates a sheet-join, even though the visible

sign of the sheet-join on the recto is broken. The high qual-

ity papyrus and lack of a palimpsest suggests that this is

from a contract, but the first person plural content raises

doubt and favors interpreting this as a letter.

Line 1. My reconstruction seems likely, though the G-

stem imperfect first person plural verb √ רמא is not yet oth-

erwise attested at Elephantine.
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1.3.32 Pap. Ber. P. 23906

Width: 0.8cm; Height: 1.2cm Recto: blank.

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Verso

1′. […] son of […] ]…[רב]…[.’1

Commentary

The hand is not calligraphic, suggesting this is a letter or a

witness on a contract.
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1.3.33 Pap. Ber. P. 23907

Width: 2.3cm; Height: 1.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦ thi⸢s⸣[ …] ]…[⸣ה⸢נז◦]…[.’1
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1.3.34 Pap. Ber. P. 23908

Width: 1.7cm; Height: 1.2cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank (‖ pal.).

Palimpsest: verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. […] ⸢I⸣[ …] ]…[⸣הנ⸢א]…[.’1

Verso Palimpsest

1′. […]◦◦◦[…] 1’.]…[◦◦◦]…[

Commentary

The letters on the verso are only visible in the ir pho-

tographs published here, and they are too broken to read.

The width of the verso’s strokes is larger than that on the

recto further supporting the interpretation that the verso

contains a palimpsest and that the verso is not merely

effaced. The orientation of the palimpsest is uncertain.
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1.3.35 Pap. Ber. P. 23909

Width: 2.4cm; Height: 2.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […]◦wri[tten]/wro[te …]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…ב)י([תכ◦]…[.’2

Commentary

A stray ink dot is visible on the bottomportion of the recto.

This does not appear to be from a palimpsest or erasure.

The spelling ביתכ is preferred but admittedly נ)ו(תכ “tunic”

is possible. The lost first word may be יז “which.”
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1.3.36 Pap. Ber. P. 23910

Width: 2.2cm; Height: 2.2cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦[…]

2′. […] ma⸢n⸣[ …]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[⸣ר⸢בג]…[.’2

Commentary

Line 2. Alternatively, read √ יבג “to collect taxes,” though

this verb is limited to record rolls in known Egyptian Ara-

maic sources and mostly to administrative leather scrolls

in the Bactrian evidence (adab nos. C1.49; C4.6, 10, 23, 25,

39, 40, 44, 46, and 48). Only once is it found in a Bactrian

letter (adab no. A8.2). The noun רבג , however, is ubiqui-

tous.
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1.3.37 Pap. Ber. P. 23911

Width: 2.2cm; Height: 1.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] son of P◦[…]

2′. […]◦[…]

]…[◦פרב]…[.’1

2’.]…[◦]…[
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1.3.38 Pap. Ber. P. 23912

Width: 2.4cm; Height: 1.2cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Break patterns: half (?) row of papyrus; contract or letter C ia.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. You shall be ⸢ab⸣[le …] ]…ל[⸣ה⸢כת.’1

Commentary

Line 1. By comparisonwith the survivingת, the final stroke

is longer with amore vertical stance. This eliminates read-

ing √ בתכ . See discussion of √ להכ on Pap. Ber. P. 23169

(herein no. 1.1.24).
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1.3.39 Pap. Ber. P. 23914

Width: 1.7cm; Height: 2.1cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] and ⸢I⸣[ …] ]…[⸣ה⸢נאו]…[.’1
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1.3.40 Pap. Ber. P. 23915

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 0.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Break patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]⸢Š⸣ to/for us ˀ◦◦[…] ]…[◦◦אנל⸣ש⸢]…[.’1
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1.3.41 Pap. Ber. P. 23916

Width: 2.0cm; Height: 1.0cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢who⸣ carr⸢i⸣es[ …] ]…[ל⸣ב⸢ו⸣מ⸢]…[.’1
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1.3.42 Pap. Ber. P. 23917

Width: 2.5cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]{WḤ( )◦◦ |MḤ( )◦◦}[ …] ]…[}◦◦)(חמ|◦◦)(חו{]…[.’1

Verso

1′. [… shall g]⸢i⸣ve ⸢to⸣ him/her […] ]…[ה⸣ל⸢נ⸣ת⸢]נ◦…[.’1
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1.3.43 Pap. Ber. P. 23919

Width: 1.8cm; Height: 0.9cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢o⸣n the docu[ment (of) …] ]…ר[⸣פ⸢סל⸣ע⸢]…[.’1
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1.3.44 Pap. Ber. P. 23905

Width: 2.8cm; Height: 0.8cm Recto: blank.

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: half row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Verso

1′. [… ]⸢it shall⸣ be fi⸢lled⸣ [with …] ]…ב[⸣אל⸢מת⸣ת⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Verso. The א only partially survives. The √ אלמ “to fill” in

the Dt-stem is only known from contracts, where it refers

to the satisfaction of the creditor who is owed repayment

(e.g., Brooklyn 47.218.88 = tad B3.1:11), but the writing on

the verso here, leaves some doubt about whether this is a

contract or letter.
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1.3.45 Pap. Ber. P. 23920

Width: 1.9cm; Height: 1.8cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] wro⸢te⸣ […] ]…[⸣ב⸢תכ]…[.’1
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1.3.46 Pap. Ber. P. 23921

Width: 1.8cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: blank.

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ‖ (?)

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Verso (?)

1′. […] to yo⸢u⸣ (m.p.)[ …] ]…[⸣מ⸢כל]…[.’1

Commentary

Verso. The second person plural dative pronoun suggests

that this is a letter or contract, but the fiber orientation

raises doubt.
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1.3.47 Pap. Ber. P. 23974

Width: 1.8cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): 1. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦◦
2′. […]Y which is yours (m.s.)

1’.]…[◦◦◦
כליזי]…[.’2

Commentary

The paleography calls to mind Pap. Ber. P. 23161 (herein

no. 1.1.15); Pap. Ber. P. 23169 (no. 1.1.24); andPap. Ber. P. 23189

(no. 1.3.14). The verso contains clear evidence of at least

four sheets of papyrus and possibly traces of glue. As such,

this is not a factory sheet-join, which leaves some doubt as

to whether it is a contract or letter.
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1.3.48 Pap. Ber. P. 23949

Width: 1.8cm; Height: 1.7cm Recto: ⊥

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none.

Material patterns: one row of papyrus; column unknown.

Verso Recto

Recto

1.′ [… ]according to the stone-weight⸢s of⸣[ the king …]

2.′ […] ⸢and B⸣◦[…]

]…אכלמ[⸣י⸢נבאב]…[.’1

]…[◦⸣בו⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

Although one highly unusual reference to an Egyptian

temple weight standard is known ( חתפינבא “the stone-

weights of Ptaḥ” Pap. Ber. P. 13493= tadB4.2:2), thenumer-

ous other occurrences refer to the government standard,

“stone-weights of the king.”
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2 Fragments Parallel to Fibers

2.1 Report

2.1.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23922 a (+) b and P. 23967

Bibliography

Cowley nos. 68, 12; 66, 3; and 66, 6+66, 1+66, 5+66, 2; Sachau Pap. 74 / Taf. 61, 12 and Pap. 72 / Taf. 59, 3, 6+1+5+2;

tad A4.6 (recto); D2.28 (verso)

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23922 a (large) 4.8cm; 12.0cm 0

P. 23922 b (small) 1.8cm; 1.8cm 0

P. 23967 9.5cm; 15.3cm 1

Recto: ‖ Verso: P. 23922 a (+) b: ‖; P. 23967: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: top-to-bottom then 90° counterclockwise.

P. 23922 a (+) b Recto

P. 23922 a (+) b Verso
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P. 23922 a (+) b

Recto

1. Your (m.s.) servants◦[…]

2. BY◦[…]

3. ˀArta-[…]

4. with bri⸢ck⸣[s …]/Belba⸢ni⸣[ …]

5. all {D[…] |R[…]}

6. all {D◦[…] |R◦[…]}

7′. {He shall go/lead do[wn …] |Înḥa[rou …]}

8′.◦[…]

]…[◦כידבע.1

]…[◦יב.2

]…[תרא.3

]…)נ([⸣נ⸢בלב.4

}]…[ר|]…[ד{לכ.5

}]…[◦ר|]…[◦ד{לכ.6

}]…ור[חני|]…ת[חני{.’7

8’.◦]…[

◦בלבtad]נ[⸣נ⸢בלב:4

Verso

1′. ⸢The⸣ do⸢cument⸣ which belongs to ⸢Buṭet⸣aˀ.

His/Her/its◦◦◦◦[…]Y BŠ

]…[שבי]…[◦ה◦◦◦א⸣תטב⸢ליז⸣ארפ⸢ס.’1

יזהתתנאtad◦ה◦◦◦|אתטבלtadא⸣תטב⸢ל|א]ר[פסtad⸣ארפ⸢ס:1

Commentary

tad edited the recto of the previously known fragments

together but edited the verso of Pap. Ber. P. 23922 sepa-

rately. The museum’s conservators had incorrectly added

more fragments to plate Pap. Ber. P. 23967.65The fragments

are now reglazed as they appear here.

No definitive evidence links the upper and lower frag-

ments of this document together as tad has edited them.

Only anecdotally observed paleographical observations

and general material features are similar. I will treat the

fragments separately, though I acknowledge they may

come from the same manuscript, which is why they are

edited under one document number in this edition.

P. 23922 a (+) b. tad edits the recto as a letter mak-

ing note that it is written parallel to the recto’s fibers, a

feature that has yet to be well studied as regards the doc-

ument’s content (genre) and function. This is especially

the case for the meaning of the verso, which is written

parallel to the verso’s fibers and at 90° to the recto’s text.

Cowley referred to this document as a report (179), while

Schwiderski sees it as a special form of a petition.66 No

other manuscript with these physical features survives in

the Aramaic corpora from Egypt, which makes the place-

ment on the new fragment (Pap. Ber. P. 23922 b) certain.67

For further discussion on a possible report genre see Pap.

Ber. P. 23933 a (+) b (herein no. 2.5.7).

The writing on the new fragment is better preserved

than that on the larger fragment, perhaps owed to the fact

that it must be placed past the fold break and, therefore,

was exposed to different conditions in situ.

Line 2. The third letter could be ת (producing תיב

“house”), ר|ד , or .ו

Line 3. - תרא ˀArta-… is the beginning of a Persian name.

Line 4. The final long vertical stroke can only be פ

or ,נ and reading פ produces an unknown string of let-

ters. The spelling (-) נבלב may be a name which is known

65 Currently, platePap. Ber. P. 13445A includes additional fragments

arranged as if they belong to the document, though they do not:

Pap. Ber. P. 13445 A- P. 23140/30 = tad D5.11; Pap. Ber. P. 13445 A-

P. 23140/43 = tad D5.12; Pap. Ber. P. 13445 A- P. 23140/87 = tad

D5.13; Pap. Ber. P. 13445A- P. 13445/3 = tadD5.14; Pap. Ber. P. 13445

A- P. 23140/66 = tad D5.26; and Pap. Ber. P. 13445 A- P. 23140/80

= tad D5.20.

66 Schwiderski, Handbuch, 113.

67 Somemanuscripts may contain a palimpsest that is written per-

pendicular to the overwritten text e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 23928 (herein

no. 2.3.1) and Pap. Ber. P. 13445 E- P. 13448/2 = tad D1.19. These

two documents both have Demotic palimpsests. One Aramaic

report survives in which the response is written perpendicular

to the original message on the same side (Cairo em JdE 43493 =

tad A3.1).
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once as a patronymic on the Syene Ration List (Cairo em

JdE 43479 i 14 = tad C3.14:14) and which is of Babylonia

origin, Bēl-bani (or Bēl-ibni).68 Alternatively, it may mean

“with bricks” from the noun הנבל . This term is known in

the corpus in formulaic lines regarding security pledges

and compensation (Pap. Ber. P. 13491 = tadB3.1:9; Brooklyn

47.218.93 = tad B3.13:11; Cairo em JdE 43485 = tad B4.3:18;

and Pap. Ber. P. 13476 = tad B4.6:11), but there is no reason

to exclude it as a functional reference to a building mate-

rial.

Lines 5–6. It may be coincidence that these two lines

begin with the sameword, or this may be a formatting fea-

ture of the manuscript/genre.

Line 7. The new fragment belongs to this document

based on material, paleographic, and formatting similari-

ties. It must sit some centimeters below the surviving frag-

ment, and a distinct cluster of fibers on the verso confirms

that the text aligns with the right edge of the column. If

Pap. Ber. P. 23922 a (+) b and Pap. Ber. P. 23967 belong to

the same manuscript and the same column of text, then

line 7 (and line 8) likely begin Pap. Ber. P. 23967 line 1 (and

line 2).

The restoration is tentative. The letter combination -

צני or - חני is rare in ia sources. In this hand the ח and צ

are only distinguishable by the longer left vertical of the

צ (see P. 23967 line 11), which is broken here. The most

attested roots (√ לצנ “to reclaim, remove” C-stem and √ חצנ

“to bediligent”Dt-stem) arenot found in a stem thatwould

match this orthography. Deriving the word for √ רטנ “to

watch,” which is attested once in the by-form √ רצנ (Bay-

erische StaBi Pap. Aram. mon. 1 = tad B1.1:8) and retains

the initial נ in the G-stem imperfect, is not a satisfactory

solution (but see P. 23967 line 4). Lastly, √ ףצנ “to divide

(payment),” which is known from the late Persian Bactrian

documents (ADAB, p. 207) is so far not attested in earlier

Persian period Egypt, leaving it an unfavorable reading.

One is left with reading - חני . The only appearance of this

letter combination is in the restored name ורחני (ˀIr.t-Ḥr-

r.r=w69 Înḥarou) in an ˀAršama letter Bodl. Lib. Aram. iv =

tad A6.7:7, but in theory one may read here an imperfect

form of the verb √ תחנ “to go down.” The difficulty with this

verbal form is that all but one of the few attestations (none

of which come from Elephantine) exhibit the ellision of

the נ (Muraoka and Porten, §33b).The spelling in Saq.

H5–ap 36 [1583] = Segal no. 6 ln. 3 תחנא , however, retains

,נ and for this reason, תחני is a viable reading here. The

retention of the mayנ be a sign that the verb is in a D-stem

rather than a G-stem pattern (see Syriac D-stem “to lead

down”).

Verso, line 1. tad’s reading for אתטב Buṭetaˀ is superior

to Cowley’s אתחב , even though the name is not known

elsewhere, but tad’s יזהתתנא for the last letters do not

match the surviving stroke patterns, which are now more

visible in the new photographs.

68 Tallqvist, Neubabylonisches, 27; Porten, Zadok, and Pearce,

“Akkadian Names,” 4, 8.

69 See Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 101; Kornfeld, Onomas-

tica, 82; and Tuplin, “Commentary,” 40.
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P. 23967 Recto
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P. 23967

Recto

1′. […]⸢M⸣◦[◦]◦Bagadata son of◦[…]

2′. […]◦ they came to Fort ⸢Eleph⸣antine […]

3′. [… ]⸢(there) in⸣. Those Egypt⸢ian⸣ for⸢ce⸣[s …]

4′. […] ⸢na⸣mes of the men ⸢wh⸣o(m) ˀAbiyitneṣe⸢r⸣◦[…]

5′. {[…]Ṣ| […]T} son of Peṭeneter by nam[e], 1 (person),

Pîa son of Ḥ◦[…]

6′. […] the men, whose na[m]es are written◦[…]

7′. […] men from us they sei[z]ed (and) bound in chains

[…]

8′. [… Be]⸢fo⸣re Cambyses, Babylonians su⸢pport⸣[ed him,]

Ḥrs[…]

]…[◦רבתדגב◦]◦[◦⸣מ⸢]…[.’1

]…[אתריבב⸣י⸢לותא◦]…[.’2

]…א[⸣י⸢רצמכל⸣א⸢]א[⸣יל⸢יח⸣וגב⸢]…[.’3

]…[◦⸣ר⸢צנתיבאי⸣ז⸢אירבגתהמ⸣ש⸢]…[.’4

]…[◦חרבאיפ��]ה[משרתנטפרב}ת]…[|צ]…[{.’5

]…[◦ביתכמהתה]מ[שיזאירבג]…[.’6

]…[נלבכבורסאו]ד[חאננמנרבג]…[.’7

]…[סרחני⸣לבב⸢]הו[⸣לב⸢סיזובנכמ⸣ד⸢]ק…[.’8

tad]א[⸣י⸢רצמ|כל◦]…[tadכל⸣א⸢|ליחtad]א[⸣יל⸢יח|◦◦tad⸣וגב⸢:3|בילtadב⸣י⸢ל|י]…[tad◦]…[:2|]…[◦מ]…[tad◦]◦[◦⸣מ⸢]…[:1

:7|]המש…[וחtad]…[◦ח|ת]…[tad}ת]…[|צ]…[{:5|◦◦◦]◦◦◦[אtad⸣ר⸢צנתיבא|י]ז[tadי⸣ז⸢|תהמ]ש[tadתהמ⸣ש⸢:4|]}י|א{[ירצמ

ניל◦◦]…[◦◦tadני⸣לבב⸢]הו[⸣לב⸢ס|מד]ק[tad|מ⸣ד⸢]ק[:8|ילבכבtadנלבכב

Commentary

The verso is blank. The names in the document are not

Judean, but rather Persian and Egyptian. This document

is the closest to a report of military activity as any found

on the island, but like a chronicle, it makes reference to a

past event, namely in the time of Cambyses.

Line 1. See Pap. Ber. P. 23922 a (+) b line 7 above. The

name תדגב is found in a cuneiform Babylonian text from

Nippur and well attested in the Aramaic documents from

Elephantine.70 Note that the dark spot under the ד is a

shadow in the ir photograph caused by a hole in the

papyrus.

Line 4. The new fragment fills a hole in the middle of

the papyrus. The reading is still difficult because the end

of the word is lost and because it spells an unattested

name. I read רצנתיבא “my father shall be guarded,” which

is perhaps of Syro-Mesopotamian origin. The structure

of the Babylonian name Nabû-tadd{a|i}nu-uṣur comes to

mind.71 But Babylonian names ending in -uṣur are tran-

scribed in ia as רצא -, so this may be the first clear example

without 72.א This is more likely an Aramaic form using the

Gt-stem of √ רטנ / רצנ .

Line 5. The name רתנטפ is Egyptian, PꜢ-dj-(nꜢ-)nṯr.w.73

The name איפ is also Egyptian, PꜢ-ỉwỉw or PꜢ j-ỉw,74 and if

his last name were Egyptian, it may have begun with the

ר)ו(ח Ḥor element as in Pap. Ber. P. 13445 A- P. 23140/43 =

tad D5.12.

Line 8. The last word may be an Egyptian proper name

that begins Ḥor-, as in יסיסרח Ḥorsaisi (Ḥr-sꜢ-Ꜣs.t).75 The

mention of Cambyses does not date the papyrus, but only

provides a terminus post quem. All letters in the new

reading נילבב “Babylonians” are certain except for the sec-

ond, which is highly probable; no other word was found

to match the orthography and stroke pattern. The word

before “Babylonians” certainly beginswithס and the traces

of a לב can be made out in the new photographs. The

decipherment of the line now provides a short glimpse

into a historical/historiographical event during the time

of Cambyses in which Egyptians and Babylonians (fight-

ing on behalf of the Persians) clashed. The conflict calls

to mind the ongoing insurrections mentioned throughout

the ˀAršama leather collection.

70 See Eilers, Iranische, 87–88.

71 Tallqvist, Neobabylonisches Namenbuch, 149.

72 See the list of names in Porten, Zadok, and Pearce, “Akkadian

Names,” 1–12, esp. 8–11. Only in an unreliable (tad D, p. 267)

handcopy of Graffiti from Aswanmade by Archibald Sayce (tad

D22.42), is a spelling without א found in ia.

73 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 101.

74 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 101.

75 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 103.
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2.2 Accounts and Lists

2.2.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23923 a–f

See Plate 3.

Bibliography

Porten no. 10; tad C3.9.

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a 4.7cm; 4.2cm 0

Frag. b 8.2cm; 11.5cm 1

Frag. c 2.8cm; 4.4cm 0

Frag. d 6.0cm; 5.9cm 0

Frag. e 5.0cm; 12.1cm 1

Frag. f 2.0cm; 4.7cm 0

Recto: ‖ Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: side-to-side.

Frag. a, recto ii′

1′. [pn son of pn, ywr]

2′. [pn] his [wi]⸢fe⸣, gr[eat] lady

3′. Bellê her daughter Ḥ◦[◦, great ]⸢la⸣[dy]

4′. Total person(s): 4 herein. [ywr, 1;]

5′. great [ladi(es)], 2 ⸢he⸣[rein]

]רוי…רב…[.’1

]הב[רנשנה⸣תת⸢]נא[◦◦]◦[◦.’2

]הברנש[⸣נ⸢]◦[◦חהתרבהלב.’3

]��רוי[⸣וג⸢ב�𐡘𐡘𐡘�שפנלכ.’4

]וג[⸣ב⸢�𐡘�הבר]נשנ[.’5

2:tad+]…הברנשנהתתנא[|◦]◦[◦◦tad]◦◦[◦|]נא[⸣ה⸣תתtad]הברנש[⸣נ⸢]◦[◦ח:3|ה]ת[ת]נא[tadח◦]…[|וג⸢ב:4⸢|tadוגב
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Frag. b, recto iii′

1′. […]◦[…]◦◦[…]

2′. [… yw]r, 3; gr[eat] ladi(es) [# (herein)].

1’.]…[◦]…[◦◦]…[

])וגב(…הב[⸣ר⸢נשנ�𐡘𐡘�ר]וי…[.’2

vacat

3′. […]◦◦◦◦[… ywr]

4′. [pn daugh]⸢ter⸣ of Paḥapî, his [(◦)◦◦]◦, great lady

5′. [pn-]◦s her son, under the li⸢mi⸣t

6′. [pn-]◦s her son, under the limit

7′. [Total ]⸢pe⸣[rs]⸢on⸣(s): 4 herein. ⸢ywr⸣, 1; great lady, [1].

]רוי…[◦◦◦◦]…[.’3

הברנשנה◦]◦◦)◦([יפחפ⸣ת⸢]רב…[.’4

את⸣ס⸢מתחתהרבס◦]…[.’5

אתסמתחתהרבס◦]…[.’6

נשנ��⸣רוי⸢וגב�𐡘𐡘𐡘�⸣ש⸢]פ[⸣נ⸢]לכ[.’7

]��[הבר

vacat

8′. [pn-]ṭ son of Peṭôsirî, y⸢w⸣r

9′. [pn ]⸢dau⸣[gh]⸢ter⸣ of Ḥôr, great lady

10′. […]⸢T⸣ …[…]

ר⸣ו⸢יירסוטפרבט]…[.’8

הברנשנרוח⸣ת⸢]ר[⸣ב⸢]…[.’9

]…[…⸣ת⸢]…[.’10

1:tad-|2:⸣ר⸢]וגב(…הב([tad]הבר…[|3:◦◦◦◦tad◦|4:])◦(◦◦[◦הtad][:5|הת]תנא…[◦סtad]…[מ|פ⸣את⸣סtadלכ[:7|אתסמ

]�𐡘�שפנלכ[tad]…[…⸣ת⸢]…[:10|ת]רב[tad⸣ת⸢]ר[⸣ב⸢:9|רויtadר⸣ו⸢י:8|]��ןנב��[tad]��[|רויtad⸣רוי⸢|]שפנלכ[tad⸣ש⸢]פ[⸣נ⸢]
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Frag. c, recto iv′

vacat

1′. ⸢Ḥôr⸣ s⸢on of⸣ [pn, …]

2′. [Te]⸢tep⸣ daughter of [pn …, great lady]

3′. [Total pe]rson(s): 2 ⸢he⸣[rein. ywr, 1; great lady, 1

herein.]

]…[⸣ר⸢ב⸣רוח⸢.’1

]הברנשנ…[⸣תרבפת⸢]ת[.’2

]וגב��הברנשנ��רויוג[⸣ב⸢�𐡘�שפ]נלכ[.’3

vacat

4′. […]◦◦[…] 4’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…וג[בtad]וגב��הברנשנ��רויוג[⸣ב⸢:3|]…[תרב◦◦]◦[tad]הברנשנ…[⸣תרבפת⸢]ת[:2
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Frag. d, recto v′

1′. {◦ˀ […] |◦Y […] |◦L[…]}

2′. Paḥ⸢nûm {son of⸣ |[her ]son⸣[} …]

3′. Teṭeḥarôer {dau⸢ght⸣[er of

|[her ]dau⸢ght⸣[er} …]

4′. Tetep her daughter◦[…]

5′. Ḥôr her son […]

6′. 50 Taḥê her daughter[ …]

}]…[ל◦|]…[י◦|]…[א◦{.’1

]…}ה[⸣רב|⸣רב{מונ⸢חפ.’2

]…}הת[⸣ר⸢ב|ת[⸣ר⸢ב{רורחטת.’3

]…[◦התרבפתת.’4

]…[הרברוח.’5

]…[התרביחת�𐡜𐡜�.’6

1:tad-|2:רב|⸣רב{מונ⸢חפ⸢]ה[{…[tadרבםונחפ]…3|]רוי:}ב⸣הת[⸣ר⸢ב|]ת[⸣ר[{tadרב]ת[
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Frag. e, recto vi′

1. [… ]⸢we⸣aned girls ⸢1⸣[(+) …]

2. [… ]to Ḥôr 10[(+) …]

3. [… ]great [la]di(es): ⸢2⸣[(+) …]

4. [… ]Ḥôr and◦[…]

]…[⸣��⸢נליס⸣ח⸢]…[.1

]…[��רוחל]…[.2

]…[⸣��⸢��הברנש]נ…[.3

]…[◦ורוח]…[.4

vacat

5. [The total] of the ⸢pers⸣on(s) who were in ⸢S⸣yene in the

month of {⸢Me⸣[sôrˁe | ⸢M⸣[eḥîr} (#)]

6′. […]GNKM [◦◦] herein◦◦[…]

7′. [… ]collected in [Sye] ⸢ne⸣[ …]

8′. [… ]to/for ⸢se⸣rvants/girls◦[…]

]…}ריח[⸣מ⸢|ערוס[⸣מ⸢{חריבנו⸣ס⸢ביזאש⸣פנ⸢]לכ[.5

]…[◦◦וגב]◦◦[מכנג]…[.6

]…[⸣נ⸢]וס[בפסאמ]…[.7

]…[◦נמיל⸣ע⸢ל]…[.8
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Frag. f, recto unplaced

1. [… ]⸢un⸣der ⸢the⸣ limit

2. […]⸢L⸣[…]

⸣א⸢תסמת⸣חת⸢]…[.’1

]…[⸣ל⸢]…[.’2

לtad⸣ל⸢:2|אתסמtad⸣א⸢תסמ|תח]ת[tadת⸣חת⸢:1
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Frag. f, verso unplaced

Blank
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Verso

Frag. e, verso i′

traces of one illegible line ]…[
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(Frag. e, verso i′ +) Frag. d, verso i′

one line written over a palimpsest

1′. […]◦◦◦sheke⸢ls⸣◦[…] ]…[◦⸣ניל⸢קש◦◦◦]…[.’1

ש◦tad⸣ניל⸢קש:1
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Frag. c, verso (blank)

blank with traces of an illegible palimpsest
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Frag. b, verso ii′76

1. {[pn-]◦dns[…] |[pn-]◦rns[…]}

2. [pn-]ˀ [his] wif⸢e⸣,[ great lady]

3. ⸢Me⸣sḥeneh [her] daug⸢hter⸣[, …]

4. Peṭesobeq [her son, …]

5. Total person(s): ⸢4⸣[ herein. …]

vacat of 3 lines

6′. ⸢60⸣[(+) …]

}]…[סנר◦]◦◦[|]…[סנד◦]◦◦[{.’1

]הברנשנה[⸣ת⸢תנאא]◦◦◦[.’2

]…הת[⸣ר⸢בהנחס⸣מ⸢.’3

]…הרב[קבסטפ.’4

]…וגב�𐡘�[�𐡘�שפנלכ.’5

vacat of 3 lines

]…)+([⸣�𐡜𐡜�⸢.’6

-tad:6|]…[רבtad]הת[⸣ר⸢ב|הנחסמtadהנחס⸣מ⸢:3|]ה[תתנאtad]ה[⸣ת⸢תנא:2|]…[סנר◦]◦◦[tad}]…[סנר◦]◦◦[|]…[סנד◦]◦◦[{:1

76 There are traces of inkon the right (blank) sideof the verso.Com-

pared to the darkness of the ink on the left side of the verso, one

my conclude that the right side is a palimpsest.
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Frag. a, verso iii′ (?)

1′. […]◦H 1 seah. ��ה⸣אס⸢ה◦]…[.’1

הרבtadה⸣אס⸢:1

Commentary

Text type: record roll. Genre: account.

Possible joins include Pap. Ber. P. 23927 a–c (herein

no. 2.5.2) and Pap. Ber. P. 23133 (= tadD5.30),77 but the evi-

dence is not strong enough to consider editing these with

the present fragments.

When Porten first published all but fragment e, he cor-

rectly identified its affinities with Cairo em JdE 3484 = tad

C3.10, a damaged list from Saqqara, which shares the same

structure and unique terminology (Porten no. 10). The

new fragments and the new ir photographs provide evi-

dence that this manuscript may be an administrative col-

lection list (of possibly silver) from Egyptian family units

at Syene and, therefore, may be identified as an account. It

is written on a palimpsest that was well erased. It appears

to be formatted like the Yahô Collection List (Pap. Ber.

P. 13488 = tad C3.15) in that (1) the recto is formatted as a

list (mostly) according to social groupings, (2) a summary

of content appears toward the end of the list, (3) but then

the list continues after the summary, and (4) a small num-

ber of names are written in one column on the latter half

of the verso. Unlike the Yahô Collection List, there is evi-

dence of a line of description near the beginning of the

verso and possibly one column’s blank space serving as a

handle sheet on the recto. This verso line is written over

the palimpsest, which suggests that it belongs to the com-

position on the recto.This is determinedby reconstructing

the break patterns and recognizing that only half, perhaps

the upper half, of the roll survives (see plate 1).78

The only fragment that can be placed with some mod-

icumof certainty is frag. d because it contains themarginal

tally number 50. By using the Yahô Collection List as a

model, one expects approximately 21–25 names per col-

umnof text. Because this newdocument is formattedwith

frequent vacats between family units, something closer

to 21 or fewer names per column is expected. Further-

77 According to Porten, p. 48.

78 By comparison, note that column iv of the recto of the Yahô Col-

lection List also includes the 50th name (Pap. Ber. P. 13488 = tad

C3.15).
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more, the first two columns may have been one or two

lines shorter since themanuscript’s description couldhave

extended across the top of the first two columns of names

(as does that of the Yahô Collection List). Alternately, the

descriptionmaybe foundon the versoof frags. e andd, and

if so, the name list may have begun at the top of the recto

on frag. a, without a description. Regardless, the fiftieth

name should appear on the roll’s fifth column. tad places

frag. d in column three, but they do not reconstruct the

manuscript’s format/layout as is done here (see plate 1).

One expects an average sheet-join distance of approx-

imately 14.5cm, a column width of approximately 8–

10cm, and intercolumnar margins of approximately 1.5–

2.5cm. Plate 1’s reconstruction negotiates this information

alongwith the physical properties of the sheets, especially

around the two visible sheet-joins and the break pattern,

which is best realized by the fold-crease and break on frag.

d. Fortunately, frag. d also contains the edges of clearly

defined creases, giving us the circumference of the flat-

tened roll as it was in situ, which can then be used to esti-

mate the fold pattern of the whole roll. The actual height

of the roll is lost, but based on other rolls one expects it

was between 28–32cm. Line spacing is c. 1.0cm.

Frag. a, recto ii. Porten reconstructs an additional line

(tad ln. 2), which includes a second wife. This is due to

the total of two great ladies on line 5. The daughter on

line three, however, is not designated אתסמתחת “under

the limit,” but rather a .ח◦[◦] The top of a letter that follows

this lost word is visible in the ir photographs. It matches

the top stoke of a .נ Thus the daughter of this family unit is

likely the second great lady accounted for in the total.

Line 1. The restoration of רוי “ywr” is based on the other

surviving entries. The meaning of the term is uncertain.

Since “great lady” appears to designate a woman of status

(ln. 2), who likely owns property, money, or commodities

one might suspect that רוי is a taxonomic counterpart for

the male.79

Line 2. The term הברנשנ “great lady” is restored based

on the surviving entries and on the fact that the group

must contain two great ladies according to the total tally in

line 5. Themeaning of the phrase is not clear, but based on

context it must be an administrative (if not also a social)

taxonomy of a woman ( התנא ). Examples of the use of נשנ

in the contracts suggests that this term refers to a woman

who has the resources and status to legally represent her-

self, even among men (or perhaps like men). Porten holds

a similar view and has pointed out that perhaps the phrase

nb.t pr “lady of the house” (pl. nbw.t pr.w) may be the Egyp-

tian counterpart to the Aramaic phrase great lady found

here; he suspects that the Aramaic is a calque on the Egyp-

tian (Porten, pp. 34–35.). The difficulty with this calque

theory is that the etymology of ןשנ is not clear. It is once

spelled נישנ in reference to an Egyptian woman (Brook-

lyn 47.218.94 = tad B3.12:1), and this spelling has led some

to interpret it as a grammatically plural form with a sin-

gular meaning.80 This is not correct since it is attested

in this manuscript as both singular and plural with the

same spelling; such words are often loanwords into Ara-

maic (e.g., פתפ “food-ration[s]”). To complicate matters,

Porten and Yardeni read הברהתנא “great woman” on Pap.

Ber. P. 13443 = tadD6.1+2 (leather), though I cannotmake

out the first word of this phrase in the ir photographs.

The relationship between “great lady” and “great woman”

(if it is correct) along with הארמ “mistress/lady” remains

unknown.81

Line 3. The term הלב is an Egyptian female’s name

(Bl.t).82 The choice to translate the ambiguous pronoun

on the word daughter as “her” rather than Porten/tad

“his” is owed to the grammar of the line. The nearest

antecedent is the woman. The question remains: is the list

to be thought of as a dual tiered list of social categories, the

male and all other people are “his,” or does the list repre-

sent multiple social categories with each underaged child

being the tax burden of the preceding great lady? In the

latter interpretation each child would be “hers.” That the

groupings tally males and great ladies and that a grouping

can have more than one great lady favors the latter inter-

pretation. See further discussion on recto iii 7.

Lines 4–5. Summation of persons appears in a variety

of texts. A summation line is found in a contract, ��רבגלכ

��נשנ “(in) total 1 man (and) 1 woman” (Brooklyn 47.218.95a–

b = tad B3.4), and is used to identify the types of legally

responsible parties in that document. This comparison

79 See Moore, “Social Historical,” forthcoming.

80 Segert, “Bezeichnung,” 619–621.

81 Amisnomeronce existed concerning thephrase תיבישנ found in

the ˀAršama leather collection. It was first translated as “women

of the house” (Driver nos. 8–9), but is now understood as “peo-

ple of the house” fromAkkadiannīšī bīt (seeKaufman, Akkadian,

78). The term ןשנ meaning “men” or “people” is now known from

the later Idumea ostraca (Yardeni nos. 63, [213] and נאשנ from

Ephʕal and Naveh no. 201). The distribution of נשנ mean-

ing “woman” is also known outside of Egypt (Lemaire³ no. 24).

Related to this is the difficult construction in theHermopolis let-

ters התשנאויתביחאמלש “Greet my brother(,) Bitya/my house

andhis/itswomen/lady/people (?)” (e.g.Hermop. 4= tadA2.1:14).

There is no clear cognate in Akkadian with Aramaic ןשנ . The

only terms similar in spelling that refer to status are aššatu “wife,

woman” and assinnu “cultic oblate” in the temples of Ištar, the

latter of which refers to individuals who transverse gender and

status norms.

82 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 101; Lüddeckens, Demotis-

ches Namenbuch 1/2, 145 with Gk equivalent Βελλης.
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helps to confirm that רוי “ywr” in the present document

means something like “male/man” ( רבג ). The only com-

plete line of a summation of persons in an administrative

list is from Cario em JdE 43479 = tad C3.14:28, and it reads

וגב�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡛𐡜𐡜�שפנל]כ[ “[To]tal person(s): 54 herein” (col. ii

ln. 8). In this example the term וגב is placed at the end

of the items to be tallied and used, as elsewhere, adver-

bially.83

The structure of the summations includes a total num-

ber of persons followedby an itemized list according to the

individual classifications. See further notes on recto iii 7.

Frag. b, recto iii. This fragment retains nearly a com-

plete columnwidth. The bottomof some letters are visible

on the top of the fragment. The vacat between lines 2 and

3 is relatively narrow.

Line 4. Themale Egyptian name יפחפ (PꜢ-Ḥp) is the end

of a great woman’s patronymic.84 Whether she was a wife

or a daughter is unclear. tad sees the traces of the lost let-

ter (◦) in [(◦)◦◦]◦ה as .ת This is probably correct, but is this

person a wife (tad) or a daughter (compare recto i 3)?

Lines 5–6. All attested Egyptian names ending in ס

appear to be too long to fit in the break.

The precise meaning of אתסמתחת is uncertain. Porten

translates it as “under sufficiency” while noting the term’s

usage in othernws contexts; he also askswhether itmeans

“under age” or “under [the parent’s] control” (Porten,

p. 36). The vast majority of surviving Aramaic accounts

concern either the state (or another institution) giving or

takingmoneyor items from those on the account.Thenew

reading of the word shekel on the verso of frag. d supports

thismeaning for the present list also. Therefore, I interpret

the phrase to refer to children who are not responsible for

the tax burden or not deemed eligible for the ration dis-

tribution. They are below the limit of eligibility, whatever

that limit was: age, resources, status, etc.

Line 7. See notes on recto i 4–5. tad reconstructs a

tally for the total number of children, but this seems to

be incorrect. The title “her son” or “her daughter” parallels

the title “his wife,” which is also found in this grouping.

In the final tallies, only a total of persons followed by an

itemized list of the category ywr and the category “great

lady” appear; the number of wives are not tallied. There-

fore, one would expect the itemized tally to include either

the number of those “under the limit” or, if in fact the term

means excluded, no tally for these individuals, as in fact is

the case here. Besides, the list’s reader could easily calcu-

late the number excluded by subtracting the itemized list

from the total.

Line 8. The male Egyptian name ירסוטפ (PꜢ-dj-Wsỉr)

and its variants are known from many Aramaic sources

from Egypt.85 As for the lost first name, of the known

Egyptian onomasicon in Aramaic, Porten suggests ,טמפסא

טרחפרחטפ , or טמפ (Porten, p. 37.). The name טרחפרחטפ

is too long, and טמפסא is a hapax spelling for the common

name תמפסא . The short name טמפ (×2, Brooklyn 47.218.94

= tad B3.12:20; [Pap. Ber. P. 13485 = B7.3:5]) better fits

the break and has an equal distribution with its variant

spelling תמפ (×2, Pap. Ber. P. 13488 = tad C3.15:72; Pap. Ber.

P. 23120 = tad D3.10:2).

Line9. ThemaleEgyptianname רוח (Ḥr)86 is a common

hypocoristicon found at Elephantine.

Frag. c, recto iv. tad edits this as an unplaced fragment,

but Porten suspects that it may belong just above frag. d.

With the recovery of column v, which is nearly the same

height as frag. b, and with the arrangement of the frag-

ments based on the break patterns, it seems better to place

this as the sole surviving text of column iii.

Line 1. See recto iii 9.

Line 2. The final letter of the first name is clearly a

פ or a defective .נ Of the few attested Egyptian Aramaic

female names ending with this letter, only פתת (TꜢ-dj=f,87

see recto v 3) fits the break.

Frag. d, recto v. Visible in the ir photos is the tale of a

letter from a line above the name Paḥnûm; it is not a vacat.

This line is likely either the name of a wife or of more chil-

dren.

Line 2. As expected, the name מונחפ (PꜢ-H̱nm)88 and

its variant נונחפ are well attested in the Elephantine docu-

ments.

Line 3. The female Egyptian name רורחטת (TꜢ-dj-Ḥr-

wr)89 is so far only attested here.

Line 4. For פתת (TꜢ-dj=f )90 see recto iv 2.

Line 5. See recto iii 9.

Line 6. The number 50 is amarginal tally of the preced-

ing names in the list. The fact that it falls on a child, most

of which appear to be “under the limit” and excluded from

the itemized tallies suggests that themarginal tally is of all

persons on the list up to the number 50. The female Egyp-

tian name יחת (TꜢ-ḥj) is so far only attested here.91

83 cal, “bgw” (accessed 14dec2020).

84 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102. Lozachmeur, p. 499

suggests also Pa-ḥˁpj.

85 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 101. For further discussion of

the name in the Elephantine ostraca, see Lozachmeur, p. 499.

86 Vittmann, “ÄgyptischeOnomastik,” 103; Lozachmeur, pp. 495–

496.

87 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 103.

88 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102; Lozachmeur, p. 498.

89 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 103.

90 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 103.

91 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 103.
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Frag. e, recto vi. This column is compiled from frag-

ments found in the Aramaic Box. It contains a sheet-join,

which allows one to better reconstruct the manuscript’s

layout. The surviving right sheet is similar to the left sheet

of frag. d, so I have arranged them as the right and left por-

tions of the same papyrus sheet. The content appears to

be an administrative summary (compare the ends of the

Syene Ration List and the Yahô Collection List). Besides

the physical and paleographic similarities, the unique

phrase הברנש]נ ] connects the fragment to the Egyptian

name list.

Line 1. The term נליסח is difficult to read, but highly

likely. The ל,ס , and נ are certain, and the ח is highly likely.

It looks as though נסח was written then the נ erased and

a י written over the erasure, but there may also be inter-

ference here from the palimpsest. This is the first attesta-

tion of √ לסח “to wean” in any early Aramaic dialect (com-

pare Syriac). The form נליסח is a feminine92 plural G-stem

passive participle from the root לסח “to wean,” and ren-

ders “weaned girls.” The stroke that follows is either the

numeral 1 or a ,כ but the stoke does not seem long enough

to be a .כ Compare the numeral 1 on line 3. The last line of

this fragment also contains a class of females, see line 8.

Perhaps these are related to the children “under the limit”

found in the body of the list?

Line 2. The meaning of רוחל in this broken context is

perplexing. Perhaps the god Horus is meant here, and if

so, this is the first attestation of the deity’s name in Ara-

maic on Elephantine/Syene. Some servitors of the Khnum

temple are named Hôr (e.g. tad [B3.7.8]; B3.11.6). At the

endof theYahôCollection List the three godsYahô, ˀEšem-

bêṯˀel, and ˁAnatbêṯˀel are all apparently distributed funds

from the collection. In that summary the god ismentioned

without a title אהלא “god,” and the syntax is # dnל, like that

found here.

Line 3. The readings are certain.

Line 4. The final letter looks like a ,ח but ר|ד is also pos-

sible. Note the different styles of s’ו in this line.

Line 5. A summation line follows a vacat. The traces

of the first two letters are uncertain, - פנ . If my reading is

correct, this is the first attestation of the noun שפנ with

the determinative particle -א in ia. It is found in Qumran

Aramaic on 4Q20 (4QapGen) col. 22 ln. 19 where it is a col-

lective singular form, ךמעאיבשידיליתיאידאשפנילבה “give

(m.s.) me the living who are mine who are the captives

with you.” The reading נוס “Syene” seems likely. A proper

name for a month is expected after “in the month of,” and

the traces of the final letter in the line appear to be a .מ

OnlyMesôrˁe orMeḥîr beginswith aמ in the Egyptian and

Babylonian calendars.

Line 6. The first letters clearly look like מכנג -, but this is

an incomprehensible string of letters. Could this be סכנה -

“… H property” where only the left half of the ה survives

and the ס is defectively written? The reading וגב “herein” is

clear in the ir photograph.

Line 7. The reading of the first word is certain. √ ףסא “to

gather” is not otherwise attested in ia, though it appears

frequently in Hebrew ( ףסא ), Ugaritic (ˀa/isp), Phoenician

( ףסא ), and all periods of Akkadian (esēpu); it seems prob-

able then that it may have been used in administrative

Aramaic aswell. √ ףסי “to add” is known in ia in theC-stem,

but one expects its participle to be spelled * פסו)ה(מ (com-

pare tad [A6.10:5]). Onemay choose to read פסאמ (-) as an

unattested proper name, though this is still elusive. I tenta-

tively readhere aDp-stemparticiple of √ פסא and translate

“collected.”93 Only one short word that begins with ב fol-

lows פסאמ . The trace of its final letter appear to be the top

of a נ that begins above the line (compare נ in the previous

line). The word נוסב “in Syene” nicely fits the space and is

preferred over * ביב “in Elephantine.”

Line 8. All characters of the first word are legible in

the ir photographs. The form נמילע can be understood as

a defectively masculine plural noun or more likely a cor-

rectly spelled feminine plural meaning “young (servant)

women.” Compare the reading “weaned girls” in line one

and “great ladies” in line 3.

Frag. e, verso i. The single line across the middle of the

fragment is illegible. The readingmay be […]◦ ב�� ◦[…], but

this is a best guess. The linemay be the beginning of a long

line that continues in thenext fragment. Faint traces of the

erased palimpsest are visible, but nothing is legible nor are

lines easily delimited.

Frag. d, verso i cont’d (?). The original text is erased

less well on this fragment, and four lines of the erased

palimpsest are discernible, though not legible. The traces

of ink on the very bottom edge of the verso likely belong

to the poorly erased palimpsest because the width of the

strokes are greater than those found on the overwritten

text. By comparison, note that the Demotic palimpsest of

the Yahô Collection List is unevenly erased with the Ara-

maic writer erasing only parts of the original text at times.

The ir photographs yield new readings of the overwritten

line. Most importantly one can easily read the letters קש .

A smudge form the palimpsest appears to the right of the

ש and was mistaken by tad to be an overwritten letter. Of

92 I am strictly following the orthography. More context is needed

to determine if the writer avoids the discretionary י of the mas-

culine plural ending ןי- .

93 For a discussion of the D-stem passive participles in ia see

Muraoka and Porten, §30.
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the few words that begin - קש , only לקש occurs frequently

and is expected in administrative documents. The visible

traces of the following letters allow for this reading aswell.

This new reading provides the reason for the list, though it

remains unclear if the list’s individuals pay or receive sil-

ver. Because the term פסאמ “collected” appears on the new

recto fragment (e), I prefer to interpret this as a collection

list.

Frag. c, verso. No traces of an overwritten text survive.

Evidence of at least three lines of the erased palimpsest

are visible, but illegible, in the ir photographs.

Frag. b, verso ii. Traces of the end of perhaps the third

column of the erased text are visible. Traces of the begin-

ning of the fourth column are legible.

This surviving group of names in the overwritten text is

the only evidence that the list continued after the appar-

ent summary in frag. e recto vi. The implication of what I

read as a marginal number means that at least one short

group of names ismissing after a vacat, and thatwe should

restore at least five names between the end of the list on

the recto and the beginning of the names on this fragment,

whether these 5(+) names belong on the recto or verso is

unclear and depends on whether the surviving fragments

are the tophalf or thebottomhalf of theoriginal roll. As for

the formatting, compare the Yahô Collection List, which

also exhibits a vacat on the verso column of names after

the recto’s summary.

Line3. The initialמ is almost completelymissing. הנחסמ

(Msḫn.t) is a female Egyptian name that derives from the

goddess of birth, Meskhenet.

Line 4. קבסטפ (PꜢ-dj-Sbk)94 is a male Egyptian name.

Frag. a, verso iii (?). Three lines of the illegible

palimpsest are visible. Porten notes that the writing on

the verso is clear, but he inexplicably provides no edition

or commentary of the verso in the edito princeps (39). tad

reads “his son” followed by the number 1. The difficulty

with this is that ��הרב would be the end of a summation

line, but there is no evidence of a preceding line. Close

examination of the photographs reveals that the third let-

ter is shaped like ,א with a distinctive horn, and the sec-

ond letter looks more like .ס The line may simply be a

stray administrative note added to the blankportion of the

manuscript.

Frag. f, unplaced. The placement of this fragment is

uncertain. Porten suspects that it falls left of frag. d recto

(37), and would therefore sit between frag. c and d in the

reconstructed layout found here. I have not been able to

confirm such a placement. It is nonetheless clear that the

fragment belongs to this manuscript because the recto

uses the unique idiom, “under the limit.”

94 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102.
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2.2.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23924

Bibliography

Cowley no. 67, 6; Sachau Pap. 73, 6 / Taf. 60, 6; tad D3.3

Width: 4.1cm; Height: 8.8cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Verso Recto
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Recto

1′. [pn-]n son of Psa⸢m⸣[î]

2′. {[pn-]bh |[pn-]bm} son of K⸢b⸣[-…]

3′. [pn-]◦son of {ˀgz◦[…] |ˀtz◦[…]}

4′. [pn]◦son of Peṭḥ[num]

5′. {[pn-]⸢k⸣ |[pn-]⸢p⸣ son of {ˀk[-…]| ˀp[-…]}

6′. [Waḥ]⸢p⸣reˁ son of [pn]

7′. {[Peṭḥar]pḥra[ṭ |[Teṭḥar]pḥra[ṭ} son of pn]

]י[⸣מ⸢ספרבנ]…[.’1

]…[⸣ב⸢כרב}מב]…[|הב]…[{.’2

}]…[◦זתא|]…[◦זגא{רב◦]…[.’3

]…מנ[חטפרב◦]…[.’4

}]…[פא|]…[כא{רב}⸣פ⸢]…[|⸣כ⸢]…[{.’5

]…[רבער⸣פ⸢]חו[.’6

]…רב}ט[⸣ר⸢חפ]רחטת[|ט[⸣ר⸢חפ]רחטפ[{.’7

}tad]…[⸣ב⸢כ|הב]…[tad}מב]…[|הב]…[{:2|]י[מספtad]י[⸣מ⸢ספ:1 ]אר[בכ|]אד[בכ }3:]…[◦tad]…[|}זגא◦]…[|זתא◦]…[{tadזגא◦]…[

|4:]…[◦tad]…[|חטפ]מנ[tad◦◦]…[|7:}]ט[⸣ר⸢חפ]רחטת[|]ט[⸣ר⸢חפ]רחטפ[{tad]…[ר|ד{חפ|◦{]…[

Commentary

Text type: record (roll/scrap). Genre: undefined (name

list).

This papyrus appears to be a scrap that was used to write

a list of (mostly) Egyptian names. The purpose of the list

is unknown. The stylus’ nib is round and (b)rush-like, not

showing signs of a sharpened edge or tines.

tad D3.3 first published the smaller lower fragment

from the East Berlin collection, but did not place it,

although the editors recognized that it belonged to the

same document as the larger fragment. When the two

papyri were conserved, the smaller fragment was placed

above the larger fragment, probably due to the fact that

the vertical fibers on the verso agree. Now,wehave directly

joined the lower fragment to the larger one, and the new

fragment from the Aramaic Box contains the recto that

was previously lost between the lower and larger frag-

ments.

Line 1. The Egyptian name Psamî (pꜣ-(n)-śmy.t) is

known at Elephantine (Pap. Ber. P. 13485 = tad B7.3:7;

aibl-cis cg nos. 143; 223).95

Line 2. The final letter of the first name is transcribed in

tad as ,ה but the new photograph reveals that the strokes

may resemble .מ Many names end in הב -, and all forms

attested so far are Semitic. The name אדבכ , which tad

restores, would be the only clear example of a Semitic

name on this list.96 No previously known name from Ele-

phantine ends in מב -. tad correctly reads the line’s final

letter as ב against Cowley and Sachau, both of whom

prefer .ט

Line 3. It is not clear if the third letter of the patronymic

is ת or ג without more examples from this hand. Regard-

less, neither string of letters is previously known as a name

at Elephantine.

Line 4. Of the known Egyptian names in Aramaic only

Peṭḥn⁽û⁾m fits here. Compare מונחטפרבעשוה , a witness on

Cairo em JdE 37107 = tad B2.2:17.

Line 5. The first name is unknown, and a large variety of

Aramaic names of Egyptian origin end in -כ or .-פ The first

letter of the patronymic is certainlyא (compare line 3) and

not כ (compare line 2). Names beginning - כא are very rare

in the Aramaic onomasticon, with only the name יכא so

far attested in Egypt (graffito tad D22.53), while a variety

of non-Semitic names begin with - פא .

Line6. Reconstruction follows tad, and the nameWaḥ-

preˁ is Egyptian.97

Line 7. The restored Egyptian name is either Peṭḥar-

pḥraṭ or Ṭeṭḥarpḥrat from the known onomasticon.98

95 Lozachmeur, p. 501. Kornfeld, Onomastica, 90 derives the

name from pꜣ-mś.

96 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102; Kornfeld, Onomastica,

55.

97 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 101; Kornfeld, Onomastica,

80.

98 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 102–103; Kornfeld, Onomas-

tica, 88, 96.
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2.2.3 Pap. Ber. P. 23926 (+) Cairo em JdE 43479

Bibliography

Cowley no. 24; Sachau Pap. 19 / Taf. 21–22; tad C3.14.

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23926 (center) 2.1cm; 2.1cm 0

Recto: ‖ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Recto col. iii

10. And that (of)◦[…] was ⸢g⸣iven: (the) ration(s) to the

[en] troop [… in the district of]

11. Tšeṭ[res (under the authority of pn) … ]1,690(+).

]תנידמ…[אליחלפתפביה⸣י⸢]…[◦יזו.10

]…[�𐡜𐡜𐡜𐡜𐡝𐡘�⸣�𐡘�⸢�𐡘𐡘�פל]…דיבסר[⸣ט⸢שת.11

vacat

12. […]◦◦◦[◦◦]◦⸢of Me⸣ḥîr, yea⸢r⸣[…]

13. […] as the food (ration)[… ]ˀ and from ˀ[…]

14. […]1( )9 7(+).

]…[⸣ת⸢נשריח⸣מל⸢◦]◦◦[◦◦◦]…[.12

]…[אנמוא]…[⸣א⸢לכמב]…[.13

⸣��⸢�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡛�)��(�𐡜𐡜𐡝𐡘�]…[.14
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Commentary

No photograph of the verso of Cairo em JdE 43479 is avail-

able. The present photograph is a digital reconstruction

based on Sachau’s plates and my ir photographs of the

new fragment. Based on line spacing and break patterns

this fragment can be placed either here or in a lost column.

A vacat precedes iii ln. 10, and tad’s edition of the other

columns should be consulted because this new small frag-

ment from the Aramaic Box does not prompt the need to

reedit the complete record roll here.

Line 12. The enlongated vertical on the final ר|ד is a fea-

ture of this hand (e.g., רפנו “Wenofre,” recto iii ln. 4).

Line 13. The fragment contains the word אלכמב , which

was only previously known from the Syene Ration List

(recto iii 3 = tad C3.14:34). The word is now also

known from another new account fragment edited herein,

no. 2.2.4 (Pap. Ber. P. 23932). The new fragment may sit in

column iii (ln. 13), where based on the formula from the

top part of the column, the word אלכמב is expected. It is

not clear to what degree this term differs from the often

used Old Iranian loanword פתפ “food-ration(s)” (cal “ptp,

ptpˀ n.m. ration” accessed 23may2021),99which is found in

the same summary (ln. 10).

99 See also Tavernier, Iranica, 410.
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2.2.4 Pap. Ber. P. 23932

Width: 1.3cm; Height: 3.9cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: side-to-side.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… f]ood-rations, [20(+) …]

2′. [… f]⸢o⸣od-rations 20[(+) …]

3′. [… f]ood-ration ⸢20⸣[(+) …]

4′. [… ]⸢f⸣ood-rations ⸢20⸣[(+) …]

]…)+(��[נלכ]מ…[.’1

]…)+([��נל⸣כ⸢]מ…[.’2

]…)+([⸣��⸢נלכ]מ…[.’3

]…)+([⸣��נ⸢לכ⸣מ⸢]…[.’4

Verso

col. i

1′. […]Ṣ

2′. […]T 2

3′. […]◦

⸣צ⸢]…[.’1

�𐡘�ת]…[.’2

3’.]…[◦
col. ii

1′.◦[…] 1’.◦]…[
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Commentary

This fragment appears to be part of a record roll account

that records distributed food-rations.

Recto. A list of the same word is repeated on the recto

of this fragment. The clearly legible string of letters נלכ - is

followed by a sign that sits high on the line, is composed

of at least two strokes, and is without an apparent word

break. Only ,א ,י or a rare form of ס (see Appendix, Pale-

ography) are the possible letters, none of which produce

a comprehensible or satisfying word. The verb √ לכי “to be

able” or the (pro)noun לכ “all, every, total” with a first com-

mon plural suffix comes to mind, but neither this verbal

root nor a first common pronominal suffix are expected

in a list, and even if they were, what would one make of

the final character? Close examination of the photograph

reveals that the final character is made of two, mostly hor-

izontal strokes on top of each other, that is, it resembles

the number�� “20.” It is known from the corpus that num-

bers frequently sit next to precedingwordswithout aword

break, as is the case here. Traces of a horizontal or diago-

nal stroke are found on the right edge of line 4. The only

commodity or measurement that agrees with the legible

string of letters and could be restored based on the trace

of the initial letter on line 4 is לכמ “food-ration.” This word

is known from the Syene Ration List (Pap. Ber. P. 23926 (+)

Cairo em JdE 43479 herein no. 2.2.3). The handwriting and

lines’ spacing on that account, however, differ from that

found here, and therefore, this fragment must belong to a

separate accounting.

Verso. The number “2” on the verso confirms that it too

contained an account.
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2.3 Memoranda

2.3.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23928

Bibliography

tad D3.1.

Width: 4.9cm; Height: 8.2cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1. Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: Demotic, 90° to overwritten text. Rotation: side-to-side.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. Memorandum of Em[mer. …]

2′. The document in the hand of[ …]

3′. emmer, [#] peras[ …]

4′. and to the ⸢ha⸣nd of ⸢ˀ⸣[…]

5′.◦(◦)◦◦N◦◦⸢ˀ⸣[…]

]…נת[נכנרכד.’1

]…[דיבארפס.’2

]…נ[סרפנתנכ.’3

]…[⸣א⸢ד⸣י⸢לו.’4

]…[⸣א⸢◦◦נ◦◦)◦(◦.’5

Verso

1′. [… ]the […] which (he) ga⸢ve⸣[ …]

2′. […] the [mon]th of Epiph on the #[ …]

3′. […]2

]…[⸣ב⸢הייזא]…[.’1

]…[◦בפפאח]רי…[.’2

�𐡘�]…[.

vacat

]…[בהיtad]…[⸣ב⸢הי:1
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Commentary

This document is a record roll with a memorandum,

as identified by the presence of the emic genre mark-

er, נרכז/נרכד (see Introduction, Placing Fragments: Text

Types). The highly brittle quality of the papyrus and its

dark brown coloring suggest that it may have suffered

some moisture damage. Could it have come from house

k (Introduction, History: Dating)?

The document contains an illegible Demotic palimp-

sest written 90° to the overwritten text. Note that the Ara-

maic column begins just left of a sheet-join.

Line 1–2. A memorandum נרכז/נרכד is an administra-

tive summary of an important document.100 Note the ref-

erence to a document in line 2. Only here is the term

spelled with a ד rather than a ז in surviving ia documents

from Egypt.101 The spelling implies that the writer is from

a different Aramaic scribal tradition than thosewhowrote

the other memoranda entries in Egypt.

Line 3. I follow tad here and read סרפ as a drymeasure.

It is possible to translate instead “(commodity) allotment.”

Translating “Persia(n)” seems highly unlikely.

Line 4. The first letter must be ו because the ר|ד in

this hand exhibits an articulated crown, and י exhibits its

expected shape (verso, line 1). Traces of theword’s י are vis-

ible around the break.

Line 5. Enough of the letters survive, making a proposal

enticing, but no known string of letters that match the

stroke pattern produces a convincing reading.

Verso, line 1. The verso continues with another entry on

the record roll. It is uncertain if this is also amemorandum

or simply an unlabeled entry. Like that on the recto, the

verso refers to property/items, but here by using √ בהי “to

give” and a final quantity ending in “2(+).”

Line 2. Note that themonth “Epiph” is Egyptian, and no

Babylonian equivalent is given.

100 Moore, “Who Gave,” 81–86.

101 The spelling in the unprovenanced Bactrian document adab

no. C4.52 is probably also ד though the letter is effaced. In the

book of Ezra 4–7 it is only attested with .ד
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2.3.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23929 a–c

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a 6.7cm; 6.9cm 0

Frag. b 2.2cm; 3.9 1

Frag. c 1.8cm; 3.6cm 1

Recto: ‖ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

P. 23929 a

Verso Recto
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184 texts and commentary

P. 23929 b

Verso Recto

P. 23929 c

Verso Recto
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Frag. a

vacat

1′. [… ]⸢Mipṭaḥ⸣yah daughter of Zakk⸢û⸣[r …]

2′. […]◦⸢to Tdˁs⸣mt daughter of ⸢Zakkûr⸣[ …]

]…ר[⸣ו⸢כזתרבהי⸣חטפמ⸢]…[.’1

]…[⸣רו⸢כזתרבתמ⸣סעדתל⸢]…[.’2

Frag. b

1′. […]◦she/you shall su⸢e him⸣[ …] ]…[⸣יהו⸢רגת◦]…[.’1

Frag. c

1′. […]◦◦[…]

2′. [… Vid]ranga[…]

3′. […]KN[…]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[גנר]דיו…[.’2

]…[נכ]…[.’3

Commentary

The layers of the sheet-join on frag. c came apart while

photographing, which is why the recto and verso are dif-

ferent shapes.

The judicial term on frag. b suggests that this may be a

memorandum ( ןרכז -entry) of a litigation concering com-

modities. This fragment also contains a sheet-join on the

right edge of the recto, and may sit right of frag. a

The papyrus is high quality, but brittle, perhaps having

experiencedmoisture damage like that known fromhouse

k (Introduction, History: Dating).

Frag. a, line 1: The final letter of the first word is cer-

tainly ,ה and the second to the final letter is .י The first few

letters are damaged and difficult to read. The tall initial

stroke looks, at first glance, to be a ,ל but when compared

to the height of the מ from line 2, it seems better to read

the first letter of line 1 as a .מ The third letter from the end

looks like a ,ו but a horizontal stroke protruding rightward

confirms that it is .ח The two letters between the initial מ

and ח are smudged. The following figure includes the orig-

inal ink extracted via Photoshop, a copy of that extraction

with the מ from line 2 superimposed on first letter. That

composite image is then copied again and the visible stoke

patterns of all the letters are traced in the final line of the

figure.

Pap. Ber. P. 23929 a, Line 1Word 1

The next word תרב is clear, and indicates that a name

should follow. The only two Mipṭaḥyahs known from the

other documents are Mip/bṭaḥyah daughter of Maḥseyah

(e.g., Cairo em JdE 37108 = tad B2.7) and Mip/bṭaḥyah

daughter of Gemaryah (e.g., Cairo em JdE 43489 = tad

B5.5:11). The stroke pattern of the two letters of the

patronymic do not match either of the expected names.

It must be concluded that this is a third and previously

unknown female by the name of Mipṭaḥyah. The strokes

match the string - וכז .

Line 2. The legible word is תרב , so the preceding word

must be a female’s name. The name Tdˁsmt appears to

match the stokes. The מ,ד , and final ת are certain. After

consulting with JanMoje, I would propose that this a form
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186 texts and commentary

of the Egyptian name structure: Tꜣ.dı-͗dn. Admittedly, this

structure is normally represented as tṭ-dn in Aramaic,

but here the divine name appears to be Ns-mtr “sacred

emblem of Khnum” (producing Tꜣ.dı-͗Ns-mtr), and per-

haps the dental and nasal meeting prompted the writer to

choose ד in this case rather than 102.ט

Frag. b. The final three letters of Vidranga’s name are

certain. Litigation canoccur “before the commander” ( מדק

אליהבר ; e.g. Cairo em JdE 37113 = tad B2.10),103 which is

one of Vidranga’s titles. The traces of three lines suggests

that this may be a different record entry than that found

in frag. a or that the third and final line did not extend

the length of the column. The three layers of papyrus that

make up frag. b indicate that it was a sheet-join.

Frag. c. The reading √ ירג “to sue, litigate” is certain. It is

not decided whether the form is feminine, as the entry on

frag. a might suggest, or a masculine second person singu-

lar and, therefore, a citation of a court record.

102 Egyptian dentals are represented by ד,ט , ,צ or ת depending on

the writer and neighboring phonetic conditions. See Vittmann,

“Ägyptische Onomastik;” and Kornfeld, Onomastica, 28 n. 39.

103 See Botta, Aramaic, 112.
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2.4 Oaths/Court Records

2.4.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23939

Width: 1.5cm; Height: 2.5cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦◦[…]

2′.[… ](he) swore[ …]

1’.]…[◦◦◦]…[

]…[אמי]…[.’2

Commentary

The pen and stylus are large. The thickness of the stylus

does notmatch Pap. Ber. P. 13485 = tadB7.3, a fragmentary

oath document, though the hand is similar. It is possible

that the fragment belongs to Cairo em JdE 43490 = tad

B7.1 or Cairo em JdE 43486 = tad B7.2, based on content.
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188 texts and commentary

2.4.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23942 (+) Cairo em JdE 43490 (?)

Width: 2.2cm; Height: 1.7cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces. Rotation: none.

Verso Recto

Recto

1. […] you (m.s.) […] ]…[תנא]…[.1

Commentary

The letters are relatively large. A second person pronoun

is rare to find onmost types of record rolls, suggesting that

this is a judicial record. The shape and size of the letters as

well as the edge of the pen (evidenced by (א match those

found on Cairo em JdE 43490 = tad B7.1 and, therefore,

may belong with Pap. Ber. P. 23941 (herein no. 2.4.3).
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2.4.3 Pap. Ber. P. 23941 (+) Cairo em JdE 43490 (?)

Width: 2.1cm; Height: 2.6cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Verso Recto

Recto

1. […] ⸢sa⸣i⸢d⸣[…]

2. […]PY […]

]…[⸣ר⸢מ⸣א⸢]…[.1

]…[יפ]…[.2

Commentary

Three layers of papyrus are visible on the verso’s upper

edge. Three-layered sheet-joins are more often typical

of record rolls in this collection. The letters are large.

Uniquely, thewriter appears to hold the stylus at a variable

angle, whereby both sides of the pen are used. On mate-

rial and paleographic grounds this seems to belong to the

same document as Pap. Ber. P. 23942 (herein no. 2.4.2) and

Cairo em JdE 43490 = tad B7.1.
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2.5 Unclassified

2.5.1 Pap. Ber. P. 23925 a–b (of a–e)

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a 2.0cm; 1.5cm 0

Frag. b 1.5cm; 2.5cm 0

Recto: ‖ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Frag. a Recto Frag. b Recto

Recto

Frag. a

1′. […] lest[ …] ]…[אלנה]…[.’1

Frag. b

1′. […]BN […]

2′. [… ]⸢E⸣g⸢y⸣[pt(ians) …]

]…[נב]…[.’1

]…ני[⸣ר⸢צ⸣מ⸢]…[.’2

Commentary

These two fragments indirectly join to Pap. Ber. P. 13448-

P. 23140/84 (+) P. 13448- P. 23140/96 (+) P. 13448- P. 13445/4

= tad D2.11. tad’s assessment of the previously published

fragments as a contract seems unlikely. The content that

survives is not overtly legal in nature, and the document

is written parallel to the recto’s fibers. Most revealing, the

fold pattern does not resemble a contract, but rather a

record roll. It is possible that these are either part of a court

record, memorandum, or report. Because the format of

the document is unknown and the new fragments remain

unplaced, only the new fragments a and b are edited here.
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2.5.2 Pap. Ber. P. 23927 a–c

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a 1.2cm; 2.2cm 0

Frag. b 1.5cm; 2.5cm 0

Frag. c 1.5cm; 2.2cm 1 (?)

Recto:‖ Verso: blank

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: side-to-side.

Frag. c Recto Frag. b Recto Frag. a Recto

Recto

Frag. a

1′. {[…]Dˀ[…] |[…]Rˀ[…]}

2′. […]6[(+) …]

}]…[אר]…[|]…[אד]…[{.’1

]…[�𐡘𐡘𐡘�⸣��⸢]��…[.’2

Frag. b

1′. […]◦[…]

2′. […]◦◦6[(+) …]

3′. [… Me]⸢ḥ⸣îr, Yea[r …]

4′. […] Šaḥpî⸢m⸣[û …]

5′. {[…]⸢YN⸣ |[…]⸢Ḥ⸣} […]

1’.]…[◦]…[

]…[�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�◦◦]…[.’2

]…ת[נשרי⸣ח⸢]מ…[.’3

]…ו[⸣מ⸢יפחש]…[.’4

]…[}⸣ח⸢]…[|⸣ני⸢]…[{.’5

Frag. c

1′.[…◦]◦[…]

2′. {[…]D |[…]R} t⸢o⸣/ˁl[…]

3′. [… ]Ṣeḥa⸢ˀ⸣[ …]

4′. […]◦[…]

1’.]…◦[◦]…[

]…[⸣ל⸢ע}ר]…[|ד]…[{.’2

]…[⸣א⸢חצ]…[.’3

4’.]…[◦]…[
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Commentary

These fragments are from a record roll, and may also

belong to the Syene Ration List (Cairo em JdE 43479 = tad

C3.14 [herein no. 2.2.3]), but they have yet to be placed

with confidence. Frag. b could belong on recto iii 13 = tad

C3.14:44, as does Pap. Ber. P. 23926 (herein no. 2.2.3), or on

a new columnof that document. That said, there are stains

on these fragments that resemble those on the Collection

List of Egyptian FamilyUnits (Pap. Ber. P. 23923 a–f [herein

no. 2.2.1]). Thewriter of frag. a appears to use the same sty-

lus as frag. b, and the material is similar. For this reason,

it is edited here even though it contains no legible words.

The illegible palimpsest on frag. a may be Demotic or Ara-

maic. If it is Aramaic, read: […] רב ◦[…]. Frag. c is edited

here basedonmaterial andpaleographical considerations.

The pen’s nib profile is slightly different than the other two

fragments, but this may be due to either the writer twist-

ing the pen, using a different pen, or sharpening the pen.

It is unclear if frag c is a section of a sheet-join.

Frag. b, line3. Compare the readingon the SyeneRation

List recto iii ll. 2, 12 = tad C3.14:33 and 43 and herein

no. 2.2.3 ln. 12.

Line 4. The Egyptian name Šaḥpîmû (ṮꜢj-ḥp-jm=w)104

is known from Cairo em JdE 59204 = tad A5.4:2; Mus. Vat.

Inv. No. 22955 = C3.19:10, 13; and bm E 14219 = D7.13:5.

Frag. c, line 2. One may interpret this line as “[pn so]n

of” in which the letters לע begin a patronymic. Alter-

natively, if this is a administrative note on a list, then

“[…]{D|R}” ends a word, and לע is the preposition “to.”

Line 3. The common Egyptian name Ṣeḥaˀ (Ḏd-ḥr)105 is

certain.

104 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 104.

105 Vittmann, “Ägyptische Onomastik,” 104.
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2.5.3 Pap Ber. P. 23968; P. 23969; P. 23970

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

P. 23968 2.6cm; Height: 1.8cm 1

P. 23969 1.5cm; 2.1cm 1

P. 23970 2.1cm; 2.5cm 0

Recto: ⊥ Verso: ‖

Palimpsest: verso (?). Rotation: side-to-side.

P. 23970 P. 23969 P. 23968

Recto

Verso

P. 23968

Recto

1′. […]◦◦⸢T⸣[…]

2′. […]◦N {Menaḥe[m …] |Menaḥe[met …]}

]…[⸣ת⸢◦◦]…[.’1

}]…תמ[חנמ|]…מ[חנמ{נ◦]…[.’2

Verso

1′. […]◦[◦◦]◦◦[…] 1’.]…[◦◦]◦◦[◦]…[
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P. 23969

Recto

1′. […]⸢G⸣ {4⸢0⸣[(+) |2⸢1⸣[(+)} …]

2′. […] his [ve]ssel |I} […]

}]…[⸣��⸢|]…[⸣��⸢{��⸣ג⸢]…[.’1

]…[}הנא]|הנא]מ{…[.’2

P. 23970

Recto

1′. […] {Hôdô |Hôdav[yah} …]

2′. […]◦Gema⸢r⸣[yah …]

]…}הי[ודוה|[ודוה{]…[.’1

]…הי[⸣ר⸢מג◦]…[.’2

Verso

1′.◦◦[…]

2′.◦◦[…]

1’.◦◦]…[

2’.◦◦]…[

Commentary

These administrative fragments are edited together be-

cause they share similarities in material, line spacing, and

paleographic features (e.g. the s’מ in frags. a and b are sim-

ilar). They are given separate inventory numbers because

the evidence is not strong enough to propose that they

belong to the same document with a high enough degree

of certainty.

P. 23968. The names Menaḥem and Menaḥemet are

well attested throughout the corpus. There is no reason to

assume that החנמ “grain offering” is intended here because

it is not attested outside letters, except once on a so-called

amulet (aibl-cis cg no. 103).106

P. 23969. If the pronoun “I” is meant here, then this is

likely anentry in a report ormemorandum.Thealternative

“his vessel” seemsunlikely tobe found in an administrative

account, so if this is intended, then it toomaybe a sign that

this fragment comes from a record ormemorandumentry.

P. 23970.Whether the writing on the verso is a remnant

of an erased text or an effaced continuation of the recto is

uncertain. The readings and restorations on the recto are

highly certain and the names are common.

106 According to Moore, “Clermont-Ganneau,” forthcoming.
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2.5.4 Pap. Ber. P. 23930

Bibliography

Porten no. 12; tad D3.24.

Width: c. 5.4cm; Height: c. 9.3cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: side-to-side.

Verso Recto

Recto

Frag. a

vacat

1. [… ]year 16 of[ …] ]…[ל�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�]��[��תנש]…[.1

vacat

Frag. c

1. […]◦◦[…]

2. […]◦NP◦[…]

1.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[◦פנ◦]…[.2
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Recto

Frag. b

1. […]◦B◦[…]

2. […] B⸢L⸣[…]

3. […]3[…]

]…[◦ב◦]…[.1

]…[⸣ל⸢ב]…[.2

]…[�𐡘𐡘�]…[.3

vacat

]…[?]…[vacattad:4|]…[לבtad]…[⸣ל⸢ב:2

Verso

Frag. b

1. […]⸢4⸣

2. […]4

3. […]⸢4⸣

��⸣�𐡘𐡘�⸢]…[.1

�𐡘𐡘𐡘�]…[.2

��⸣��⸢]�𐡘�…[.3

-2:tad-|3:tad|]…[◦◦◦]…[tad��⸣�𐡘𐡘�⸢]…[:1

Commentary

tad presents the fragments as though they were turned

top-to-bottom, but the strokes on the verso of frag. b indi-

cates that the papyrus was turned side-to-side. The rela-

tionship among the fragments is not clear. No direct join

can be made and the fragments should be spaced father

apart. Frags. a and c share a distinctive set of vertical fibers,

and it is clear that frag. a sits above frag. c, but the gap

between them is unknown.Where frag. b sits is unknown.

Frag. a. Thenew fragment,matches thematerial quality,

break patterns, pen-nib, and letter size of the other frag-

ments. The few surviving fibers on the left sheet of frag.

a also align with the new fragment. The writer appears

to have written the number 13 then began to write a dif-

ferent letter, perhaps either a ל due to parablepsis or ח

which commonly followsnumerals in administrativemea-

surements; compare the ח on frag b. verso. Alternatively,

he simply shifted while writing. Once realizing the num-

ber should be 16, according to the standard grouping of

three tally marks ,(��) he simply wrote the remaining two

numerals and continued with no signs of correction. One

expects the name of a king to follow the ,ל and since the

bulk of the papyri come from the reign of Darius ii, one

might postulate that this is a reference to 408 bce (16

Dar ii), though 449 bce (16 Art i), 469 bce (16 Xer i), and

506 bce (16 Dar i) are possible. If this is a memorandum,

the date refers to a cited document. The repetitive list on

frag. b indicates that this is more likely an account (see

below).

Frag. c. The surviving stroke of the final broken let-

ter is not ק against Porten, p. 43 and tad (implicitly).

It is too linear and favors reading תרפנ “litigation.” The

opening date formula combined with the fact that this

is formatted as a record roll suggests that this may be

a collection of court proceedings/contracts (perhaps in

memorandum-style). Compare memorandum entries on

Pap. Ber. P. 13447v = tad C3.13.

Frag. b verso. The purpose of this account is unknown,

but proper names usually precede lists of identical num-

bers at the end of lines (e.g., Pap. Ber. P. 13488 = tadC3.15).
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2.5.5 Pap. Ber. P. 23184

Bibliography

tad D5.15

Width: 1.8cm; Height: 4.4cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1 (?) Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Recto

Recto

1′. to brin⸢g⸣[ …]

2′. {planting (area) |we shall desi[re} …]

3′. tuni[c …]

]…[⸣ל⸢בומל.’1

]…}ה[בצנ|בצנ{.’2

]…נ[ותכ.’3

}]ר[⸣בענ⸢|]ד[⸣בענ⸢{tad]ה[בצנ:2|לבומלtad⸣ל⸢בומל:1

Commentary

These three lines of text appear to be right justified, sug-

gesting that this is the beginning of a column written at

the sheet-join. The upper fragment was first published in

tad (D5.15).

Line 2. The letters are certain, but this string of let-

ters is not otherwise attested at Elephantine. In nws,

הבצנ “stele” is both a physical item and a genre identi-

fier of a stele-inscription. This seems an improbable read-

ing on a papyrus record roll, but it should be remem-

bered that monumental Aramaic is known from Elephan-

tine and Syene (aibl-cis Box 6, copy 2 [squeeze of Cairo

em JdE 36448] ≈ tad D17.1), and even written on papyrus

(Darius Inscription). The meaning בצנ “orchard,” or better

“planting (area),” is found in the unprovenanced Idumea

ostracon Ephˁal and Naveh no. 189, in the context

of (administrative) land allotments לקח . Such a location

wouldnothave existedonElephantine, but verywell could

havemade up the farmland allotments that existed off the

island.107 Themeaning “we shall desire” from √ יבצ is also a

viable translation since the root is known from the corpus.

That this is an administratively formated fragment, how-

ever, favors the interpretation “planting (area).”

107 While it is possible that an orchard may have existed among the

Judean community lands off the island, no record of tree pro-

duce is known from the well documented commodities shipped

to and from the island in the ostraca (Lemaire, “Judean Identity,”

366–367).
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2.5.6 Pap. Ber. P. 23931 a (+) b

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a 2.8cm; 1.8cm 0

Frag. b 2.2cm; 2.7cm 0

Recto: ‖ Verso: none

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Frag. a Frag. b

Recto

Verso
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Frag. a Recto

1′. […]{◦◦⸢D⸣Tˀ |◦◦⸢R⸣Tˀ} of/which◦◦[…]

2′. [… ]he shall be[ …]

3′. [… ]⸢they saved⸣[ …]

]…[◦◦יז}את⸣ר⸢◦◦]…[|את⸣ד⸢◦◦]…[{.’1

]…[הוהי]…[.’2

]…[⸣ובזש⸢]…[.’3

Frag. b Recto

1′. [… ]Gemaryah ⸢so⸣[n of …]

2′. [… ]Maḥ⸢s⸣[eyah …]

3′. […]◦[…]

]…ר[⸣ב⸢הירמג]…[.’1

]…ה[⸣יס⸢חמ]…[.’2

3’.]…[◦]…[

Commentary

These fragments appear to belong to the same record roll,

based on paleography and material features, but they do

not join.

Frag. a. The line spacing is narrower than frag. b, thus it

must sit below or above frag. b. Line 2 may be an interlin-

ear insertion, and is written over an erasure or palimpsest.

Line 3 is badly damaged, but theש and ו are likely, and the

בז are probable.

Frag. b. Line 1 is written over an erasure or palimpsest.
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2.5.7 Pap. Ber. P. 23933 a (+) b

Texts Width; Height Sheet-join(s)

Frag. a (right) 4.6cm; 1.7cm 1

Frag. b (left) 1.5cm; 3.2cm 0

Recto: ‖ Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Frag. b Recto Frag. a Recto

Recto

Frag. a

1′. […]◦[◦◦◦◦◦]◦[ …]

2′. […]◦⸢T⸣. Previously, you (m.s.) sent me ⸢K⸣[…]

1’.]…[◦]◦◦◦◦◦[◦]…[

]…[⸣כ⸢ילעתח⸣ל⸢שנימדקל⸣ת⸢◦]…[.’2

Frag. b

1′. […]◦[ ]⸢B⸣{D|R}{1|W|Z} }ז|ו|��{}ר|ד{⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[.’1

Commentary

This document uses the language of a letter, but is written

parallel to the recto’s fibers. Thus, it may be a memoran-

dum that summarizes an administrative letter108 or one

of the few examples of a report genre known from the

papyri (e.g. Pap. Ber. P. 23922 a (+) b and Pap. Ber. P. 23967

[herein no. 2.1.1]).109 Additionally, Pap. Ber. P. 23930 (=

hereinno. 2.5.4) shares similar script andmaterial features,

but no direct join to thatmanuscript has beenmade. Pale-

ographically, the hand resembles the small and fine print

108 So too Pap. Ber. P. 13497 = tad A4.9. The sole surviving memo-

randum from Bactria also contains dialogue (adab no. C4 ll. 52–

57), and may be a summary of an official document (see Moore,

“Who Gave” 82–83 nn. 49, 51–52.).

109 I consider those epistolary documents that begin דבע “servant

of” as types of reports. Of the few examples (Cairo em JdE 43493

= tad A3.1 [first text, recto ⊥]; Cairo em JdE 43467 = tad A4.10

recto ‖; perhaps Cairo em JdE 43494 = tad A3.2; and Pap. Ber.

P. 23922 [herein no. 2.1.1] ‖), all but one are written parallel to

the recto’s fibers. In his discussion of the formula of Cairo em
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found in only a few other papyri: Pap. Ber. P. 23971 a–c

(hereinno. 1.3.1) andPap. Ber. P. 23972 a–c (hereinno. 1.3.2).

The ,י in particular, stands out as rare (see Appendix, Pale-

ography).

Frag. a, line 2. This spelling of the adverbial phrase

נימדקל is rare in the surviving Aramaic sources; it is only

otherwise found in Pap. Ber. P. 13497 = tadA4.9:10, amem-

orandum of a letter. But in the same document one finds

the form נמדקל only two lines prior (ln. 8) and נמדקנמ

before that (ln. 5). The expected form is simply נמדק . The

same word without ל is found in Pap. Ber. P. 13495 = tad

A4.7:25 (by Yedanyah the priest), leaving one to wonder

if this is a diagnostic feature of Yedanyah the priest’s dic-

tion/orthography, and if so, are these finely written frag-

ments composed by him?

The idiomatic construction √ חלש + dative preposition

“to send (word) to” has been observed (ThWAT, pp. 755–

758). In general, however, the papyri use לע , with few

exceptions, while the less formal ostraca missives use ,ל

which leaves onewondering if the difference is owedmore

to formality and training than a more coherent linguistic

system like that Folmer, §5.1–5.2 sought to find.

Frag. b. This fragment is taller than the previous, but

approximately the width one expects given the roll’s ver-

tical fold pattern. The hand and pen are the same. This

is the end of a line/column, and is the edge of the docu-

ment because the line begins to curve upward as though

the writer were trying to fit more words on the line while

maintaining a margin. At one point we had joined the

fragments. We were later unconvinced by their disjointed

fibers and separated them.

JdE 43467, Schwiderski,Handbuch, 113 claims that this document

ismissing the address and greeting because “sich derText an eine

höhergestellte Persönlichkeit wendet (vgl. die Relationsbezeich-

nungen ךידבע ‘deine Knechte’ und ןארמ ‘unser Herr’ in Z. 7 und

12).” I fail to seewhy a document sent to a higher official would be

less formulaic. Perhaps instead, these are notes from which the

formal letter could be drafted and sent or paraphrases of formal

letters.
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2.5.8 Pap. Ber. P. 23934

Width: 2.8cm; Height: 4.2cm Recto: see commentary.

Sheet-join(s): 1. Verso: see commentary.

Palimpsest: traces side 1. Demotic written upside down. Rotation: top-to-bottom. See commentary

Side 2 Side 1

Side 1

1′. […]2(+) s(hekels)/karsh[ …] ]…[�𐡘�ש])רכ(…[.’1

Side 2

Demotic (180° to recto) Demotic (180° to recto)
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Commentary

The fold and break pattern resemble a record roll more

than a contract or letter. The recto and verso are written

in two different hands and styli. The ir photographs show

that the palimpsest contains non-Aramaic characters and

the ductus and size of the strokes resemble Demotic. The

document is flipped across a horizontal axis. In such cases,

the document is usually written transversa charta. Here,

however, the palimpsest and the overwritten text are writ-

ten parallel to the fibers on only one side. This feature

along with the fact that the two sides are written in dif-

ferent hands makes it difficult to determine which side is

the recto and which the verso.

Side 1. The letter ש followed by two tally marks is dis-

cernible. While it is possible, that a name ending in ש is

intended here, such names are not common, and the vast

majority of cases whereש(-) precedes a number, one finds

the abbreviation “s(hekel)” or the word “karsh.”
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2.5.9 Pap. Ber. P. 23935

Width: 2.2cm; Height: 1.6cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: traces recto and verso. Rotation: top-to-bottom.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦[ ]◦[…]

2′. [… ]they caused ⸢it⸣/ his/her/its bones[ …]

1’.]…[◦][◦]…[

]…[⸣ה⸢ומרג]…[.’2

Verso

1′. […]◦{⸢I shall⸣ b[e |⸢I shall take⸣ posse⸢ssion-status⸣ …] ]…}נס[⸣ח⸢ה⸣א⸢|ה[⸣ו⸢ה⸣א⸢{◦]…[.’1

Commentary

The palimpsest is illegible, but the strokes are large and,

therefore, probably also Aramaic.

Line 2. The letters are clearlywrittenwith a professional

and elegant hand. The fourth letter appears to be a ו since,

the crown of a ר|ד is distinctively horned in this hand. For

this type of ו see Appendix, Paleography.

Unless this is an unattested proper name, one should

read - מרג -. TheAramaic √ םרג “to cause to happen” is other-

wise not attested in ia or earlier dialects. If read as a noun

the word “bone” is widely attested, even in ia (bl Pap. 106

= tad C1.2:6). The root is well attested in later Aramaic

dialects in the G-stem (cal “grm” accessed 01may2021).

Verso, line 1. The א and ה are certain, the third letter

less so. The vertical seems too short to be כ or ,מ leaving

only ר|ד , ,ז ,ו or ח (less likely ס or .(פ There is a word break

before ,א and the string - הא is not common. The verb “to

be,” which is more frequently found, or the first person of

√ נסח (C-stem) “to hold possession-status” (see Bodl. Lib.

Aram. xiii = tad A6.11:3) are the best guesses from the

known lexicon. The name דזמרוהא , known only from the

Darius inscription, seems highly unlikely. Another name

begining - רוהא is theoretically possible, but this Zoroas-

trian theophoric element neednot use ו (see adab, pp. 57–

58).
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2.5.10 Pap. Ber. P. 23936

Width: 1.2cm; Height: 1.4cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. (see comments) Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: side-to-side.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]{⸢of⸣ Pa⸢ḥo⸣[ns] |⸢to⸣ Pa⸢ḥ⸣[n⁽û⁾m} …] ]…}מ)ו(נ[⸣ח⸢פ⸣ל⸢|]סנ[⸣ח⸢פ⸣ל⸢{]…[.’1

Verso

1′. [… ]⸢and the se⸣rva⸢nt of⸣/⸢ma⸣d⸢e⸣[ …] ]…[⸣ד⸢ב⸣עו⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

The recto contains an unusual overlap of papyrus. The

stroke of the ל is written over this strange feature.

Recto. The letter combination - חפל is almost exclu-

sively found in the spelling of the month סנחפ “Paḥons”

(e.g., Cairo em JdE 37112 = tad B2.8:1) or the proper name

מ)ו(נחפל “Paḥn⁽û⁾m” (e.g., מונחפ Brooklyn 47.218.93v ln. 1 =

tad B3.13:15; מנחפ Cairo em JdE 43480 = tad C4.6:5)

Verso. The bottom of ו and right traces of ד are visible.
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2.5.11 Pap. Ber. P. 23937

Width: 4.0cm; Height: 3.5cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] the new (one) אתדח]…[.’1
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2.5.12 Pap. Ber. P. 23938

Width: 3.0cm; Height: 4.2cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1. Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. {[…]K |[…]N} ma⸢de⸣/ser⸢vant⸣[ …]

2′. […]◦[…]

]…[⸣דב⸢ע}נ]…[|כ]…[{.’1

2’.]…[◦]…[

Commentary

The mark above and left of ד is a stray mark on a piece of

papyrus folded over from the verso.
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2.5.13 Pap. Ber. P. 23940

Width: 2.1cm; Height: 2.6cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): 1 Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] bull […] ]…[רות]…[.’1

Commentary

The sheet-join is visible on the recto, and appears to be

made of three layers of papyrus. There may be an illegible

palimpsest on the otherwise blank recto.

The ו resembles the angular ו found on many ostraca

(see Appendix, Paleography). The characters have an

upright or slightly leftward leaning ductus.

The word “bull” occurs only one other time in the cor-

pus (Cairo em JdE 43467 = tad A4.10:10) and in reference

to possible sacrifices/offerings.
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2.5.14 Pap. Ber. P. 23943

Width: 2.0cm; Height: 3.1cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: none.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […] se⸢rvant⸣[ …]

2′. [… he g]ave ⸢you⸣[ …]

]…[⸣מיל⸢ע]…[.’1

]…[⸣כ⸢בה]י…[.’2

Commentary

Traces of a palimpsest on the verso are illegile, but may

have beenwritten 90° towhatwould be expected from the

overwritten recto text.
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2.5.15 Pap. Ber. P. 23944

Width: 1.7cm; Height: 2.2cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. [… ]⸢son of⸣◦[…]

2′. [… ]Ḥanan[(yah) …]

]…[◦⸣רב⸢]…[.’1

]…)הי([ננח]…[.’2

Commentary

√ ןנח , like that found in biblical Aramaic (Dan 4:24; 6:12), is

so far not attested in ia sources fromEgypt. So line 2 is best

read as the nameḤanan(yah), which is well attested in the

corpus (e.g. Cairo em JdE 37109 = tad B2.11:16; aibl-cis cg

no. 113; cg no. X2).
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2.5.16 Pap. Ber. P. 23946

Width: 1.2cm; Height: 6.4cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces recto. Rotation: none.

Verso Recto

Recto

1′. […]◦◦[…]

2′. […]BM[…]

3′. [… ]silver[ …]

4′. [… ]⸢a⸣ll of it[ …]

1’.]…[◦◦]…[

]…[מב]…[.’2

]…[פסכ]…[.’3

]…[הל⸣כ⸢]…[.’4

Commentary

This belongs to one of the fragmentary accounts, possibly

even the Collection List of Egyptian Family Units (likely

near frag. e) or the Syene Ration List.
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212 texts and commentary

2.5.17 Pap. Ber. P. 23947

Width: 5.3cm; Height: 0.9cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: blank.

Palimpsest: traces verso. Rotation: none (one-sided).

Recto

Verso

Recto

1′. [… pn] ⸢son of⸣ Ḥa⸢ggay,⸣ 10 ��⸣יג⸢ח⸣רב⸢]…[.’1

Commentary

Evidence of what may be a second column appears on the

left edge of the recto. The shape of the fragment resem-

bles that of a contract or letter, but the slight bending of

the fibers in the center suggests that this was folded like

a record roll. It is clear the patronymic is only three let-

ters. One is tempted to read יהא or יהמ , but neither string

produces a known name, whereas יגח is common at Ele-

phantine. The vertical and top of the diagonal of ג do not

touch here.
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2.5.18 Pap. Ber. P. 23948

Width: 4.1cm; Height: 1.2cm Recto: ‖

Sheet-join(s): none. Verso: ⊥

Palimpsest: none. Rotation: side-to-side

Recto

Verso

Verso

Reconstructed

Recto

1′.◦◦◦◦◦[…] 1’.◦◦◦◦◦]…[

Verso

[…]◦⸢ˁAbd-ˀEš⸣mun נמ⸣שאדבע⸢◦]…[.’2

Commentary

Although the letters are broken, only ע is in doubt, yet it

remains the best reading given the known onomasticon.

This is the first attestation of an ˀEšmun-type Phoenician

name in Aramaic from Elephantine, though it is known in

Phoenician from the site (Ost. Ber. P. 11427 = Lidzbarski

no. 37).
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appendix 1

Papyri Register

All Berlin fragments published for the first time here beginwith the temporary number

“B/am x” as discussed in the introduction.

aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3. Frags. 1+2 has not (yet) been assigned a different number.

Edition

number

Manuscript

number (pap.)

Old and/or temporary numbers Papyri previously

in tad

1.1.1 Ber. P. 23148

(+) P. 13445 E-

P. 13448/8

P. 13461 B- P. 13448/13 + B/am x 428,

fol. 17 + B/am x 420, fol. 16 (+) P. 13445

E- P. 13448/8

tad D4.4 (P. 13461

B- P. 13448/13)

tad D1.18

(P. 13445 E-

P. 13448/8)

1.1.2 Ber. P. 23149

a–c

a = B/am x 431, fol. 17 + B/am x 433,

fol. 17 + P. 13445 D- P. 23140/17 +

P. 13445 D- P. 13445 B/3 + P. 13445 D-

P. 13461/6

b = x 476 jj, fol. 26

c = P. 13445 D- P. 13461/10

tad D1.26

1.1.3 Ber. P. 23150 B/am x 504, fol. 32 + B/am x 453, fol. 21

+ P. 13445 E- P. 13461/1

tad D1.21

1.1.4 Ber. P. 23151

a–b

a = P. 13461 A- P. 13461/3 + B/am x 405,

fol. 11

b = P. 13461 A- 23140/25

1.1.5 Ber. P. 23152 a

(+) b

a = B/am x 430, fol. 17 + B/am x 432,

fol. 17

b = B/am x 570, fol. 44

1.1.6 Ber. P. 23153 B/am x 476 b, fol. 26 + B/am x 476 c,

fol. 26 + B/am x 582 a, fol. 47

1.1.7 Ber. P. 23154 B/am x 550, fol. 39 + B/am x 623,

fol. 55

1.1.8 Ber. P. 23155 B/am x 477 b, fol. 27 + B/am x 477 l,

fol. 27 + B/am 581 d, fol. 46

1.1.9 Ber. P. 23954

a–c

a = B/am x 477 f, fol. 27

b = B/am x 477 o, fol. 27

c = B/am x 477 q, fol. 27

1.1.9 Ber. P. 23956 B/am x 454, fol. 21

1.1.9 Ber. P. 23957 B/am x 457, fol. 21

1.1.10 Ber. P. 23156 B/am x 476 d, fol. 26 + B/am x 476 f,

fol. 26

1.1.11 Ber. P. 23157 B/am x 402, fol. 11

1.1.12 Ber. P. 23158 B/am x 516, fol. 33

1.1.13 Ber. P. 23159 B/am x 413 a, fol. 13

1.1.14 Ber. P. 23160 B/am x 458, fol. 21

1.1.15 Ber. P. 23161 B/am x 476 e, fol. 26

1.1.16 Ber. P. 23958 B/am x 466 a, fol. 23
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1.1.17 Ber. P. 23162 B/am x 475 e, fol. 25

1.1.18 Ber. P. 23163 B/am x 477 a, fol. 27

1.1.19 Ber. P. 23164 B/am x 477 c, fol. 27

1.1.20 Ber. P. 23165 B/am x 518 kk, fol. 34

1.1.21 Ber. P. 23166 B/am x 582 v, fol. 47

1.1.22 Ber. P. 23167 B/am x 586, fol. 48

1.1.23 Ber. P. 23168 B/am x 483, fol. 28

1.1.24 Ber. P. 23169 B/am x 556, fol. 41

1.1.25 Ber. P. 23170 B/am x 587, fol. 48

1.1.26 Ber. P. 23913 B/am x 581 e, fol. 46

1.1.27 Ber. P. 23918 B/am x 582 bb, fol. 47

1.2.1 Ber. P. 23171 P. 13444 B- P. 23140/49 + B/am x 595,

fol. 49

tad D2.27

1.2.2 Cairo em

JdE 43485 +

Ber. P. 23172

Cairo em JdE 43485 + B/am x 551 jj,

fol. 40

tad B4.3

1.2.3 Ber. P. 23173 B/am x 477 y, fol. 27

1.2.4 Ber. P. 23174 B/am x 568, fol. 44

1.2.5 Ber. P. 23959 B/am x 542, fol. 38

1.2.6 Ber. P. 23955 B/am x 477 g, fol. 27 + B/am x 477 aa,

fol. 27 + B/am x 477 kk, fol. 27 + B/am

x 477 ee, fol. 27

1.2.7 Ber. P. 23960 B/am x 490, fol. 29 + B/am x 609 hh,

fol. 51

1.2.8 Ber. P. 23963 a

(+) b

B/am x 488, fol. 29 (+) B/am x 491,

fol. 29

1.2.9 Ber. P. 23962 B/am x 577, fol. 44

1.2.10 Ber. P. 23175 B/am x 476 ff, fol. 26

1.2.11 Ber. P. 23176 B/am x 509, fol. 32

1.2.12 Ber. P. 23177 B/am x 574, fol. 44

1.2.13 Ber. P. 23178 B/am x 545, fol. 39

1.3.1 Ber. P. 23971

a–c

a = B/am x 551 dd, fol. 40

b = B/am x 551 z, fol. 40

c = B/am x 551 r, fol. 40

1.3.2 Ber. P. 23972

a–b

a = B/am x 551 y, fol. 40 + B/am x 551 l,

fol. 40

b = B/am x 551 w, fol. 40

1.3.3 Ber. P. 23179 (+)

P. 23964

P. 23179 = B/am x 478, fol. 28

P. 23964 = B/am x 480, fol. 28

1.3.4 Ber. P. 23180 B/am x 548, fol. 39

1.3.5 Ber. P. 23181 a

(+) b

a = B/am x 468, fol. 24

b = B/am x 427, fol. 16

1.3.6 Ber. P. 23182 B/am x 511, fol. 32

1.3.7 Ber. P. 23965 B/am x 571, fol. 44

1.3.8 Ber. P. 23966 B/am x 393 b, fol. 9

1.3.9 Ber. P. 23183 B/am x 426, fol. 16

1.3.10 Ber. P. 23185 B/am x 466 k, fol. 23

1.3.11 Ber. P. 23186 B/am x 475 ll, fol. 25

1.3.12 Ber. P. 23187 B/am x 475 nn, fol. 25

1.3.13 Ber. P. 23188 B/am x 475 rr, fol. 25

1.3.14 Ber. P. 23189 B/am x 477 k, fol. 27
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1.3.15 Ber. P. 23190 B/am x 481, fol. 28

1.3.16 Ber. P. 23191 B/am x 482, fol. 28

1.3.17 Ber. P. 23192 B/am x 486, fol. 29

1.3.18 Ber. P. 23193 B/am x 489, fol. 29

1.3.19 Ber. P. 23194 B/am x 563, fol. 42

1.3.20 Ber. P. 23195 B/am x 492, fol. 29

1.3.21 Ber. P. 23196 B/am x 493, fol. 29

1.3.22 Ber. P. 23197 B/am x 518 d, fol. 34

1.3.23 Ber. P. 23145 B/am x 518 n, fol. 34

1.3.24 Ber. P. 23198 B/am x 523, fol. 35

1.3.25 Ber. P. 23199 B/am x 525 f, fol. 36

1.3.26 Ber. P. 23973 B/am x 525 ee, fol. 36

1.3.27 Ber. P. 23900 B/am x 533, fol. 37

1.3.28 Ber. P. 23901 B/am x 541, fol. 38

1.3.29 Ber. P. 23902 B/am x 546, fol. 39

1.3.30 Ber. P. 23903 B/am x 609 dd, fol. 51

1.3.31 Ber. P. 23904 B/am x 609 ff, fol. 51

1.3.32 Ber. P. 23906 B/am x 393 u, fol. 09

1.3.33 Ber. P. 23907 B/am x 609 x, fol. 51

1.3.34 Ber. P. 23908 B/am x 525 ttt, fol. 36

1.3.35 Ber. P. 23909 B/am x 551 q, fol. 40

1.3.36 Ber. P. 23910 B/am x 551 x, fol. 40

1.3.37 Ber. P. 23911 B/am x 551 gg, fol. 40

1.3.38 Ber. P. 23912 B/am x 551 kk, fol. 40

1.3.39 Ber. P. 23914 B/am x 581 h, fol. 46

1.3.40 Ber. P. 23915 B/am x 581 q, fol. 46

1.3.41 Ber. P. 23916 B/am x 582 b, fol. 47

1.3.42 Ber. P. 23917 B/am x 582 d, fol. 47

1.3.43 Ber. P. 23919 B/am x 582 gg, fol. 47

1.3.44 Ber. P. 23905 B/am x 609 p, fol. 51

1.3.45 Ber. P. 23920 B/am x 477 m, fol. 27

1.3.46 Ber. P. 23921 B/am 418 w, fol. 15

1.3.47 Ber. P. 23974 B/am x 584, fol. 48

1.3.48 Ber. P. 23949 B/am x 551 t, fol. 40

2.1.1 Ber. P. 23922

a (+) b and

P. 23967

P. 23922 a = P. 13445 A- P. 13461/12

P. 23922 b = B/am x 582 h, fol. 47

P. 23967 = P. 13445 A- P. 13445/23140/88

+ P. 13445 A- P. 13445/1 + P. 13445 A-

P. 13445/6 + B/am x 476 q, fol. 26 +

P. 13445 A- P. 13445/5 + P. 13445 A-

P. 13445/2

tad A4.6 (recto);

D2.28 (verso)

2.2.1 Ber. P. 23923

a–f

a = P. 23134 + P. 23132

b = P. 23128

c = P. 23131

d = P. 23129

e = B/am x 582 q, fol. 47 + B/am x 560,

fol. 42 + B/am x 599, fol. 50 + B/am x

598, fol. 49

f = P. 23130

tad C3.9

2.2.2 Ber. P. 23924 P. 13444 D- P. 13448/6 + B/am x 552,

fol. 41 + P. 13444 D- P. 23140/20

tad D3.3
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2.2.3 Cairo em

JdE 43479 (+)

Ber. P. 23926

P. 23926 = B/am x 518 g, fol. 34 tad C3.14

2.2.4 Ber. P. 23932 B/am x 456, fol. 21

2.3.1 Ber. P. 23928 Pl. 13461 A- P. 13445B-5 + B/am x 455,

fol. 21 + B/am x 466 u, fol. 23

tad D3.1

2.3.2 Ber. P. 23929

a–c

a = B/am x 447, fol. 20 + B/am x 448,

fol. 20

b = B/am x 464, fol. 22

c = B/am x 461, fol. 22

2.4.1 Ber. P. 23939 B/am x 394 a, fol. 10

2.4.2 Ber. P. 23942 B/am x 404, fol. 11

2.4.3 Ber. P. 23941 B/am x 394 n, fol. 10

2.5.1 Ber. P. 23925

a–b (of a–e)

a = B/am x 394 m, fol. 10

b = B/am x 394 x, fol. 10

c = P. 13448- P. 23140/84

d = P. 13448- P. 23140/96

e = P. 13448-13445/4

tad D2.11

2.5.2 Ber. P. 23927

a–c

a = B/am x 476 r, fol. 26

b = B/am x 476 o, fol. 26 + B/am x 476

x, fol. 26

c = B/am x 518 u, fol. 34

2.5.3 Ber. P. 23969 B/am x 476 j, fol. 26

2.5.3 Ber. P. 23968 B/am x 476 a, fol. 26

2.5.3 Ber. P. 23970 B/am x 476 u, fol. 26

2.5.4 Ber. P. 23930 P. 23123 + B/am x 394 aa, fol. 10 tad D3.24

2.5.5 Ber. P. 23184 Pl. 13461 D- P. 23140-82 + B/am x 394 l,

fol. 10

tad D5.15

2.5.6 Ber. P. 23931 a

(+) b

a = B/am x 476 w, fol. 26

b = B/am x 476 t, fol. 26

2.5.7 Ber. P. 23933 a

(+) b

a = B/am x 449, fol. 20 + B/am x 518 l,

fol. 34

b = B/am x 539, fol. 38

2.5.8 Ber. P. 23934 B/am x 425, fol. 16

2.5.9 Ber. P. 23935 B/am x 518 b, fol. 34

2.5.10 Ber. P. 23936 B/am x 413 b, fol. 13

2.5.11 Ber. P. 23937 B/am x 460, fol. 22

2.5.12 Ber. P. 23938 B/am x 434, fol. 18

2.5.13 Ber. P. 23940 B/am x 466 m, fol. 23

2.5.14 Ber. P. 23943 B/am x 471, fol. 24

2.5.15 Ber. P. 23944 B/am x 476 z, fol. 26

2.5.16 Ber. P. 23946 B/am x 527, fol. 37

2.5.17 Ber. P. 23947 B/am x 531, fol. 37

2.5.18 Ber. P. 23948 B/am x 536, fol. 38
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appendix 2

Paleography

Imperial Aramaic (ia) paleography is still very much in its infancy. The early editors

of ia texts, especially Sachau, Cowley, and Aimé-Giron, frequently and anecdotally

refer to paleographic features but supplied no comprehensive discussion on the mat-

ter. In the 1960’s interest in the subject began to rise, perhaps in response to the interest

in the Hebrew paleography of the Dead Sea Scrolls. At that time, those writing on Ara-

maic more generally, such as Franz Rosenthal,1 encouraged paleographic analysis. As a

result, new editions of ia texts, such as those by Rainer Degen,2 began to supply pale-

ography charts.

JosephNaveh’s doctoral dissertation, published in 1970was the first accessible study

to present a historical perspective on the changes in the Aramaic script. Although his

short work focused on the Aramaic script from every period in antiquity, ia, especially

the Elephantine documents, sits prominently in his study. Naveh adapted vocabulary

used by FrankMoore Cross withminor variation,3 and boldly claimed, “Paleography, as

an auxiliary to history, should aim to establish the dates of undated documents through

a methodical study of the development of the script.”4 Unfortunately in lieu of a rea-

soned methodology, coherent taxonomy, and careful textual analysis, he provides a

general discussion of his own highly selective hand copies, and sprinkles throughout

his study unfounded historical vignettes. His analytical criteria include two distinc-

tive categories, “lapidary” and “cursive,” with the latter subdivided into “extreme cur-

sive,” “formal cursive,” and “vulgar cursive.” To each subdivision he associates notions

of classism (by all modern accounts): extreme cursive is written by the “cultured per-

son,” formal cursive by “the professional scribe,” and vulgar cursive by one “of limited

schooling.”5Without providing formal descriptions of and criteria for these classifica-

tions, he continues by contradicting his own system with this statement: “It should

be remembered that not every script can be conveniently classified as one of these

sub-styles: moreover, not always can a particular inscription be characterized as lap-

idary or cursive.”6 He then negates his own system by identifying many of the writers

or texts as “semi-” extreme or formal throughout the book. There is no doubt that

he developed an expertise while working on the project, but he fails to convey that

expertise in a systematic study of every character in his dataset. Nonetheless, the con-

clusions of his expert-opinion—and it must be recognized solely as an opinion and

not argued deductions—have resonated throughout the last 50 years of scholarship

and have served, for some, as evidence for historical analysis.7

1 E.g. Rosenthal, Aramäische, esp. chap. 2.

2 Degen, “Elephantine i;” and Degen, “Elephantine ii.”

3 Cross and Naveh’s classifications have been recently taken to task in Longacre, “Disambiguat-

ing,” 101–128 and Longacre, “Comparative,” esp. n. 60.

4 Naveh, Development, 6.

5 Naveh, Development, 6.

6 Naveh, Development, 6.

7 The tad appears to have adopted Naveh’s perspective, and it dates sources, particularly the

ia ostraca, according to his recommendation, that is, to the first quarter of the fifth century

bce (Naveh, Development, 37–40; tad D7). This may be due to Yardeni’s approval of Naveh’s

work, describing it as a “detailed analysis” (Yardeni, “Papyrological,” 152 n. 1). Some histori-

cal studies have ultimately relied on Naveh’s opinion as a basis for further social historical

reconstructions, e.g. van der Toorn, Becoming, 117 (here Naveh’s opinion is perpetuated with-

out citation). The only other dedicated study to the paleography of the Elephantine papyri
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Dissenting views have been proffered, but these have also been overlooked, perhaps

because they do not use paleography to date sources. Studies by Peter Daniels on cal-

ligraphic features of ia hands, by Gerrit van der Kooij on the Aramaic papyri from

Elephantine, and by Hélène Lozachmeur on the Elephantine ostraca have focused

on the more fundamental issue of how we responsibly organize paleographic obser-

vations.8 Van der Kooij’s work, in particular, models an approach that incorporates

many historical and material aspects of scribal culture into a systematic study of the

letters of a particular document. Daniels’, Van der Kooij’s, and Lozachmeur’s stud-

ies were written before the recent turn in Northwest Semitic paleographic analysis

to digital aids and approaches. The digital examination of manuscripts’ photographs,

requires researchers to consider what components of Aramaic letters might be empir-

ically defined—if only at the level of the image’s pixel, and the use of databases now

allows researchers to provide well organized data analysis. As the earlier challenges

of Daniels, van der Kooij, and Lozachmeur intimated and as the developing digital

approaches show, theuseof paleography to effectively date sources, is not on the imme-

diate horizon, but rather paleographic analysis may be useful for a variety of social

historical observations, such as writer profiling or the reconstruction of handwriting

pedagogy.

The use of paleographical analysis to date ia sources, in particular, should be sus-

pended, pending more detailed data analyses, but also in view of a very reasonable

consideration: many of the dated Persian period Aramaic sources reveal that a variety

of script types coexisted, and that the Aramaic script’s development cannot be easily

traced in amostly linear fashion, as Navehwould have us believe. The dated documents

with multiple hands such as contracts and some decrees, have yet to be examined

in a systematic way. Even the most casual look at such documents reveals that forms

labelled “early” in Naveh’s study coexist with “later” forms. Naveh attempted to skirt the

problem by acknowledging the existence of diverse scripts on contracts, but by writ-

ing them off as “vulgar,” that is, written by uneducated individuals whose hands are

not worth close consideration.9 Notions that contract witnesses were uneducated or

behind their times, speaks to the inappropriate social assumptions found in his study.

The contract witnesses and administrative personnel who signed decrees, are better

assumed to be men of social prestige (and as the evidence now stands, they were only

men) with access to andmeans for education. Some of these hands are as aesthetically

pleasing as the actual contract writer’s or as the so-called chancellery hand found on

the decrees, so to assume that those which are less elegant are the product of individ-

uals who had limited access to education is historically problematic.

is Byrne, “Aramaic,” 291–313. His approach and discussion follow the model of Naveh, and

thus provide a second, and hardly different opinion on scripts known from Aramaic papyri.

In the same volume as Byrne, Lemaire, “Scripts,” 235–252 provides a discussion of the epi-

graphic and ostraca evidence from the Persian period. This study is a welcomed step in the

right direction. It provides many examples of the same letter in relatively few inscriptions,

therebymoving toward an ordered taxonomy. Unfortunately, the discussion is based on hand

copies, and relies on Naveh’s uncritical assessment of the ostraca as a control for dating the

scripts found on Lemaire’s sources.

8 Daniels, “Calligraphic,” 55–68; van der Kooij, “Artifactual,” 49–57; and Lozachmeur, pp. 145–

168. Van der Kooij’s study is an exercise that resembles the approach proposed in his unpub-

lished Ph.D. thesis, “Early North-West.” Although its scope does not consider the Elephan-

tine material, one should also consider David Walter Nasgowitz’s 1966 dissertation, “Rise of

Aramean,” which was never published, but demonstrates a first attempt at a systematic clas-

sification of Aramaic paleography, and which is superior in methodology and approach to

the contemporary work of Naveh.

9 Naveh, Development, 22, 30.
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Lozachmeur, who used her paleographic discussion as a framework for describ-

ing how she, as an editor, understood documents, set awelcomedprecedent. This study

will likewise attempt to move the discussion of Aramaic paleography in a productive

direction.What follows is a description of the observationsmade throughout this study

regarding the ia scripts. This will not only serve as another perspective on the variation

of the Persian period scripts but also as supporting justification for the readings made

in this edition.

This discussion thenwill focus on the basic architecture (i.e. type) of each letter and

on the strokes and pen-lifts the writers used to form the letters. Unique here is a dis-

cussion of the letters or parts of letters that may be confused with other letters, and

thereby produce misreadings of the fragments.

In this discussion I have opted for a modified (and simplified) vocabulary based

on typographical anatomy. The following terms are descriptive and not categorical:

“ascend,” “cursive,” “declivity,” “descend,” and “linear”.

Writers did not rule the papyrus, but used an imaginary hanging line (i.e. top line)

and baseline. In most cases an imaginary mean line is also discernable.

The terms “diagonal stroke,” “horizontal stroke,” and “vertical stroke” refer to a line

that begins at one point and runs ultimately10 in a linear direction. The stance and cur-

siveness of the stroke is defined within a range of variation of roughly 30°. “Rounded

strokes” move in a circular direction and generally exceed the 30° threshold.11

Vertical Horizontal Diagonal

Determining Linear Stroke Types

In addition to these four simple strokes, letters are built with a relatively small num-

ber of paradigmatic features, which include: a crown, hook, horn, and reverse tilde.

The crownwas a paradigmatic scribal feature (see ב below)made of a horn that begins

above the hanging line and descends slightly under it, with a vertical stance or a left-

ward declivity. Sometimes with an intermediate pen-lift, other times with a simple

change in the pen’s direction, this horn attached to the left side of a short horizon-

tal stroke, that runs left-to-right under the hanging line and that connects on the left

side of a vertical stroke. Hook refers to the beginning or end of a crook-shaped stroke;

it mostly appears on vertical strokes. In some cases, distinguishing a hook from a short

horizontal stoke is difficult, but in this study hooks connect to the beginning or end of

a stroke without an intermediary pen-lift. Both the independent horn and the reverse

tilde are clear in the figure below.

10 For rounded stokes, the linear length of the stroke visually exceeds the height/width of its

arc.

11 The height/width of its arc is ≥ the linear distance between the instroke and outstroke.
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Letters’ Structural Features

The archetypes discussed below are hand copies, made with a digital stylus, whose nib

is cut out from the papyri photographs. These archetypes are based on a careful exam-

ination of each letter, which is found in the supporting file (http://doi.org/10.6084/m9

.figshare.19382882). It should be remembered that these are heuristic archetypes used

to describe the decisionsmade for this edition; they are not intended to be prescriptive

for the classification of other Aramaic sources.

��א

All occurrences are of one type (A), written with three strokes and two pen-lifts. The

basic architecture of the stroke includes (1) a vertical or diagonal center stroke, fol-

lowed by a pen-lift; (2) a left-to-right horizontal stroke that intersects the center stroke

just above the mean line and is followed by a pen-lift; and (3) a horn that sits right of

the center stroke or intersects it, with a height that generally begins at the mean line

and ascends higher than the center stroke.

When the first stroke stands mostly vertical and runs the height of the line, strokes

1+2 may be confused with ו or the left half of .ה In such cases the horn (stroke 3) may

exhibit a small inverse hook and resemble .ל

When the first strokedescendsdiagonally from left-to-right, stoppingnear or slightly

past the mean line, strokes 1+2 may be confused with .י If strokes 1+2 with this ductus

descend to the baseline, then confusion with ג is possible.

In the rare instance an א resembles a more Phoenician form, the letter may be con-

fused with כ type-B, but when both are attested they are distinguishable.12

��ב

The letter ב can be divided into two types. Type-A is written with two strokes and one

pen-lift and type-B with three strokes and (often) two pen-lifts.

Type-A stroke 1 is generally a short diagonal stroke without a horn. Type-A stroke 2

generally a (cursive) diagonal stroke, but when it stands at a fairly vertical or diagonal

ductus, the letter resembles ו or .פ

Type-B strokes 2+3 form a crown, though it is not always clear if the strokes are

divided by a pen-lift or merely a change in the pen’s direction. The structure of the

12 The so-called archaic (��) alef, which is more akin to a Phoenician alef (��) and which is

known as a textual unit divider in the Ahiqar manuscript, does not appear in this publi-

cation’s collection of fragments.
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crown is a paradigmatic stroke pattern used by many writers in many letters. Nearly

identical crowns appear on ר|ד . Depending on the writer, some forms of ,י ,כ ,מ and נ

as well as the tilde of ק and forms of ס type-B also resemble this crown. Type-B, stroke

3 is prone to be more rounded than diagonal. Stroke 3 may extend horizontally on the

baseline, which is a unique feature of the letter.

��ג

All occurrences are of one type (A), written with two strokes and one pen-lift.

Stroke 1 is a mostly vertical or slightly slanting left-to-right stroke, and stroke 2 is a

diagonal stroke beginning at the top of 1 and descending right-to-left.

Depending on the angle and intersection of the two strokes, the letter may take the

basic shape of withoutה its short vertical stroke. If written small, it may resemble .י

��/��ר/ד
ר|ד are indistinguishable and exhibit the same general type (A), which uses three

strokes and (often) two pen-lifts.

The letter has a “crown” (strokes 2+3), whichmay be confusedwith ב type-B, as well

as the other letters discussed above ,י) ,כ ,מ ,נ ,ס and .(ק On occasion a ו type-A in some

hands may resemble a ר|ד , but in such cases the ר|ד of the same hand never resembles

whenו both are attested.

��ה

All occurrences are of one type (A), written with three strokes and two pen-lifts.

The left half of the letter (strokes 2+3)maybe confusedwith dependingonי theduc-

tus, leaving a יז or יו pattern. In damaged/effaced contexts, strokes 1+2 may resemble

the first stroke and crossbar of .ח Likewise, if stroke 3 is faded or missing, the structure

of strokes 1+3 may be confused with .ג On rare occasion, a poorly written מ (type-B)

may be confused with .ה

��ו
All occurrences of ו resemble the same basic shape, but may be divided into two types:

type-A is written with two strokes and one pen-lift. Type-B is a crook-shaped stroke,

a hook attached to a vertical stroke. Sometimes the difference between the two types

is indistinguishable without multiple examples. In both types the hook begins in the

middle of the upper half of the line, but sometimes may sit under the hanging line.

Type-Amay bemistaken for ר|ד , but when examples in the same hand are available,

the distinction becomes clear. The same is true of possible confusion with ב type-A.

Type-B resembles the “hook”-shape that the letter’s name derives from.Writers that

use this shape, may—though not always—use the same shape to write ,פ which can be

indistinguishable. In such a case, the letters differ only in that mayפ be slightly longer

or begin on the hanging line, rather than near the mean line. Furthermore, in some

instances type-B may be indistinguishable from ,ז the numeral ,�� or the numeral ,��

depending on the articulation of the hook,13 but when examples are extant in a given

hand, differentiation is often clear.

��ז
All occurrences are of one type (A), written with a single vertical stroke.

Confusion with the numeral �� and the letter ו type-B are possible. In the frequently

attested letter combination יז , the mayז be difficult to identify, if written as a diagonal

stroke with rightward declivity and parallel to or overlapping the diagonal of the .י

13 See for example the discussion in Moore, “Scribal Dot,” 5 n. 11.
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��ח
The basic structure of ח includes two vertical strokes and a crossbar. This may be con-

structed based on two types: type-A in which each stroke is followed by a pen-lift in

the order of (1) right vertical, (2) left vertical, and (3) crossbar; or type-B in which the

crossbar and right vertical are formed without a pen-lift in the order of (1) crossbar, (2)

right vertical, and (3) left vertical.

Ductus plays significant role in the letter’s identification. The vertical strokes for

each type are generally the same length, though in cursive hands the left vertical may

be slightly longer. The crossbar may be either a horizontal or a vertical stroke. Simi-

larly, the ductus of the whole letter may be rotated greatly, up to 45°, thereby turning

the verticals into diagonals with a rightward declivity.

Letter type plays little to no role in misreadings, which are mostly owed to ductus.

when the letter standsmore vertically itmay be confusedwith צ type-A.When the duc-

tus produces a noticeably diagonal stance the letter may be confused with .ט

��ט
All occurrences are of one type (A), written with three strokes and two pen-lifts. It is

not always clear what order the strokes are written in.

It may be confused with לי or in some cases לז , both of which are common letter

combinations. On occasion confusion with withח a slanted ductus (see above) is pos-

sible.

��י
All occurrences are of one type (A), writtenwith two strokes and one pen-lift, but three

variations in the stroke pattern produce different looking letters.

Themost common strokepattern is a vertical first stroke that extends from thehang-

ing line to or just below the mean line and a left-to-right horizontal stroke that sits on

the mean line and intersects stroke 1 on its left side.

In a few instances, stroke 1 descends from the hanging line to the mean line with

a leftward declivity. Stroke 2 then begins on the mean line and at the base of stroke 1,

then moves left-to-right. This resembles the paradigmatic crown shape (see .(ב

A final pattern is a highly cursive form of the first pattern formed by a short horn

followed by a round stroke that extends from the hanging line to the mean line. Stroke

2 then begins left of stroke 1 and is a round stroke that sits in the cavity of stroke 1—

touching and almost parallel to stroke 1.

In many hands י and strokes 1+2 of א are identical. When crown-shaped, it may be

confused with letters associated with that paradigmatic form ,ב) ר|ד , ,כ ,מ ,נ ק,ס ). In

broken contexts confusion with ל is possible.

��כ
Type-A is writtenwith two strokes and one pen-lift. Type-B is writtenwith three strokes

and two pen-lifts.

Both types beginwith a long vertical or diagonal stroke that descends from thehang-

ing line past the baseline, and if diagonal, with a leftward declivity. A crown is then

written left of the stroke. For Type-A the crown is a round stroke that forms a cup that

may be confused with ע or the left half of .ש

Type-B exhibits a more paradigmatic crown (see .(ב Sometimes, the base of this

crown (i.e. stroke 3) is slightly longer than that found on crowns of other letters ,ב)

ר|ד , ,י ,מ ,נ ק,ס ) in the same hand.

In the rare instance a hand exhibits formsmore akin to Phoenician script, an mayא

be confused as a ,כ but when both are attested they are distinguishable.
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��ל
Type-A is written as a single stroke that extends from the mean line to well above the

hanging line, into the interlinear space, even to the baseline above. At the mean line

the stroke exhibits a small hook. The result is an upside down פ|ו .

As with ,ו when the hook extends long enough to be considered its own stroke, it is

difficult to determine if this wasmadewith a pen-lift, ormerely a change in the stroke’s

direction.

Type-B is rare. In very few instances does one find a small barb, written after a pen-

lift, extending downward with leftward declivity from the right side of the horizontal.

This may have been made by simply dotting with the pen.

��מ
Type-A is written with three strokes and one pen-lift. Type-B is written with three

strokes and two pen-lifts. Type-C is written with four strokes and three pen-lifts.

Type-A begins with a long reverse tilde before turning downward to form a diago-

nal/vertical stroke. The horizontal portion of the tilde is then bisected with a diagonal

stroke. Type-B and Type-C are a ו or פ with small ב (type-A) written in the upper half

of the line. Types B and C may then be confused with these letter combinations. Type

B, in particular, has the same number of strokes as ה and on rare occasion they may be

confused depending on the letter’s stance.

��נ
Type-A is a curvilinear stroke written from top-to-bottom with no pen-lifts and

descends past the baseline.

Type-B is a curvilinear stroke written from top-to-bottom that descends past the

baseline. Its upper portion exhibits a horn or a crown shape. Occasionally, one can

determine that this horn/crown is written after a pen-lift, but in such cases these may

be deemed an immediate correction to ensure the letter does not resemble .פ Type-

A may be confused with the extended form of ,�� while type-B is most often confused

with פ of כ depending on the hand. In broken contexts or certain letter combinations,

the crown of type-B, may be confused with that of other letters with the paradigmatic

crown (see ,(ב namely ,ב ר|ד , ,י ,כ ,מ ק,ס .

��ס

Type-A is written with a small shaped-ו stroke in the top half of the line, then a pen-lift.

The tale of the shaped-ו is crossed by a second stoke of the same basic shape.

Type-B is written with a small shaped-ו stroke in the top half of the line, then a pen-

lift. Beginning on the right edge of the ,shape-ו a crown is written; the writing direction

then turns downward into a vertical stroke without a pen-lift. (Frequently in docu-

ments outside this collection, the crown and vertical stroke are separated by a pen-lift.)

The small shape-ו can sometimes be written so short and with a leftward turn at the

end that it resembles a ,shape-י causing confusion with .י

The number�� is often written identically to type-A, but generally context will dis-

ambiguate the two.

Type-B’s crown shape may be confused with other paradigmatic crown-shaped let-

ters (see ,(ב namely ,ב ר|ד , ,י ,כ ,מ ק,ס , but since the crown appears near the mean line,

this is rarely an issue.

In rarer cases, the right side of the letter may not extend to the baseline but ends

near the mean line.
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��ע
All occurrences are of one type (A), written with two-strokes and one pen-lift in the

upper half of the line.

Confusion with the upper part of כ type-A, the upper part of a צ type-B, or the left

portion of ,ש is possible especially in broken contexts.

��פ
All occurrences are of one type (A), written with a small hook on the hanging line fol-

lowed by a long vertical stroke that generally descends past the baseline.

Confusion with ו and נ type-A is possible.

��צ
Type-A is written with a vertical stroke that descends from the hanging line to just

below the mean line. A parallel stroke that descends below the baseline is written left

of stroke 1. A cross bar then connects the two in the upper half of the line. A pen-lift

occurs between strokes 1–2 and 2–3.

Type-B is written with a long vertical stroke that descends from the hanging line to

below the baseline. After a pen-lift, a short round or diagonal stroke with a leftward

declivity is written right of stroke 1 from the hanging line to the mean line. Stroke 2

intersects stroke 1 at the mean line.

Type-A is easily confused with ח that exhibits a vertically oriented ductus. In some

hands it may resemble the letter combination ני

Type-B resembles the letter combination נז or נו , and its upper portion may be con-

fused with .ע It may also resemble the numeral .��

��ק

All occurrences are of one type (A), written with a wide reversed tilde (∽), which then

turns into a (normally) short vertical stroke that descends past the mean line. After a

pen-lift a vertical begins on the left side of the reversed tilde and descends to or nor-

mally past the baseline.

The start of the reverse tilde may resemble the paradigmatic crown of other letters

(see ,(ב namely ,ב ר|ד , ,י ,כ ,מ ,נ .ס In this sense, the stroke pattern may better resemble

that used to write the numeric adjective .�� In a broken context the right and lower

parts may resemble נו or .ת Although the numerical adjective�� is distinct from ק in a

given hand, unless both are attested, the distinction may not be evident.

ד/ר See ר/ד .

��ש

All occurrences are of one type (A), written with an initial vertical or diagonal stroke

with rightward declivity, standing the full height of the line. Then two diagonal strokes

with leftward declivity and parallel to each other are written from the hanging line and

descend toward the first stroke, which they intersect at the baseline (stroke 3) and the

mean line (stroke 3).

The letter is easily confused with the numeral��. The structure may also resemble

the letter combination עז in some hands.

��ת
All occurrences are of one type (A), written as a short (generally shaped-ו though some-

times (shaped-ז right stroke that descends from the hanging line to or past the mean

line. After a pen-lift, a left stroke that begins slightly above the hanging line descends

along the left edge of stroke 1, continuing below the baseline.
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The simple structure is that of the letter combination נו or נז , where נ is type-A, but

most often s’ת stroke exhibits a leftward declivity (ſ) at its start, which is not found on

.נ

Additional Comments

The contemporary Demotic script contains signs or parts of signs that resemble many

Aramaic characters. Demotic signs that resemble ��|ו|ז , ��|ס , ,ב פ,ע,ר|ד , ,ש or ת are fre-

quent in Demotic sources from the Persian and Ptolemaic periods. Furthermore, parts

of many Hieratic signs may resemble Aramaic characters. The scarcity of bilingual

Aramaic-Egyptian sources at Elephantine limits the possibility of misreading an Egyp-

tian fragment as Aramaic, but themixed assemblage of the find-spots does not rule out

the possibility.

In aminority of cases it appears as though a handmay have been trained in Phoeni-

cian, or in an Aramaic script closer to Phoenician. The extreme rarity of Phoeni-

cian papyri excludes misreading a fragment as written in the Phoenician language,

though it remains possible that Phoenician language speakers wrote in Aramaic with

Phoenician-like letters.
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Anthroponyms

(* indicates an alternative interpretation; see commentary.)

Romanized Aramaic Text No. Line

…◦s ס◦]…[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 5′

…◦q ק◦]…[ 1.2.13 recto 2′

…bh הב]…[ 2.2.2 recto 2′ *

…bm מב]…[ 2.2.2 recto 2′ *

…h ⸣ה⸢]…[ 1.3.21 recto 1′

…ṭ ט]…[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 8′

…yah הי]…[ 1.1.2 recto 3′

…k ⸣כ⸢]…[ 2.2.2 recto 5′ *

[pn-]⸣l⸢ ⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.3.12 recto 2′

…n נ]…[ 2.2.2 recto 1′

…-natan נ⸣תנ⸢]…[ 1.2.11 recto 1′

…p ⸣פ⸢]…[ 2.2.2 recto 5′ *

…ṣ צ]…[ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′ *

…t ת]…[ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′ *

◦◦◦ˀ א]◦◦◦[ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 2′

[◦◦]◦dns[…] ]…[סנד◦]◦◦[ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 1′ *

[◦◦]◦rns[…] ]…[סנר◦]◦◦[ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 1′ *

◦◦p◦◦ ◦◦⸣פ⸢]◦◦[ 1.1.3 verso 1

◦ˀ… ]…[א◦ 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 1′ *

◦y… ]…[י◦ 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 1′ *

◦l… ]…[ל◦ 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 1′ *

…◦s ס◦] 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 6′

ˀAbiyitneṣer ⸣ר⸢צנתיבא 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 4′

ˀgz◦ ]…[◦זגא 2.2.2 recto 3′ *

ˀIddinnabû ובננ⸣דא⸢ 1.2.7 recto 3

ˀIddinnabû [⸣ו⸢ב⸣ננדא⸢ 1.2.9 recto 1′

ˀÔsiri-◦◦ [◦◦רסו⸣א⸢] 1.1.16 verso 1′

ˀÛrî ירוא 1.1.2 recto 1′

ˀÔšeˁa ⸣ע⸢שו]א[ 1.3.5 frag. a (+) b verso 1 *

ˀAḥîˀab באיחא 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

ˀAḥîˀab ⸣ב⸢איחא 1.3.24 verso 1′

ˀAḥy(ô) ])ו([⸣י⸢חא 1.1.2 recto 2′ *

ˀk… ]…[כא 2.2.2 recto 5′ *

ˀEsḥôr רוחסא 1.1.12 verso (pal) 1′

ˀEspîw◦… ]…[◦ויפס])א([ 1.3.6 verso 1′

ˀEspemet תמפסא 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

ˀp… ]…[פא 2.2.2 recto 5′ *

ˀArta… ]…[תרא 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 3

ˀtz◦ ]…[◦זתא 2.2.2 recto 3′ *

B◦◦ ◦◦ב 1.1.2 verso 2

Bagadata תדגב 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 1′
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(cont.)

Romanized Aramaic Text No. Line

Bazmî ]י[מזב 1.3.16 recto 1′ *

Buṭetaˀ א⸣תטב⸢ 2.1.1 P. 23922 b verso 1

Bêtˀeltaq⁽û⁾m ]מ)ו([⸣ק⸢תל⸣א⸢תיב] 1.3.1 frag. b recto 2′

Bēlbani [⸣נ⸢בלב 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 4

Bellê הלב 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 3′

Gemaryah ])הירמג([ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

Gemaryah ]הי[⸣ר⸢מג 2.5.3 P. 23970 recto 2′

Gemaryah הירמג] 2.5.6 frag. b recto 1′

Darîˀûš שואיר]ד[ 1.2.8 recto 1

Hôdô [ודוה 2.5.3 P. 23970 recto 1′ *

Hôdavyah ])היודוה([ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

Hôdavyah ]הי[ודוה 2.5.3 P. 23970 recto 1′ *

Hôšeˁa ע⸣ש⸢וה 1.1.2 recto 2′

Hôšeˁa עשוה 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

Hôšeˁa [⸣ע⸢שו]ה[ 1.3.5 frag. a (+) b verso 1 *

Hôšeˁa [⸣עשו⸢ה 1.3.21 recto 1′

Waḥpreˁ ער⸣פ⸢]חו[ 2.2.2 recto 6′

Vidranga [גנר]דיו[ 2.3.2 frag. c recto 2′

Zakkûr ]ר[⸣ו⸢כז 2.3.2 frag. a recto 1′

Zakkûr [⸣רו⸢כז 2.3.2 frag. a recto 2′

Zakkûr רו⸣כ⸢]ז[ 1.3.5 frag. a (+) b verso 1

Ḥ◦… ]…[◦ח 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

Ḥabib בבח 1.1.2 verso 2

Ḥaggî ⸣יג⸢ח 2.5.17 recto 1′

Ḥôr רוח] 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 4′

Ḥôr ⸣רוח⸢ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 1′

Ḥôr רוח 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 9′

Ḥôr רוח 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 5′

Ḥôr רוח 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 2′

Ḥanan / Ḥananyah ]…[ננח] 2.5.15 recto 2′

Ḥrs… ]…[סרח 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 8′

Yaˀûš שואי 1.2.8 recto 1 alt

Yahô◦… ]…[◦והי 1.1.3 verso 1

Yehôyišmaˁ עמשיוה]י[ 1.1.2 verso 1

Yehôyišmaˁ עמשיוהי 1.1.2 verso 3

Yeḥmolyah ]הילמ[⸣ח⸢י 1.1.8 recto 1′ *

Înḥarou ]ור[חני 2.1.1 P. 23922 b recto 7′ *

Yešobyah היבש⸣י⸢ 1.3.3 P. 23179 recto 2′

Yešobyah [היבשי 1.3.4 recto 1′

kb… ]…[⸣ב⸢כ 2.2.2 recto 2′

Cambyses יזובנכ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 8′

Maḥseyah ]ה[⸣יס⸢חמ] 2.5.6 frag. b recto 2′

Maḥseyah ]ה[⸣י⸢סח⸣מ⸢] 1.3.22 recto 1′

Menaḥem ]מ[חנמ 2.5.3 P. 23968 recto 2′ *

Menaḥemet ]תמ[חנמ 2.5.3 P. 23968 recto 2′ *

Mesḥeneh הנחס⸣מ⸢ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 3′

Mipṭaḥyah הי⸣חטפמ⸢] 2.3.2 frag. a recto 1′
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Romanized Aramaic Text No. Line

Mattan ⸣נתמ⸢ 1.1.3 recto 1′ *

Nabû… ]…-[ובנ 1.2.6 recto 1′

Saraka [⸣כר⸢ס 1.1.6 verso 1

ˁAbd-ˀEšmun נמ⸣שאדבע⸢ 2.5.18 verso 1′

ˁl… ]…[⸣ל⸢ע 2.5.2 frag. c recto 2′ *

ˁAnanî [יננע 1.2.7 P. 23961 recto 2′

P◦… ]…[◦פ 1.3.37 recto 1′

Phzw וזהפ 1.2.1 verso 1

Paḥnûm ⸣מונ⸢חפ 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 2′

Paḥn⁽û⁾m ]מ)ו(נ[⸣ח⸢פ 2.5.10 recto 1′ *

Paḥapî יפחפ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 4′

Paḥapî ⸣יפ⸢חפ 1.1.24 verso 2′

Peṭôsirî ירסוטפ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 8′

Peṭḥnum ]מנ[חטפ 2.2.2 recto 4′

Peṭḥarpkhraṭ ]ט[⸣ר⸢חפ]רחטפ[ 2.2.2 recto 7′ *

Peṭeneter רתנטפ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

Peṭesobeq קבסטפ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 4′

Pîa איפ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

Psamî ]י[⸣מ⸢ספ 2.2.2 recto 1′

Psamî ]י[⸣מ⸢ספ Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G.

51, Unl.2.3. Frags. 1+2

verso 1′

Ptaḥ חת⸣פ⸢ 1.1.15 recto 1′ *

Ṣeḥaˀ [⸣א⸢חצ] 2.5.2 frag. c recto 3′

Reˁa ער 1.3.26 recto 1′ *

Šaḥpîmû ]ו[⸣מ⸢יפחש 2.5.2 frag. b recto 4′

Šîbah הביש] 1.3.9 recto 1′

Šelemyah ]ה[⸣י⸢מלש 1.3.25 recto 1′ *

Shepneît ]תי[⸣נ⸢פש Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G.

51, Unl.2.3. Frags. 1+2

recto 2′

Tdˁsmt תמ⸣סעדת⸢ 2.3.2 frag. a recto 2′

Taḥê יחת 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 6′

Teṭeḥarôer רורחטת 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 3′

Teṭḥarpkhraṭ ]ט[⸣ר⸢חפ]רחטת[ 2.2.2 recto 7′ *

Tiqvat(i)yaˀ איתוקת 1.1.3 recto 2′

Tetep ⸣פת⸢]ת[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 2′

Tetep פתת 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 4′
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General Glossary

(* indicates an alternative interpretation; see commentary.)

Root Word Text No. Line

נבא

stone (no.)

[⸣י⸢נבאב] 1.3.48 recto 1′

לזא

to go (vb.)

[⸣ת⸢לזא 1.1.18 recto 2′ *

חא

brother (no.)

יחא 1.1.1 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

Recto 2

[⸣י⸢חאו 1.1.2 recto 2′ *

דחא

to seize (vb.)

ו]ד[חא 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 7′

החא

sister (no.)

[⸣ת⸢חא 1.1.15 verso 1′

יתחא 1.1.3 recto 2′

כיא

how, as (prep./conj.)

[כיא 1.1.2 verso 1

כי⸣א⸢] 1.1.5 recto 3

לא

to (preposition)

לא 1.1.1 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

Recto 2

[לא 1.1.5 verso 1

]לא[ 1.1.5 recto 1

ל]א[ 1.1.11 verso 3′

2- לא

not (particle)

[/●לא 1.3.10 recto 1′

הלא

god (no.)

⸣ה⸢לא 1.1.18 recto 2′ *

]הלא[ 1.3.2 frag. a recto 1′

כלא

those (demon.)

כל⸣א⸢ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 3′

המא

female-servant (no.)

א⸣ת⸢מא 1.1.2 recto 3′

רמא

to say (vb.)

]רמא[ 1.2.8 recto 2

ר]מא[ 1.2.8 recto 1 alt

]…[⸣ר⸢מ⸣א⸢] 2.4.3 recto 1′

⸣ניר⸢מ]א[ 1.1.7 recto 2′

]ר[מאל 1.1.25 recto 2′

]ר[מאנ 1.3.31 recto 1′

הנא

I (prono.)

הנא 1.1.3 verso 2

[הנא] 2.5.3 P. 23969 recto 2′ *

הנ⸣א⸢] 1.1.26 verso 1′

הנ⸣א⸢ 1.3.30 recto 1′

[⸣הנ⸢א 1.3.34 recto 1′

[⸣ה⸢נאו 1.3.39 recto 1′
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(cont.)

Root Word Text No. Line

תנא

you (prono.)

תנא 2.4.2 recto

התנא

woman, wife (no.)

ה⸣תת⸢]נא[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 2′

]ה[⸣ת⸢תנא 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 2′

ותנא

wifehood (no.)

ו⸣ת⸢]נאל[ 1.2.5 recto 3′

פסא

to collect (vb.)

פסאמ] 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 7′

רסא

to bind (vb.)

ורסא 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 7′

פא

moreover (conj.)

מ⸣פ⸢]א[ 1.1.17 recto 1′

פפא

(month of) Epiph (no.)

פפא 2.3.1 verso 2′

יתא

to come (vb.)

ותא 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 2′

[יתא 1.1.26 verso 1′

יתי⸣ה⸢ 1.1.11 verso 2′

ויתיאו 1.3.7 recto 2′

ב

in, on, with (prep.)

ב 1.2.8 recto 1 alt

ב 1.2.8 recto 1

]ב[ 1.3.44 verso 1′

ילבב

Babylonians (no.)

ני⸣לבב⸢ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 8′

וגב

within, herein (prep./adv.)

⸣וגב⸢] 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 3′

[⸣וג⸢ב 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 4′

]וג[⸣ב⸢ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 5′

])וגב([ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 2′

וגב 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

וגב 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 5′

]וג[⸣ב⸢ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

]וגב[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

וגב 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 6′

ניב

between, among (prep.)

ניב] 1.3.23 recto 1′

הריב

fort (no.)

אתריב 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 2′

אתרי⸣ב⸢] 1.3.15 recto 2′

יעב

to seek (vb.)

]…[⸣ע⸢בת 1.1.19 recto 1′

רב

son (no.)

ר⸣ב⸢]…[ Paris aibl-

cis Cl.-G. 51,

Unl.2.3. Frags.

1+2

verso 1′

רב 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 1′
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(cont.)

Root Word Text No. Line

רב 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

רב 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

]רב[ 1.1.2 verso 1 *

רב 1.1.2 verso 2

]רב[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 1′

רב 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 8′

⸣ר⸢ב 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 1′

⸣רב⸢ 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 2′ *

])רב([ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

])רב([ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

רב 2.2.2 recto 1′

רב 2.2.2 recto 2′

רב 2.2.2 recto 3′

רב 2.2.2 recto 4′

רב 2.2.2 recto 5′

רב 2.2.2 recto 6′

]רב[ 2.2.2 recto 7′

רב 1.3.3 P. 23964 recto 1′

⸣רב⸢ 1.3.4 recto 1′

)]רב[( 1.3.5 frag. a (+) b verso 1 *

]ר[⸣ב⸢ 2.5.6 frag. a recto 1′

רב 1.2.11 recto 1′

⸣רב⸢ 1.2.13 recto 2′

[רב 1.3.12 recto 2′

⸣רב⸢] 2.5.15 recto 1′

⸣רב⸢] 2.5.17 recto 1′

רב 1.3.21 recto 1′

[⸣ר⸢ב 1.3.25 verso 1′

רב 1.3.32 verso 1′

רב 1.3.37 recto 1′

הרב 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 5′

הרב 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 6′

]הרב[ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 4′

]ה[⸣רב⸢ 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 2′ *

הרב 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 5′

הרב , תרב

daughter (no.)

⸣ת⸢]רב[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 4′

⸣ת⸢]ר[⸣ב⸢] 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 9′

⸣תרב⸢ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 2′

]ת[⸣ר⸢ב 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 3′ *

תרב 2.3.2 frag. a recto 1′

תרב 2.3.2 frag. a recto 2′

)]תרב[( 1.3.5 frag. a (+) b verso 1 *

התרב 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 3′

]הת[⸣ר⸢ב 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 3′

]הת[⸣ר⸢ב 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 3′ *

התרב 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 4′
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(cont.)

Root Word Text No. Line

[התרב 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 6′

התרבו 1.1.3 verso 1

⸣התרבו⸢ 1.1.3 verso 1

])ת([רב 1.1.2 verso 1 *

משב

balsam oil (no.)

משב 1.3.30 recto 2′ *

רבג

man, person, each

(no./prono.)

[⸣ר⸢בג 1.3.36 recto 2′

אירבג 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 4′

אירבג 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 6′

נרבג 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 7′

ירג

to sue (vb.)

[⸣יהו⸢רגת 2.3.2 frag. b recto 1′

מרג

to cause to happen (vb.)

[⸣ה⸢ומרג] 2.5.9 recto 2′

לגד

dᵉgal-unit (no.)

יכלג]ד[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 5

לגד]ל[ 1.2.7 recto 3

כד

(demon.)

[כד Paris aibl-

cis Cl.-G. 51,

Unl.2.3. Frags.

1+2

verso 2′

נרכד

memorandum (no.)

נרכד 2.3.1 recto 1′

ימד

value (no.)

ימדב 1.1.2 recto 4′

[⸣י⸢מד 1.2.3 recto 1′

[⸣א⸢]י[⸣מד⸢ 1.2.10 recto 2′

יוה

to be(come) (vb.)

]ה[⸣ו⸢ה⸣א⸢ 2.5.9 verso 1′ *

⸣ווה⸢ 1.3.27 recto 1′

[הוהי] 2.5.6 frag. a recto 2′

⸣ה⸢וה⸣ת⸢] 1.3.14 recto 1′

י]ו[⸣הת⸢] 1.1.10 recto 3′

כוה

to proceed (vb.)

◦[⸣לכו⸢המל 1.3.18 recto 1′

[כהת 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 6

ריה

Hyr (property yield?) (no.)

אריה 1.1.2 recto 4′

כלה

to walk (vb.)

]א)י([⸣כ⸢לה 1.3.29 recto 2′

נה

if (particle)

נה 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 5′

נה 2.5.1 frag. a recto 1′

נבז

to buy (G-stem) (vb.)

נבזמל 1.1.6 recto 2′
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(cont.)

Root Word Text No. Line

יז

that, which, of (rel. prono.)

יזו 2.2.3 recto iii 10

יז 2.1.1 P. 23922 b verso 1

י⸣ז⸢ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 4′

יז 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 6′

יז 1.1.2 recto 4′

יז 1.2.1 verso 1

יז 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′

])יז([ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

[⸣יז⸢ 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 1

יז 2.3.1 verso 1′

⸣יז⸢ 1.1.6 verso 2

יז 1.1.7 recto 2′

יז 2.5.6 frag. a recto 1′

⸣יז⸢ 1.1.11 recto 2

יז] 1.1.18 recto 2′

יז 1.1.19 recto 1′

יז 1.3.47 recto 2′

ליז

belonging to (prep.)

])י([⸣כ⸢ליז 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 4

נמז

time (?) (no.)

]נ[מזב 1.3.16 recto 1′ *

הנז

this (prono.)

הנז 1.3.1 frag. a 2′

הנז] 1.2.13 recto 1′

הנז 1.3.19 recto 2′

[⸣ה⸢נז 1.3.33 recto 1′

תדח

new (adj.)

אתדח 2.5.11 recto 1′

בוח

obligation (no.)

בוח] 1.2.1 verso 1

יזח

to see (vb.)

]◦[זח⸣תו⸢ 1.3.28 recto 2′ *

]הז[⸣ח⸢י 1.1.8 recto 1′ *

[הזחת 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 5

תבטח

striped cloth (no.)

⸣תב⸢]ט[ח 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 8′

הטח

wheat (no.)

הטח 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 3′

יח

life, living (no.)

איח⸣ל⸢] 1.1.14 recto 2′ *

טיח

to inspect (vb.)

טי⸣חא⸢ 1.1.12 verso (pal) 2′ *

טי⸣חי⸢ 1.1.12 verso (pal) 2′ *

ליח

troop (no.)

]א[⸣יל⸢יח 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 3′
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Root Word Text No. Line

אליחל 2.2.3 recto iii 10

מלח

to dream (vb.)

מלחל 1.1.8 recto 1′

רמח

wine (no.)

⸣ר⸢]מ[⸣ח⸢ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′ *

רמח - 2

donkey (no.)

⸣ר⸢]מ[⸣ח⸢ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′ *

לסח

to wean (vb.)

נליס⸣ח⸢] 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 1′

נסח

to possess (G-stem); to have

possess-status (C-stem)

(vb.)

]נס[⸣ח⸢ה⸣א⸢ 2.5.9 verso 1′ *

ניסח 1.1.2 recto 5′

שרח

plow (no.)

שרח 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′

בט

good (adj.)

⸣ב⸢ט 1.1.9 P. 23957 recto 3′

]…[⸣בט⸢ 1.1.13 verso 2′

בי

Elephantine (no.)

ב⸣י⸢ל 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 2′

לבי

to bring, carry (vb.)

[⸣ל⸢בומל 2.5.5 recto 1′

[ל⸣ב⸢ו⸣מ⸢] 1.3.41 recto 1′

די

hand (no.)

[דיב 2.3.1 recto 2′

]דיב[ 2.2.3 recto iii 11

[⸣ד⸢י⸣ב⸢ 1.1.9 P. 23957 verso 3′

ד⸣י⸢לו 2.3.1 recto 4′

די 1.1.9 P. 23957 verso 2′

כ⸣ד⸢י 1.3.2 frag. a recto 1′

]ד[⸣י⸢ל 1.1.10 recto 3′ *

עדי

to know (vb.)

עד 1.3.26 recto 1′ *

מוי

day (no.)

]נ[מוי 1.3.23 recto 1′

רוי

ywr-male-status (no.)

]רוי[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 1′

]רוי[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 4′

ר]וי[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 2′

]רוי[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 3′

⸣רוי⸢ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

ר⸣ו⸢י 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 8′

]רוי[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

דלי

to bear (vb.)

[⸣כל⸢תד⸣ל⸢י 1.1.9 P. 23954 a recto 2′

⸣ה⸢דל]ת[ 1.3.1 frag. c recto 2′ *
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Root Word Text No. Line

אמי

to swear (vb.)

[אמי] 2.4.1 recto 2′

קני

infant (no.)

[⸣אי⸢קניל 1.1.22 verso 1′

חרי

month (no.)

חריב 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′

חרי 1.1.1 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

Recto 1

חרי 1.1.1 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

Recto 1

חרי 1.3.19 recto 2′

ח]רי[ 2.3.1 verso 2′

רשי

to send (an item) (vb.)

ורשוה 1.1.2 verso 3

]יר[⸣ש⸢וה 1.1.2 verso 2

רתי

surplus (no.)

[⸣ה⸢רת⸣יו⸢ 1.1.2 recto 1′

לבכ

chains

נלבכב 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 7′

להכ

to be able (vb.)

להכת] 1.1.24 recto 2′

]ל[⸣ה⸢כת 1.3.38 recto 1′

לכ

all, every, total (no./prono.)

]…[הל⸣כ⸢]…[ 2.5.16 recto 4′

לכ 1.1.3 verso 2

לכ 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 1

[⸣לכ⸢ 1.1.10 recto 1′

⸣ל⸢כ 1.1.23 recto 1′

לכ 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 5

לכ 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 6

לכ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 4′

]לכ[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

לכ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 5′

]לכ[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

]לכ[ 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′

מכ -

your (m.s.) (suf. prono.)

⸣מכי⸢◦)◦(]…[ 1.3.17 recto 1′

תנכ

emmer (no.)

]נת[נכ 2.3.1 recto 1′

נתנכ 2.3.1 recto 3′

פסכ

silver, silver-rate (no.)

]…[פסכ]…[ 2.5.16 recto 3′

⸣פסכ⸢ב 1.1.3 recto 2′

פסכ 1.2.3 recto 1′

[פסכ 1.3.8 recto 1′
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מפכ

according to, at the instruc-

tion of (prep.)

[מפכ 1.2.13 recto 1′

שרכ

karsh-measurement (no.)

ש])רכ(..[ 2.5.8 side 1

בתכ

to write (vb.)

בתכ 1.2.1 verso 1

[⸣ב⸢תכ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

⸣ב⸢תכ 1.3.45 recto 1′

]ב)י([תכ 1.3.35 recto 2′

ביתכ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 6′

נותכ

tunic (no.)

]נ[ותכ 2.5.5 recto 3′

ל

to, for, of (prep.)

]…[⸣ל⸢ 1.1.5 recto 3

]…ל[ 1.2.1 verso 1

]ל[ 1.2.5 recto 3′

]…ל[ 1.2.8 recto 1 alt

]…ל[ 1.2.8 recto 1

]…[ל 2.5.4 frag. a recto 1′

ה⸣ל⸢] 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 3′

]יל[ 1.1.2 verso 2

יל 1.1.2 verso 1

[⸣י⸢ל 1.1.10 recto 3′ *

⸣יל⸢ 1.1.18 verso 2′

⸣יל⸢ 1.2.5 recto 4′

⸣כ⸢]ל[ 1.1.6 recto 2′

[⸣כ⸢ל] 1.1.20 recto 2′

[⸣כ⸢ל 1.1.27 recto 1′

כל 1.3.47 recto 2′

מכל 1.1.3 verso 2

[⸣מ⸢כל 1.3.46 verso (?) 1

נל 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 4 *

[נל 1.1.9 P. 23954 a recto 3′

נל 1.3.40 recto 1′

אל

not (part.)

[אלו 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 6

⸣אל⸢ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 9′

[⸣אל⸢ 1.1.3 verso 2

אל 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 4 *

אל 1.1.5 recto 2

אל] 1.1.22 recto 2′

אל 1.3.15 recto 2′

[אל 2.5.1 frag. a recto 1′

יתיאל , תיאל

there is not (vb.)

⸣תי⸢א⸣ל⸢] 1.3.2 frag. b recto 1′
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Root Word Text No. Line

הנבל

brick (no.)

])נ([⸣נ⸢בלב 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 4

שבל

garment (no.)

ש⸣ב⸢]ל[ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′

כשבל] 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 6

יחל

wicked (adj.)

איח⸣ל⸢] 1.1.14 recto 2′ *

נימדקל

formerly (adv.)

נימדקל 2.5.7 frag. a recto 2′

חקל

to take (vb.)

]…[חקל]…[ 1.1.20 recto 1′

]החקלמל[ 1.2.5 recto 3′

נאמ

vessel (no.)

הנא]מ[ 2.5.3 P. 23969 recto 2′ *

הנידמ

district (no.)

אתנידמ 1.1.2 recto 5′

תנ]ידמ[ 1.1.14 recto 1′

]תנידמ[ 2.2.3 recto iii 10

רהמ

bride price

[⸣אר⸢המל 1.3.18 recto 1′

ריחמ

(month of) Meḥîr (no.)

ריח⸣מל⸢ 2.2.3 recto iii 12

]ריח[⸣מ⸢| 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′ *

רי⸣ח⸢]מ[ 2.5.2 frag. b recto 3′

לכמ

food-ration (no.)

⸣א⸢לכמב 2.2.3 recto iii 13

[נלכ]מ[ 2.2.4 recto 1′

[נל⸣כ⸢]מ[ 2.2.4 recto 2′

נלכ]מ[ 2.2.4 recto 3′

⸣נ⸢לכ⸣מ⸢] 2.2.4 recto 4′

אלמ

to fill (vb.)

⸣אל⸢מת⸣ת⸢] 1.3.44 verso 1′

חלמ

boatman (no.)

[אחלמ 1.2.1 verso 1

כלמ

king (no.)

אכלמ 1.2.8 recto 1 alt

]אכלמ[ 1.2.8 recto 2

]אכלמ[ 1.3.48 recto 1′

נמ

from (prep.)

נמו 2.2.3 recto iii 13

נמ 1.1.2 recto 5′

נמ 1.1.2 verso 2

[⸣נ⸢מ 1.1.11 recto 1

[⸣נמ⸢ 1.1.11 verso 2′

נ⸣מ⸢] 1.1.27 verso 1′

]נמ[ 1.3.19 recto 2′

ננמ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 7′
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הנמ

share, portion (no.)

⸣תנמ⸢] 1.1.10 recto 1′

החנמ

grain-offering (no.)

⸣ה⸢תח⸣נ⸢]מ[ 1.3.3 P. 23964 recto 2′ *

ערוסמ

(month of) Mesôreˁ (no.)

]ערוס[⸣מ⸢ 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′ *

אתסמ

limit, underage (no.)

את⸣ס⸢מ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 5′

אתסמ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 6′

⸣א⸢תסמ 2.2.1 frag. f recto unplaced 1′

ירצמ

Egyptian/Egypt (no.)

]א[⸣י⸢רצמ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 3′

]ני[⸣ר⸢צ⸣מ⸢] 2.5.1 frag. b recto 2′

החשמ

measurement (no.)

⸣ה⸢תח⸣ש⸢]מ[ 1.3.3 P. 23964 recto 2′ *

כשמ

leather (no.)

כשמ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′

תמ

land (no.)

⸣נתמ⸢ו 1.1.3 recto 1′ *

אנ

Thebes (no.)

אנ 1.1.14 recto 1′

תחנ

to go down (vb.)

[⸣תח⸢נה 1.1.22 recto 2′

[⸣ה⸢תח⸣נ⸢]ה[ 1.3.3 P. 23964 recto 2′ *

]ת[חני 2.1.1 P. 23922 b recto 7′ *

שפנ

person, self (no.)

שפנ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 4′

⸣ש⸢]פ[⸣נ⸢] 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

שפנ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 5′

שפ]נ[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

אש⸣פנ⸢] 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′

בצנ

planting (area), orchard

(no.)

]ה[בצנ 2.5.5 recto 2′ *

לצנ

to remove (vb.)

]ל[⸣צ⸢נה 1.1.5 recto 2

נשנ

lady(-status) (no.)

נשנ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 2′

]נש[⸣נ⸢] 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 3′

]נשנ[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 5′

נשנ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 2′

נשנ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 4′

נשנ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

נשנ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 9′

]נשנ[ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 2′

]נשנ[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 2′
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(cont.)

Root Word Text No. Line

]נשנ[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

נש]נ[ 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 3′

נתנ / בהי

to give (vb.)

⸣ב⸢]ה)◦◦([ 1.1.22 verso 1′

ה⸣ל⸢נ⸣ת⸢]נ◦[ 1.3.42 verso 1′

נתנא 1.2.5 recto 3′

הננתנא 1.2.4 recto 1′

[⸣בהי⸢ 1.3.27 recto 1′

]…[⸣ב⸢הי 2.3.1 verso 1′

]…[⸣כ⸢בה]י[ 2.5.14 recto 2′

ביה⸣י⸢ 2.2.3 recto iii 10

⸣נתנ⸢]ת[ 1.2.5 recto 4′

נ⸣ונ⸢]ת[⸣נ⸢ת 1.1.7 recto 2′

האס

seah-measurement (no.)

ה⸣אס⸢ 2.2.1 frag. a verso iii′ 1′

לבס

to support (vb.)

]הו[⸣לב⸢ס 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 8′

רבס

to hope (vb.)

רב⸣ס⸢◦]…[ 1.1.19 verso 1′

נוס

Syene (no.)

נו⸣ס⸢ב 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 5′

[⸣נ⸢]וס[ב 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 7′

רפס

document (no.)

]רפס[ 1.2.1 verso 1

]רפס[ 1.2.2 P. 23172 verso 1

]ר[⸣פ⸢ס 1.3.43 recto 1′

⸣ארפ⸢ס 2.1.1 P. 23922 b verso 1

ארפס 2.3.1 recto 2′

]ארפס[ 1.2.13 recto 1′

רתתס

stater (no.)

]נר[⸣ת⸢תס 1.2.10 recto 1′

דבע

to make, to do (vb.)

דבעאו 1.1.5 recto 3

⸣נודב⸢]עי[ 1.1.2 recto 3′ *

דבענ 1.1.21 recto 1′

דבע 1.1.6 verso 1

]…[⸣ד⸢בע 1.1.10 recto 2′ *

ידבע 1.1.2 verso 1

[⸣י⸢דב⸣ע⸢] 1.1.25 verso 2′ *

[ת⸣ד⸢ב⸣ע⸢ 1.1.7 recto 1′

דבעת 1.1.5 recto 3

דבעת 1.1.12 verso (pal) 1′

⸣נודב⸢]עת[ 1.1.2 recto 3′ *

דבע -2

(male-)servant (no.)

דבע 1.1.6 verso 1

]…[⸣דב⸢ע 2.5.12 recto 1′

[⸣י⸢דב⸣ע⸢] 1.1.25 verso 2′ *
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Root Word Text No. Line

]אי[⸣ד⸢בע 1.1.10 recto 2′ *

כידבע 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 1

רובע

grain (no.)

⸣ר⸢ובע 1.1.6 recto 2′

דע

until (prep.)

ד⸣ע⸢]…[ 1.3.19 recto 2′

דע 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 5

דע 1.3.20 recto 2′

לע

on, to (prep.)

[לע 1.1.7 recto 2′

[⸣לע⸢ 1.1.9 P. 23956 verso 2′

]לע[ 1.1.11 recto 1

לע 1.3.20 recto 1′

ל⸣ע⸢] 1.3.43 recto 1′

]…[⸣ל⸢ע 2.5.2 frag. c recto 2′ *

ילע 2.5.7 frag. a recto 2′

רבדלע

therefore (prep.)

]ר[⸣ב⸢דלע] 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 2

דילע

by means of (prep.)

⸣דילע⸢] 1.3.29 recto 2′

מילע

male-servant (no.)

]…[⸣מיל⸢ע 2.5.14 recto 1′

המילע

female-servant (no.)

נמיל⸣ע⸢ל] 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 8′

מע

with (prep.)

[⸣מ⸢ע⸣ו⸢] 1.2.5 recto 1′

נברע , נבורע

security, pledge (no.)

נברע] 1.1.2 recto 5′

החפ

governor (no.)

⸣ה⸢תח⸣פ⸢ 1.3.3 P. 23964 recto 2′ *

סנחפ

(month of) Paḥons (no.)

]סנ[⸣ח⸢פ⸣ל⸢] 2.5.10 recto 1′ *

דיקפ

officer (no.)

]ד[⸣י⸢קפ 1.1.1 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8

Recto 1

סרפ

peras-measurement (no.)

]נ[סרפ 2.3.1 recto 3′

מגתפ

message (no.)

מגתפ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 7

חתפ

to open (vb.)

חת⸣פו⸢] 1.1.15 recto 1′ *

וח⸣תפ⸢ 1.3.28 recto 2′ *

פתפ

ration (no.)

פתפ 1.1.12 verso (pal) 2′

פתפ 2.2.3 recto iii 10

יבצ

to desire (vb.)

]ה[בצנ 2.5.5 recto 2′ *
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Root Word Text No. Line

מדק

before (prep.)

מ⸣ד⸢]ק[ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 8′

בר

great (adj.)

]הב[ר 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 2′

]הבר[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 3′

הבר 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 5′

]הב[⸣ר⸢ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 2′

הבר 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 4′

הבר 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

הבר 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 9′

]הבר[ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 2′

]הבר[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 2′

]הבר[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

הבר 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 3′

ער

friend (no.)

ער 1.3.26 recto 1′ *

ש → לקש

(abbv.)

לאש

to ask (vb.)

]…ל[⸣א⸢שו 1.1.2 recto 3′

בזש

to leave (vb.)

[⸣ובזש⸢] 2.5.6 frag. a recto 3′

חלש

to send (word) (vb.)

[חלש] 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 7

תח⸣ל⸢ש 2.5.7 frag. a recto 2′

תח⸣ל⸢]ש[ 1.1.27 recto 1′

מלש

to greet, to compensate

(vb.)

מלש 1.1.3 recto 2′

מלש 1.1.3 recto 2′

]מלש[ 1.1.3 verso 1

מל⸣ש⸢ 1.1.3 verso 1

⸣מלש⸢ 1.1.23 recto 1′

⸣י⸢מלש 1.3.25 recto 1′ *

מש

name (no.)

משב 1.3.30 recto 2′ *

]ה[מש 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

תהמ⸣ש⸢] 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 4′

מהתה]מ[ש 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 6′

אימש

heavens (no.)

א⸣י⸢מש] 1.3.2 frag. a recto 1′

אנש

to hate (vb.)

אנשי 1.2.6 recto 1′

הנש

year (no.)

⸣[ת⸢נש 2.2.3 recto iii 12

]ת[נש 2.5.2 frag. b recto 3′

תנש 2.5.4 frag. a recto 1′
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]תנש[ 1.2.8 recto 1

]תנש[ 1.2.8 recto 1 alt

רעש

barley (no.)

נ⸣רעש⸢ 1.2.1 verso 1

לקש

shekel (no.)

ש]…[ 2.5.8 side 1

ש] 1.3.13 recto 1′

⸣ניל⸢קש 2.2.1 frag. e (+) d verso i′ 1′

[⸣נ]⸢לקש[ 1.2.10 recto 1′

[נל⸣ק⸢ש 1.2.12 recto 1′

יתש

to drink (vb.)

נית⸣ש⸢] 1.1.10 recto 2′ *

ניתש

sixty (no.)

נית⸣ש⸢] 1.1.10 recto 2′ *

רות

bull (no.)

רות 2.5.13 recto 1′

תחת

instead of (prep.)

תחת 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 5′

תחת 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 6′

ת⸣חת⸢] 2.2.1 frag. f recto unplaced 1′

הנת

here (adv.)

[⸣ה⸢נת 1.1.9 P. 23957 recto 1′

סרטשת

Tšetres (no.)

]סר[⸣ט⸢שת[ 2.2.3 recto iii 11

BrokenWords

(* indicates an alternative interpretation; see commentary.)

Word Text No. Line

⸣מב⸢◦…]…[ 1.3.3 P. 23179 verso 1′

]…[כי◦◦◦]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23954 a verso 2′

ד⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

וד⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

זד⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

ר⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

ור⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

זר⸣ב⸢]◦[◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

את⸣ד⸢◦◦]…[ 2.5.6 frag. a recto 1′ *

את⸣ר⸢◦◦]…[ 2.5.6 frag. a recto 1′ *

א◦]…[ 1.3.1 frag. a recto 2′

א◦]…[ Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3.

Frags. 1+2

verso 2′
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(cont.)

Word Text No. Line

כא◦]…[ 1.1.6 verso 1′

ה◦]…[ 2.2.1 P. 23954 a verso iii′ 1′

ח◦]…[ 1.3.6 recto 1′

]…[◦י◦]…[ 1.1.16 recto 2′

⸣ל⸢◦]…[ 1.3.3 P. 23179 recto 1′

מ◦]…[ 1.1.8 recto 1′

נ◦]…[ 2.5.3 P. 23968 recto 2′

]…[ענ◦]…[ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 5′ *

]…[עפ◦]…[ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 5′ *

ניק◦]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23956 recto 1′

⸣ת⸢◦]…[ 2.5.7 frag. a recto 2′

הת◦]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23954 c recto 1′

א]…[ 2.3.1 verso 1′

א]…[ 2.2.3 recto iii 13

א]…[ 1.1.21 recto 1′

⸣ב⸢]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23956 verso 2′

]…[מב]…[ 2.5.16 recto 2′

נב]…[ 2.5.1 frag. b recto 1′

⸣ג⸢]…[ 2.5.3 P. 23969 recto 1′

מכנג]…[ 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 6′

ד]…[ 2.5.2 frag. c recto 2′ *

ד]…[ 1.1.15 verso 1′ *

]…[אד]…[ 2.5.2 frag. a recto 1′ *

אבד]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 4 *

שד]…[ 1.1.13 recto 1′ *

…חו]…[ 1.3.42 recto 1′ *

⸣ח⸢]…[ 2.5.2 frag. b recto 5′ *

⸣ח⸢]…[ Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3.

Frags. 1+2

recto 2′

מח]…[ 1.1.18 verso 2′

י]…[ 1.3.47 recto 2′

אי]…[ 1.1.15 verso 2′

⸣ני⸢]…[ 2.5.2 frag. b recto 5′ *

תי]…[ 1.1.7 verso 2′

כ]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23956 verso 1′ *

⸣כ⸢]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23957 verso 3′

כ]…[ 2.5.12 recto 1′ *

]…[נכ]…[ 2.3.2 frag. c recto 3′

⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23957 recto 2′

]…[⸣ל⸢]…[ 2.2.1 frag. f recto unplaced 2′

]…[⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23954 c recto 2′

]…[⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.1.19 recto 2′

◦⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.1.2 verso 2′

◦◦⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.1.6 verso 2

]…[)◦(◦ל]…[ 1.1.17 verso 1′

]…[◦]◦◦◦[⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.2.9 recto 2′

]…[◦דל]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 9′ *
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Word Text No. Line

]…[◦יל]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 2

מ⸣ל⸢]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23957 verso 2′

]…[◦רל]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 9′ *

⸣ה⸢רל]…[ 1.3.1 frag. c recto 2′ *

תל]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 7

⸣מ⸢]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23954 b recto 1′

◦]◦[◦⸣מ⸢]…[ 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 1′

…חמ[…] 1.3.42 recto 1′ *

נ]…[ 2.5.12 recto 1′ *

]…[ש⸣נ⸢]…[ 1.1.17 recto 2′

מע]…[ 1.1.2 recto 4′

⸣◦מע⸢]…[ 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 1

]…[יפ]…[ 2.4.3 recto 2′

⸣צ⸢]…[ 2.2.4 verso i 1′

ר]…[ 2.5.2 frag. c recto 2′ *

ר]…[ 1.1.15 verso 1′ *

]…[אר]…[ 2.5.2 frag. a recto 1′ *

אבר]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 4 *

שר]…[ 1.1.13 recto 1′ *

⸣ש⸢]…[ 1.3.40 recto 1′

◦⸣ש⸢]…[ 1.1.2 recto 2′

]…[◦יש]…[ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 1

⸣ת⸢]…[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 10′

ת]…[ 2.2.4 verso i 2′

⸣ת⸢]…[ 1.3.7 recto 3′

[ת]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23956 verso 1′ *

⸣ת⸢]…[ 1.1.15 recto 2′

צ◦⸣ת⸢]…[ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 8′

ד⸣ת⸢]…[ Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3.

Frags. 1+2

recto 1′ *

ר⸣ת⸢]…[ Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3.

Frags. 1+2

recto 1′ *

⸣אב⸢◦◦)◦(◦◦ 1.1.7 verso 2′

ה◦]◦◦)◦([ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 4′

ה◦◦◦ 2.1.1 P. 23922 b verso 1

ת◦◦◦ 1.1.3 recto 1′

ל◦◦ 1.1.12 verso (pal) 2′

]…[⸣ל⸢]◦◦[ 1.1.3 verso 3

]…[◦◦⸣ל⸢◦◦ 1.1.8 verso 2′

⸣נ⸢◦◦ 1.1.3 recto 1′

◦]◦[פ◦◦ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 2′

⸣ת⸢◦◦ 1.1.24 verso 1′

]…[◦⸣ט⸢◦ Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3.

Frags. 1+2

verso 3′

◦⸣ל⸢◦ 1.3.7 recto 3′

]…[◦מ◦ 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 7′

]…[⸣ת⸢◦ 2.5.3 P. 23968 recto 1′
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(cont.)

Word Text No. Line

]…[⸣א⸢ 2.3.1 recto 4′

]…[א 2.2.3 recto iii 13

]…[⸣א⸢ 1.1.9 P. 23956 recto 1′

]…[א 1.1.14 recto 1′ *

]…[⸣א⸢ 1.1.14 recto 2′

]…[א Paris aibl-cis Cl.-G. 51, Unl.2.3.

Frags. 1+2

recto 1′

]…[◦א 1.1.3 recto 1′

]…[◦◦א 1.3.40 recto 1′

]…[⸣ח⸢א 1.1.9 P. 23957 recto 2′

]…[⸣מ⸢א 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 6′

]…[⸣אנ⸢א 1.1.10 verso 1′

]…[ב 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 8′ *

]…[◦ב 2.3.1 verso 2′

]…[◦ב 2.5.4 frag b recto 1′

]…[◦יב 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 2

]…[⸣לי⸢ב 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 3 *

]…[⸣ל⸢ב 2.5.4 frag b recto 2′

]…[שב 2.1.1 P. 23922 b verso 1

]…[ד 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 5 *

]…[◦ד 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 6 *

]…[⸣לי⸢ד 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 3 *

]…[ה 1.1.19 verso 1′

]…[◦ה 1.3.15 recto 2′

]…[◦ו 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 4′

]…[◦⸣בו⸢ 1.3.48 recto 2′

]…[⸣ה⸢ו 1.1.9 P. 23954 b recto 1′

]…◦[◦ח 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 3′

]…[ט 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 8′ *

]…[י 1.1.14 recto 1′ *

]…[◦◦⸣י⸢ 1.1.5 recto 4

]…[⸣כ⸢ 2.5.7 frag. a recto 2′

]…[ל 1.3.14 recto 2′

]…[⸣ס⸢◦◦)◦(⸣ל⸢ 1.3.17 verso 1′

]…[◦בל 1.1.15 recto 2′ *

]…[◦דל 1.1.15 recto 2′ *

]…[◦רל 1.1.15 recto 2′ *

]…[מ 1.1.1 P. 13445 E- P. 13448/8 Recto 2

]…[⸣א⸢◦◦נ 2.3.1 recto 5′

]…[◦פנ 2.5.4 frag c recto 2′

]…[יפ 1.1.4 hand 1 recto 3

]…[ר 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 5 *

]…[◦ר 2.1.1 P. 23922 a recto 6 *

]…[⸣לי⸢ר 1.1.4 hand 2 verso 3 *

]…[⸣ש⸢ 1.1.9 P. 23957 recto 3′

]…[◦⸣ש⸢ 1.1.11 verso 3′

◦◦◦ת 1.1.3 verso 2
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(cont.)

Word Text No. Line

ג◦ת 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 7′ *

י◦ת 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 7′ *

]…[נת 1.1.2 recto 4′

Numerals

Value Aramaic Number Text No. Line

1 (+) ��]…[ 1.1.9 P. 23954 a recto 3′

1 (+) ]…[⸣��⸢ 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 1′

1 �� 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′

1 �� 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 4′

1 �� 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 8′

1 �� 2.1.1 P. 23967 recto 5′

1 ]��[ 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 4′

1 ]��[ 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

1 ]��[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

1 ]��[ 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

1 �� 2.2.1 frag. a verso iii′ 1′

1 �� 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

1 �� 2.5.7 frag. b recto 1′ *

2 (+) �𐡘�]…[ 2.3.1 verso 3′

2 (+) ]…[⸣��⸢�� 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 3′

2 (+) ]…[�𐡘� 2.5.8 side 1

2 (+) ]…[�𐡘� 1.3.13 recto 1′

2 �𐡘� 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 5′

2 �𐡘� 2.2.1 frag. c recto iv′ 3′

2 �𐡘� 2.2.4 verso i 2′

3 (+) ]…[�𐡘𐡘�]…[ 2.5.4 frag b recto 3′

3 ⸣��⸢�𐡘� 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 2′

3 ])��([⸣��⸢�� 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 3′

3 �𐡘𐡘� 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 2′

3 ⸣��⸢]��[⸣��⸢] 1.2.10 recto 1′

4 (+) �𐡘𐡘𐡘�]…[ 1.2.3 recto 1′

4 (+) ]…[⸢ �𐡘𐡘� ��⸢ 2.5.4 frag b verso 1′

4 (+) �𐡘𐡘𐡘�]…[ 2.5.4 frag b verso 2′

4 (+) ��⸢��⸣]�𐡘�…[ 2.5.4 frag b verso 3′

4 �𐡘𐡘𐡘� 2.2.1 frag. a recto ii′ 4′

4 ]�𐡘�[�𐡘� 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 5′

4 �𐡘𐡘𐡘� 2.2.1 frag. b recto iii′ 7′

6 (+) ]…[�𐡘𐡘𐡘�⸣��⸢]��…[ 2.5.2 frag. a recto 2′

6 (+) ]…[�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�◦◦]…[ 2.5.2 frag. b recto 2′

6 ]�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�[ 1.2.10 recto 1′

10 (+) ]…[�� 2.2.1 frag. e recto vi′ 2′
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(cont.)

Value Aramaic Number Text No. Line

10 �� 2.5.17 recto 1′

15 (+) ])+([�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡛� 1.2.8 recto 1

16 �𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘�]��[�� 2.5.4 frag. a recto 1

20 (+) ])+(��[ 2.2.4 recto 1′

20 (+) ])+([�� 2.2.4 recto 2′

20 (+) ])+([⸣��⸢ 2.2.4 recto 3′

20 (+) ])+([⸣��⸢ 2.2.4 recto 4′

21 (+) ]…[⸢��⸣�� 2.5.3 P. 23969 recto 1′ *

30 (+) ]…[⸢ ⸣�𐡜� 1.1.1 P. 23148 recto 3′

40 (+) ]…[⸢��⸣�� 2.5.3 P. 23969 recto 1′ *

50 �𐡜𐡜� 2.2.1 frag. d recto v′ 6′

60 (+) ])+([⸣�𐡜𐡜�⸢ 2.2.1 frag. b verso ii′ 6′

1(9)7(+) ⸣��⸢�𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡘𐡛�)��(�𐡜𐡜𐡝𐡘�]…[ 2.2.3 recto iii 14

300 (+) ]…[�𐡘𐡘𐡘�◦]…[ 1.3.11 recto 1′

1,690(+) ]…[�𐡜𐡜𐡜𐡜𐡝𐡘�⸣�𐡘�⸢�𐡘𐡘�פל]…[ 2.2.3 recto iii 11
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